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Preface
Each person is born under circumstances which are not of his own
choosing. The religion of his family or the ideology of the state is
thrust upon him from the very beginning of his existence in this
world. By the time he reaches his teens, he has usually been
brain-washed into believing that the beliefs of his particular society
are the correct beliefs that everyone should have. However, when
some people mature and are exposed to other belief systems, they
begin to question the validity of their own beliefs.
God gave us all minds and intellects to enable us to make this
crucial decision. It is the most important decision in the life of any
human being; upon it depends his future. Consequently, each and
everyone of us must examine dispassionately the evidence presented
and choose what appears to be right until further evidence arises. (I)
In this book Dr. Abu Laylah, a well-known scholar in the field of
comparative religions, examines the authenticity of both the Qur'an
and the Gospels through comprehensive analysis and investigation
basing his arguments on rational as well as textual proofs, with the
aim of reaching a fair and unbiased attitude towards both of them.

(jenera['Director
Sheikh Muhammad 'Abdu

Introduction to the %in[ f£dition
It is with pleasure that I present the third edition of my book about
the Qur'an and the Gospels.

I have devoted myself to this subject for more than 25 years
researching it thoroughly and monitoring all academic publications on
the subject as they appear.
There are a few editorial errors in the previous two editions which
I have been able to correct here.
I also included some important suggestions and comments made by
Prof. Blankeship at Temple University who is an assistant Professor of
comparative religion, and I register here my gratitude to him.
This book serves several different purposes. Firstly, it wishes to set
out the Islamic tradition, the Islamic point of view based on the Qur'an
and the Sunnah, and Muslim scholarship, to help non-Muslim readers
to gain a closer view of Islam and a fairer view of this great religion.
Secondly, it aims to demonstrate to non-Muslims that the Islamic
view of the gospels is the true one.
Thirdly, it will help Muslims to understand the gospels.
It is my principle when studying other people's religion that we
should provide facts which help others go through it without prejudice
and without danger of misunderstanding. To write about other
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religions, in my view, is like providing a map to give details of certain
area. If the map is \vrong the information is wrong and will prove to
be of little use. In recent times, interfaith days have become important
in the public curriculum.
Dialogue , conversation , argument are characteristic of human life.
We cannot live without talking and we cannot talk without a subject.
Talking together involves an exchange of ideas on the subject.
Dialogue means intellectual communication between people. It
reflects their varied approaches, different positions in life, varied ideas
and different beliefs . All prophets of God without exception entered
into dialogue with their veterans, especially with their critics.
Dialogue was a prominent element in the delivery of God's message
to His peoples. In almost every Scripture we find a form of dialogue
between two persons, or between a person and an abstract idea (such
as wisdom), or a person talks to his own soul.
In the gospels, Jesus talked to his Disciples in many occaSIOns.
Some of his Disciples collected these dialogues and preserved them.

The Dialogue of the Savior is published in the Nag Hammadi
library in English Leiden (1977) n 229 introduced by Helmut Kuester
and Elaine Pagles and translated by Horold W. Altridge.
This
between
Thomas
sources.

fragmentary text consists of a collection of conversations
Jesus and the Disciples, comparable to Q or the Gospel of
but also including comments and traditions from various
It is arranged to put over a certain world-view.

Including comments and traditions from various sources . It
arranged to put over a certain world-view.

IS

We will proceed with our discussion. Jesus entered into dialogue
with the Disciples, with rabbis, and even with Satan. In the Qur'an,
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God talked to the angels in a form of dialogue, about the creation of
Adam, and with Iblis when he refused to low down before Adam, as
Muslims low towards the direction of the Ka 'hah .
In the Qur'an there are many forms of dialogue: between some of
the prophets and their nations, or between two ordinary people
discussing proper behavior (as a means of teaching). In this way God
showed

LIS

that we should be persuasive, convincing, open minded,

ready to listen to others when teaching, Musl ims took dialogue very
seriously and soon developed what is now called interfaith dialogue or
debate.
Prophet Muhammad himself set an example by debating with
non-Mu slims, Jews and Christians, and his example was followed by
his Companions and Followers.
Dialogue was not merely a skill practiced by scholars, theologians
and philosophers, and also by rulers and politicians, and even in
modem times most of the dialogue which takes place in society is
conducted by rulers, presidents and princes.
Talking to other people is an admission of their existence and
importance, of the role they play in maintaining the order of the world.
There is no superiority on inferiority in dialogue. In Islam we have
many books regulating the form of dialogue, defining its moral and
religious aspects.
Concerning Christianity, reading the gospels gives the impression
that Jesus spent most of his time with his Disciplines, in a small circle.
Later, after his departure, the Disciples began to preserve, in writing
what they remembered of Jesus' sayings and the result was many
collections of the words of Jesus. Some added comments and
interpretations to the recorded sayings.

X
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As mentioned in the book , the church gives official sanction to
only four of the gospels at about the time that the church became the
state religion of the Roman Empire the trinity was adopted as official
doctrine and other dogma was rejected as heresy, and any book other
than the four canon ical gospels was rejected also . The church
considered itself the guardian of the true Christian faith as she saw it.
The majority of churches of which the Church of Rome took a
leading role rejected all other viewpoints as heresy, exploring the
diversity of earlier development. Bishop Irenius and his followers, for
example, insisted that there could be only one church, and outside of
that church he saw no salvation.
Members of the one true church alone, are Orthodox, literally,
straight-thinking Christians, and he claimed that this church must be
'Catholic', that is universal. Anyone who challenged that was
declared to be a heretic, and excommunicated.
When the orthodox gained military support sometime after the
emperor Constantine converted to Christianity in the 4th century the
penalty for heresy escalated. (The Gnostic Gospels, Elaine pagles
p.21F.)
Reading the history of the church and the apostolic Fathers, it is
clear that all other religions was regarded as 'pagan', and all people
other than Christians were in danger of destruction, with no hope of
salvation. It is almost impossible to find a fair description of other
religions in Christian literature, even up to modem times to some
extent.
In this book I have included pieces about the ancient Christian
gospels but have deliberately avoided going into detailed discussion. It
is striking that the gospel of Thomas is silent about the matter of
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Jesus' death and resurrection, as Helmut Kuester says "the keystone of
all proclamations."
But Thomas is alone in omitting mention of this . The source Q
that was used by Matthew and Luke does not consider the death of
Jesus to be part of the Christian message, and thus does not concern
itself with reports of the resurrection and subsequent events. The
Gospel of Thomas and the source Q in that way challenge the
assumption that the early church was unanimous in regarding Jesus'
death and resurrection the cornerstone of Christian faith. Both
documents emphasize that the significance of Jesus lay in his words,
and not in what people thought about him. This puts Jesus closer to
the Muslim view.
Again, it is striking that the Gospel of Thomas is also totally silent
on the titles given to Jesus by others, such as 'Lord', 'Christ', 'Son of
Man', 'Messiah' and 'Son of God'.
The title 'Son of Man' given to Jesus in the canonical gospels and
in the "Q" source is an indication of his manhood and absolute human
nature but to the Christians it is an indication that Jesus is the one who
will appear from heaven at the end of time, shown as lightning flashes
and lights up the sky, so will the Son of Man be in his day. (Luke 17.24)
The reader of this edition will find that important materials have
been added and corrections made to the previous two editions. I hope
you will find it useful.

CHAPTER ONE

Islam's Attitude Towards
the Preceding Prophets
Islam is the irreducible religion of God , which was delivered by
the prophets of the Most Holy since man was sent down to this earth.
The Qur'an, the word of God, and the first and absolute source of
Islam, directly acknowledges the prophets before Muhammad. It
relates their missions and struggles in the societies to which they were
sent and reports their stories with accuracy and reverence.
Concerning our belief, we are commanded by God to believe in all
prophets, without discrimination. But it should be noted that the
Qur'an does make distinctions between God's messengers, except on
the basis of their suffering and forbearance. All prophets command
our love and reverence. But those who underwent particular hardship
and particular suffering command our special love and reverence.
Jesus stands among that number with Muhammad.
Jesus, like Muhammad after him, called his people to bear witness
to the prophets who preceded him. Furthermore, he declared the
prophethood of his contemporary John the Baptist. Jesus' mission was
declared by John, who bore witness to him as a prophet, but not as a
Son of God .
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Our belief in the prophets is accompanied by our belief in the
Holy Scriptures, for as Muslims we hold that all of these Holy Books
are the word of God, and originated from Him. The books named in
the Qur'an are as follows: The Scroll revealed to Abraham, Az-Zabur
revealed to David, the Torah revealed to Moses, the Gospel revealed
to Jesus and the Qur'an revealed to Muhammad. I would like to note in
passing that some of these books are lost, such as Abraham's Scroll,
and that others were subject to corruption and distortion.
A Muslim's belief in Jesus must equal his belief in Muhammad
himself. Whenever the name of Jesus is mentioned in the Qur'an a
Muslim's eyes become full of tears and his heart full of affection.
Indeed, this feeling runs so deep that we give to our children the
names of Jesus and Mary.
But exactly who is Jesus in whom every Muslim must believe? Is
he Jesus the Christ? The suffering Messiah? Is he the eternal Son of
God? The third of the triad? The one who was crucified? Is he God
incarnate? Is he the Redeemer?
I do say that Jesus of the Qur'an is also of reality and not just one
of the previously mentioned designations. I will therefore have to
repeat my question: Who is Jesus?

Jesus in the Qur'an
Judging by the number of verses and amount of details, the
information given in the Qur'an about Jesus is extensive. I would
venture to say that, as a Qur'anic figure he is portrayed with more
comprehensiveness than any other. It should be made clear that the
Qur'an is not a historical or biographical work in a literal sense. In
other words the information given about Jesus, for example, was given
through Revelation, to the unlettered Muhammad, who without being
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an academic historian, corrected the position of Jesus as previously
understood, whether by Jews or Christians.
In the Qur'an there are five things which are given special concern,
especially in terms of creation. God speaks of His creation of the
world in ordered sequence whereas the other four areas are of central
importance to the subject of this book; they are: Adam and his
children, John the Baptist and Jesus himself.
Because the making of Adam differs from that of the world, the
process of his creation is recorded in great detail in the Qur'an, as in
15:29 and 38:72.(1) Moreover the making of Adam's children shows
another, different, process of qeation from clay, ~ Then We created of
the sperm-drop a clot, then We created of the clot a tissue, then We
created of the tissue bones, then We garmented the bones in flesh;
thereafter We produced him as another creature. So blessed be God,
the Fairest of creators!, (23: 12-14).
In this context we may refer to the making of Eve, who in Genesis
(2:21-22) was formed of Adam's rib but in the Qur'an is created from a
single soul of mankind:
~ 0 Mankind, fear your Lord who created you of a single soul,

and from it created its mate, and from the pair of them scattered
abroad many men and women. ,
(4: I)

This brief survey of the creational process indicates clearly that
the world was created out of nothing; Adam was created out of the
world, Eve out of him and Adam's offspring out of coition between
Adam and Eve. It must be quite clear that all of these were created by
God and God alone. Moreover it is explicit that all things were created
by God and not out of God. I mention this because the Christian belief
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ho lds that , as in Jo hn , chapter I , verse I. "th e world was created
thro ug h Jesus Ollt of the wo rd of God," I mention thi s because it
illustrates the power of God and the variety of creation.
In the Qur'an Je sus is called by name and is also des ignated the
Mess iah by attribute, son of Mary by human ascripti on, a servant of
God by obedi ence , a prophet by the office of prophethood. a messenger
by mission, a word of God by the way he was created and likewise a
spirit from Him (God). Some Christians use these last two titles to
support Jesus' divinity. For example John o f Damascus (c . 675-749),
say s that: But since you (Mu slims) say Christ is the word of God and
spirit how can you revile us ... ? If it (is outside God) the word then
according to you , God is without a word and without mind. Therefore
while you avoid giving God a partner, you divine Him.(2) The author
of this quotation while purporting to represent the Muslim view seems
cl oser to a description of the Christian concept, and fails to understand
the basic Islamic tenet that the word cannot be divided from God as I
expl ain it in my forthcoming book : The Muslim View o/Christianity.
Very recently David W. Shenk has said in A Muslim and Christian
Dialogue: "When a Christian looks at the Prophet Muhammad, he
needs to evaluate Muhammad in the light of the total Biblical witness
culminating in Jesus the Messiah. To the extent that the Prophet
Muhammad accepts

the total Biblical witness and the central

significance of Jesus the Messiah, and not to the extent that the life
and teachings of Muhammad give witness to the revelation of
suffering redemptive love which we perceive in Jesu s the Messiah,
Christians should appreciate and affirm Prophet Muhammad." (3)
I find it necessary to comment on this statement, but very briefly.
Rather, it seems to me that Shenk is saying if the Muslims are willing
to say that Muhammad and the Qur'an accept the whole Bible and its
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claims as scripture. then C'hristians can accept the witness of
Muhammad to the correctness of Christianity and need not denounce
him, This is still a propaganda play, but it doesn't mean that Shenk
necessarily thinks Muhammad or the Qur'an accept the whole Bible as
scripture, Shenk said: "Muhammad accepts the total Biblical witness",
but this is completely erroneous. First this phrase shows Muhammad
as one who can accept or reject in terms of his own humanity. As a
matter of fact the Revelation given to Muhammad recognizes some
Biblical statements and by its very nature refutes others. In our view
as Muslims Jesus was not the culmination of prophethood, but
Muhammad, as he himself declared, was. It is also our belief that our
Prophet was foretold in the Torah, and we also believe in the two
books just mentioned in which our Prophet was foretold. We believe
in Moses and Jesus who bore witness to our Prophet. In other words
we do not believe in anything that does not foretell Muhammad.

Jesus' titles in the Qur'an and the Gospels
The Qur'an gives Jesus several titles to which I have already
referred; here I should like to shed some light on at least some of them.

First: The Word of God and a Spirit from Him
Jesus is called in the Qur'an "the word of God" (4: 171), and
according to another verse "a word from Him" (3:45). It should be
noted that all the Revelations like the Torah, the Gospel and the
Qur'an are called the word of God. Imam al-Haramayn al-Juwayni (d.
478 A.H.) informs us that some Christian apologists assert that Jesus
is the word of God and the word according to Muslims is uncreated
and this is exactly the same as the Christian faith in Jesus. Al-Juwayni
says that Muslims indeed agree to call Jesus a word or the word, he
supports his view by referring also to the Qur'an in several places, then
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he goes on to say that the word means also God's decree. i.e. , that God
had created Jesus directly with his word Kun Fayakun "Be and it is".
He draws the following from the Qur'an: '4Indeed the likeness of Jesus
in God's eyes is as Adam's likeness, He originated him from dust. then
said He unto him, "Be" and he was. ~ (3:59).(4) Imam al-Haramayn
suggests that the verse that calls Jesus Kalimah , a word from God,
should be studied in connection with the other passages in the Qur'an
which deny the doctrine of incarnation and condemn its adherents.(5)
AI-Bukhari stated that the distinction between Jesus and the word
could be understood on fundamental linguistic grounds. Jesus is
masculine in gender, but the "word" is feminine, as all Arab
philologists agree. Thus Jesus was created by God through the agency
of the word, but is not Himself the word . The English translation of
the Qur'anic verse 4: 171 states: 4His word that He committed to Mary. ~(6)
In Arabic, however, the word "that" is feminine in gender, standing for
"word". Thus in linguistic terms, "word", being of feminine gender,
cannot be the equivalent of Jesus. The word is entrusted to Mary by
Gabriel (Qur'an 3:45). AI-Bukhari thus sees no difference between the
creation of Adam and the creation of Jesus.
The phrase "The word of God" is used in the Qur'an in singular
and plural forms Kalimatu Allah and Kalimaatu Allah, and it
expresses different meanings, but its use as a title of Jesus can be
explained in several ways, e.g., Kalimah means the prophecy or the
glad tidings or the good news that God promised or foretold the
prophets. One of our great Muslim scholars, ash-Sharif ar-Radi (d. 407
A. H. = 1016 A.C.) suggests that God calls Jesus Kalimah, meaning a
word in a metaphorical way, i.e., that God guides people through Him
as He guides them with His word, a view also held by the Mu'tazili
Abu 'Ali aj-Jubba'i.
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Second: Servant
Like all prophets Jesus is called 'Abd, a servant, to God:
(~Mary

pointed to the child; but they said, how shall we speak to
olle who is still in the cradle, a little child? He said: [ am God's
servallt; God has given me the Book and made me a prophet.
Blessed He has made me, wherever [ may be; and He has
enjoined me to pray and to give the alms, so long as [live. "
(19: 29-31)

The word 'Abd here is used as a mark of honor and servility to the
will and commandment of God:
The Qur'an says:
behold Allah will say: a Jesus the son of Mary! Didst thou
say unto men, Take me and my mother for two gods besides
Allah?' He will say: Glory to Thee! Never could [ say what [ had
no right (to say). Had [ said such a thing. Thou wouldst indeed
have known it. Thou knowest what is ill my heart, though [ know
not what is ill Thine. For Thou knowest in full all that is hidden. ~
~And

(5: 116)

Muhammad and all the prophets (peace be upon them all) were
called '[bad (servants) of God:
~And

they say: The Most Gracious has taken a son." Glory to
Him! They are (but) servants raised to honor. ~
(21: 26)

The pious people were honored by God who named them His' Tbad:
~Alld

the servants of Allah, Most Gracious are those who walk on
the earth in humility, and when the ignorant address them, they
say: Peace. ~
(25: 63)
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It indicates the human nature of the prophets including lesus; the
same title is also given to him in the New Testament.
The Christians' interpretation of the Old Testament prophecies can
serve as an example here. The prophet Isaiah says (53: II):
"My servant. many shall he claim for his own, [he
sh,,111 win their "cquillal, on hi s shoulders bearing
their guill."m

I would like to note in passing that this prophecy refers to a man
and not to a God or Son of God, more clearly the prophet Isaiah never
dreamt of speaking of a God or Son of God in hi s foretelling. It seems
interesting to bring to your notice that the lews rejected the Christian
interpretations of the Old Testament prophecies altogether, but it is
beyond the scope of this book to deal with the interpretation of the
prophecies of the Old Testament.
The biographical details we have of lesus show that he acted
exactly as a servant to a master, he commenced his mission at a
certain time, i.e., when he was about 30 years old, and this indicates
that he followed a commandment and did not begin preaching
according to his own will. Otherwise why did he wait until that time?
Why did he not begin according to his own will? Why did he not
begin earlier or later than that time? And why did he commence his
Divine activities with the baptism ; why did the Divine and sinless
need the remission of sin through baptism? Christians find it difficult
to answer this question. I do think that lesus went to John not only to
be baptized by him, but also to show himself to 10hn and seek his
witness and this was in itself a sign of the Baptist's death. The swift
death of 10hn lends support to my point of view : The gospels show
that these two personages, i.e., Jesus and 10hn, never came in contact
before they met in the River 10rdan. This is also supported by the
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confusion surrounding the relationship between the two figures. When
Jesus was praying to God seeking His help. He acted precisely as
servant to his Lord, when he expressed his inferior power to that of
God. When he was asked by a lady to accommodate her two sons in
his kingdom, one on his right hand and the other on his left, Jesus said:
"You don't know what you are asking. Are you 'able
to drink the cup that I am to drink? They said to him,
'We are able.' He said to them, 'You will drink my
cup, but to sit at my right hand and to my left is not
mine to grant, but it is for those for whom it has been
prepared by my Father.'"

(Matthew 20:20-23)
When he requested God to deliver him from the cup of death, he
acted exactly in the same manner as a creature controlled by his God.
One of our great Muslim scholars in the 11 th century looked at
Jesus' prayer and anguish before the crucifixion and on the cross as
reported in Matthew 26:39, Mark 14:36, and Luke 22:41-44. Ibn
Hazm remarks: Is this the character of a deity or god? Does god pray
to be kept away from death? Does god sweat because of the hardship
he suffers when he is certain that death is all too imminent? Or when
he must face his fatal end? Does god abandon god? Is this not absurd?(8)

Third: Prophet and Messenger
The Qur'an depicts Jesus as prophet and messenger of God. As an
example, God says:
,{And when Jesus son of Mary said: Children of Israel, I am
indeed the messenger of God to you, confirming the Torah that is
before lIIe, and giving good tidings of a Messenger who shall
cOllie (!ftt'f' lIle, whose flame shall be Ahmad.

r

(61: 6)
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Also, Jesus' humanity is clearly stressed in the following Qur'anic
statement:
~

The Messiah, SOil of Maty, was ollly a messenger, messengers
before him passed away, his mother was a just woman, they both
ate food (i.e., they were hUlIlan), behold, how we make clear the
signs to them, then behold how they are perverted! Say: Do you
worship, apart from God, that which cannot hurt or profit you?
God is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. ,
(5: 75-76)

On the Christian side we have a good number or references to
Jesus as prophet, e.g., according to Matthew 10:40, Jesus addressed
his disciples saying
"He who gives you welcome gives me welcome, and
he who gives me welcome gives welcome to Him
that sent me. He who gives a prophet the welcome
due to a prophet shall receive the reward given to
prophets."

In John 12:47 Jesus says:
"If anyone hears my sayings and does not keep them,
I do not judge him: for I did not come to judge the
world but to save the world."

This clearly puts Jesus in a context of a prophet and not a god,
since he came to save as all prophets do, but not to pronounce
judgment over the people. In the Qur'an God says to Muhammad:

4Whether We show thee a part of that We promise them, or We
call thee to Us, it is time only to deliver the message, and Ours is
the reckonillg. ,
(13: 40)
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Also, God says to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him):
. ~, Theil remilld them! Tholl are Dill)'
. a remillder. tholt are
charged to oversee them.

1I0t

t

(88: 21-22)

In John 12:45-46 moreover we read:
"And he who sees me sees him who sent me . I have
come as light into the world, that whoever believe in
me may not remain in darkness ."

This passage speaks of Jesus as a prophet sent by God to guide his
people. It deserves special attention to note that Jesus called himself
here "a light into the world." And God says about Muhammad, 40
Prophet, we have sent thee as a witness, and light~ (33:44). Also God
describes the Qur'an itself as "guidance and light" and says about
Torah, 4Surely we sent down the Torah, wherein is guidance and
light ~ (5: 44), and also God says the same about the fnji!: 4 We gave to
him the Gospel wherein is guidance and light. ~ (5:46)
With reference to the above information, Jesus cannot be exempted
from the prophetic tradition, or distinguished from the other prophets.
As God says:
4Jesus the son of Mary was no more than a messenger, many
were the messengers that passed away before him. ~
(5:75)

Luke makes the following statement:
"While they were talking and discussing together,
Jesus himself drew near and went with them. But
their eyes were kept from recognizing him. And he
said to them , 'What is this conversation which you
are holding with each other as you walk?' And they
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stood still , loo kin g sad. Then one or them , named
Clcopas, answcred him. 'Arc you the o nl y visitor to
1crusalem who doe s not know the things that have
happened there in these days?' And he said to them,
'What things?' And they said to him , 'Conccrning
1csus of Nazareth . who was a prophe t mighty in
peopl e .'"
(Lukc 24: 15- 19)

Those who believe
prophet by God .

111

him declared that he was accounted a

Before we conclude this chapter it should not be overlooked to
point out that Jesus is also designated in the Qur'an as "Son of Mary"
as already referred to above. This is perhaps the Qur'anic formal of the
Biblical" Son of Man".

CHAPTER TWO

Islam - Concept, Dimension and Altitude
Towards Prophets and Prophecies

The concept of Islam and its message
Islam declares itself to be one irreducible religion of God which
has been delivered by the prophets of the Most Holy, ever since man
was first sent down to this earth . In the Qur'an (42: 13) God states,

4The same religion has He established for you as that which He
enjoined on Noah - that which We have sent by inspiration to thee
- and that which We enjoined on Abraham, Moses, and Jesus:
Namely, that ye should remain steadfast in religion, and make no
divisions therein. ,

In the Qur'an Islam is described as the religion of God (3: 19 &
83). Also, it is described as the religion of truth. Ibn ' Abbas asked the
Prophet which of the religions God loves most. The Prophet answered
al-Hanifiyyah as-Samhah, the religion of purity and peace (i.e.,
Islam).(l ) Anyone who submits to God through His religion as
described above is the best of all people (Qur'an 4: 125).
In the Qur'an, God distinguishes Islam as preached by all prophets
and concluded by Prophet Muhammad from all other religions,
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commanding Muhammad to say : 4To you your religioll alld to me my
religion. ~ (Qur'an 109:6)
The Arabic word Din "religion" is linguistically used to denote ·
any kind of religions, creeds or faiths, whether false or true, whether
revealed from God or created by man, in whole or in part.(2) True
religion, according to Islam, is that which God revealed to the
prophets which He chose from among His people to guide them along
the right path. The Qur'an states that God did not deprive any nation of
a prophet and a message. No people were exempt from this gift of
God, ~ Thou art truly a warner, and to every people a guide. ~ (Qur'an
13: 7 & 4:165)

God sent His messengers, each speaking the tongue that would be
understood by the people, and Revelation is present in the Hebrew
Torah, and Psalter and the Aramaic Gospel as well as in the Arabic
Qur'an (Qur'an 14:4). God also clearly states that He never punishes
His people without sending a prophet to warn them and teach them
first. To Prophet Muhammad, God states in the Qur'an that He has
sent many prophets; some were named, some were not named:
~

We did aforetime sent Apostles before thee: of them are some
whose story We have related to thee. and some whose story we
have not related to thee. ~
(Qur'an 40: 78)

However, the original language of all existing gospels is Creek,
although the language of Jesus must have been Aramaic, unless an
argument could be made that he knew Greek as a second language,
which seems most unlikely. Matthew cannot have an Aramaic original
because it uses 600 verses from Mark, according to the generally
accepted priority of Mark. The only authentic Aramaic in the gospels
then would be the handful of transliterated Aramaic phrases.
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This is why we regard religion as the most important thing in the
world, because it represents God's communication with men. God
makes no distinction between nations, since He has sent prophets to
all areas of the world, but He does make a distinction between the
degree of obedience that they display to His Divine word, and the
respect that they show to His prophets who deliver His message (see
Qur'an 49: 13).
The Qur'an directly acknowledges the prophets before Muhammad.
It relates their mission and struggles against the societies to which
they were sent. The Qur'an reports their stories accurately and
reverently, acknowledging their function as prophets. Concerning the
Muslim faith , we are commanded by God to believe in all prophets,
without discrimination. God says:

4The Apostle believeth in what hath been revealed to him from
his Lord. as do the men of faith . Each one (of them) believeth in
God. His angels. His books, and His Apostles. 'We make no
distinction (they say) between one and another of His Apostles.'
And they say: We hear, and we obey: (we seek) Thy forgiveness,
our Lord, and to Thee is the end of all journeys. ,.
(Qur'an 2: 285, also 2: 136, 42: 13)

Ibn Kathir says that whosoever rejects one prophet rejects all
prophets. (3) The Muslim is therefore required to affirm his faith in all
prophets of God and to show devotion to all of them. Hatred shown
towards any prophet would cut him off from Islam. The Prophet
Muhammad expresses his closeness to Jesus. Abu Hurayrah reported
the Prophet as having said,
"[ am most akin to the son of Mary of all mankind, and all the
prophets have different mothers but one religion, and 110 prophet
came between me and him. ,,(4)
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The Prophet affirms the unity of the religions of heavenly origin.
Our belief in the prophets is accompanied by our belief in the
Holy Scriptures, for, as Muslims, we hold that all these Holy books
are the word of God - and originated from Him. The books named in
the Qur'an are as follows: the Scroll given to Abraham, Az-Zabur
which are the Psalms given to David, the Torah given to Moses, the
Gospel given to Jesus and the Qur'an given to Muhammad .()} I would
like to note in passing that some of these books are lost - such as
Abr~ham's

Scroll, and that others have been subject to corruption and

distortion.
The word Islam is used in the Qur'an by all prophets, for example,
Abraham, Moses and Jesus and the Magicians at Pharaoh's court, the
Queen of Sheba, the disciples of Jesus, also declared themselves
Muslims.(6)
Islam is opposed to disbelief in God, and is in conflict with any
form of atheism, but with regard to Judaism and Christianity, Islam
believes that they all three came from the same source, the light shone
from the same opening in the clouds . Islam has many points of
agreement with the other two religions. Of course, there are
differences, but despite the historical conflicts they have many things
in common. The three religions lived together in harmony throughout
the Muslim World. Everywhere in these areas you find synagogues
and churches, perhaps side by side with mosques. Christians and Jews
had their own schools and courts of judgment.
Islam means literally "complete submission to God", simply
because He is our Creator. We do not create ourselves, so we cannot
claim authority for our own selves. This is the simple meaning of
Islam. The concept of Islam is Islam itself; you can feel it from just
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reading or hearing the name. It is religion from God, not from
Muhammad or any other human. God is the source of Islam, and God
is its aim and end. The Prophet Muhammad was the vehicle for its
transmission, he was a man chosen by God. His thoughts were not for
himself, nor for his Companions, nor for the congregation, but for God.
This is to say that Muhammad was a holy man and God's Messenger.
Islam also means complete acceptance of God and obedience to
Him, not to worship any human, or impose divinity on any idea or
system, or even upon the Prophet who delivered the message of God.
Islam also means to sanctify the word of God, to protect it from
tampering or corruption. Islam is a universal religion which addresses
all humanity because all should submit their will totally to God. No
one has separate will, or can be independent of the will of God. No
one knows as God knows.
When we give ourselves to God and rise above our own natural
arrogance and our egos then God gives us liberty and consciousness,
working as free men but under His control. He will do things for us
that are far beyond our capabilities. Everything is given to us by Him
and we have nothing to give in return but thanks and submission.
Someone might say Islam calls us to be slaves, and submissive, it
takes away our freedom, our free will as rational humans, and requires
us to leave everything to God. This would be called Fatalism. This
notion might be true if it referred to submission to a fellow human, but
submission to God is a different matter entirely. God, of course,
to be free, but in a
created us free, and wants us free, and wants
godly sense. The wheel is free to move, but not free to leave the axle.
If God required us to be captives, He would not require us to work to
be good and would not have sent prophets to teach us what is good
and what is bad.

ui
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All are equal before God's Law. Each one of us has been created
only by Him. No one else can claim to have created us, only the
Almighty. Every individual bears the stamp of God.
It is also useful to mention that the word Islam has a wider sense of:
- Obedience
- Reliance
- Worship
- Participation
- Peace
- Greetings, soundness or good health.
All these real and symbolic meanings of Islam show us what Islam
stands for. More precisely, Islam is the religion of Muslims, past,
present and future. It contains creeds, law and worship. It is, in brief, a
whole system of life which embraces every aspect of our human
activities. In Islam we do not say "give to Caesar what is Caesar's and
to God what is God's" (Matthew 22:21) because everything is God's,
including Caesar himself.
Islam's credo is to believe In God, Angels, the Holy Books,
Revelation, Messengers of God, the Day of Judgment, and in one's
destiny, be it bad or good.
Islam stands on five pillars: the Shahadah or the Kalimah meaning
the declaration that "There is no god but Allah and Muhammad is His
Messenger" .
Then we advance further forward and perform the five daily
Prayers.
The third pillar is the Zakah (Alms-giving). We give either in
goods or in money, two and a half percent of what we have every
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year, to be given to the poor and needy. This refers to all our
possessions, including cattle and everything we own.
The fourth pillar is Fasting in Ramadan, a whole month of Fasting
from dawn to sunset. All people of different ages and countries share
this period of Fasting during daylight hours.
The fifth pillar of Islam and the last is the Pilgrimage to Mecca,
once in one's lifetime, when one is physically and financially able to
make the journey and secure to do so.
In Prayer and in Pilgrimage, God IS the center of all one's
devotions. The name of Prophet Muhammad is always mentioned in
connection with God, but on Iy as a Messenger may be mentioned in
connection with his Lord and Master. In the Qur'an (6: 162-163)
Muhammad was commanded by God to say:
~

My Prayers and devotion, my life and my death, are for God,

the Lord of all beings. No partner is with Him. ~

The belief in earlier prophets and Revelations constitutes an
important article of Islamic Faith. It is not a diplomatic strategy or
courtesy to other religions. For example, anyone who does not believe
in Jesus, Moses, Solomon or David is an unbeliever, a non-Muslim.
Anyone who fails to venerate Mary and do her honor is not to be
counted among Muslims. Even when the adherents of the three
religions are at war, the Muslims never fail to revere Jesus or the Old
Testament prophets. The Qur'an does not contain a single offensive
word against any of these prophets. On the contrary, it refrains from
all ambiguous references, e.g., to Solomon in the Bible. Muslims
believe that they have their name, i.e., Muslims not from Prophet
Muhammad, but from their great father Abraham, and therefore from
God. In the Qur'an 22:78 God says:

Tlie
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~

Strug/?le for Cod (IS is His dlle, f()r He fills chosen W)[I, (lnd has
laid on YOll no ill/pedilllent ill vour religiol1, the creed of your
father Abraham, He named you Muslims. 1'"

It is extre mely important to note that

Islam morality is
synonymous with religion . We cannot draw a line between the things
that be long to morality and the things that belong to religi on.(7)
III

On the other hand , it is not proper to perform Islamic religiou s
duties with no regard to their moral context, for the empty
performance of ritual brings no profit. A Muslim cannot follow the
system of ethics and m orality , and neglect his Islamic religious duties
as prescribed by God .
Any Muslim who separates morality from religion or regards
virtues as having a provenance other than God would not be a true
Muslim.
Central to the Muslim belief is the universality of Islam. From the
very beginning, Islam addresses itself to all humanity, and thus urges
the Muslim to preach and spread its message among all people.
Though in the Qur'an, God says 4There is no compulsion in religion. ~
(2 :256), He commanded His Prophet Muhammad to invite people to
the way of God with wisdom and good admonition, and if needed, he
could dispute with them in the best of manners. (8)
In hi s inaugural address to the International Islamic Conference at
the Royal Albert Hall, London, Saturday 3 April 1976, Prince
Muhammad al-FaysaJ said: "Islam knows no geographic boundaries or
barriers of color, race or language. Islam is neither of the East nor of
the West - it is the Message of God, the Lord of the universe, Lord of
the East and Lord of the West, a message sent to the whole of
mankind through all the prophets of God and finally through Prophet
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Muhammad who was sent as a mercy towards the universe. Islam
addresses itself to man as such - whatever be his background, his
country, his color, his race or his language, and invites him to become
conscious of his real position in the world - which is neither that of an
abject slave nor that of an absolute master - he is the representative,
the vicegerent, the deputy of God on earth, he is a custodian and a
trustee of whatever lies within the bowels of the earth or over it.
Everything is for him and he is in the service of Truth, for God. ,,(9)
The Prince goes on to ask: "What is the real challenge of the
modem age?" And then he answered: "Without going into detail s, I
would like to suggest that man is faced with a bewildering situation
today: on the one hand he has achieved tremendous material progress he has harnessed the forces of nature to his service and created a
technological and industrial society unparalleled in its magnitude,
grandeur and technical efficiency, but on the other hand, he has failed
to control his own baser passions and build human relations on the
foundations of love, sacrifice, trust, piety and service. The institution
of family is disintegrating.
Social relations are at a low ebb. Economic exploitation is
rampant. Political aggrandizement is the order of the day. International
rivalries are on the increase. Cultural tensions are splitting human
society apart. Social injustice is tearing the soul of man. Man is proud
that he has made a new world; man is ashamed, for this new world has
failed to make his soul happy. After reaching the heights of
technological progress, he finds his very existence is threatened by the
forces of his own creation. He has learned to control his environment
but not himself. He has lost direction and his sense of proportion. If
this is the challenge of the modem age then the answer to it lies in
rediscovering the principles of balance and proportion, III
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rediscovering man's mission in life, in rediscovering the principles of
control in human affairs; in short in rediscovering his relation with
God. There is nothing wrong with material progress as such but once
material progress becomes dissociated with moral progress and
spiritual discipline until it loses its relationship with reality and is
exposed to the danger of becoming an instrument of destruction. Man
left alone swings to extremes - crass materialism or ascetic
spiritualism. Divine guidance leads to the path of balance, the straight
path, symbolized in the prayer that God has taught man to pray. "Our
Lord, give us the best in this world and the best in the Hereafter."
Islam is Divine guidance, God, in His infinite mercy, has not left
man alone. He has endowed him with the guidance of the right path.
This guidance was revealed through all the prophets of God, from
Adam, through Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus to Muhammad (Peace
be upon them all). The message of Muhammad is not a new message;
it is the message of all prophets of God, a message that man has again
and again forgotten or changed and distorted. This message was
presented by Muhammad (peace be upon him) in its original purity
and in its Divine perfection. This is Islam.
Islam stands for one loyalty only - man's loyalty to his God loyalty to truth and virtue. It establishes the principle that all human
beings are equal and it is unjust to discriminate between them on the
basis of color, race or territory - there is only one valid and universal
principle of nobility - all those who are true to God, who fulfill their
commitment to truth, who prove trustworthy, who are pious and
virtuous and heedful of God are noble and those who fail on this
criterion are those who fall down.
<If Mankind. We have created you male alld female and set you up
as nations and tribes so that you may know one another. The
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ill the sight of Cod (Ire the //lost pious (/Ild

heedful of YOIt, f"
(Qur'an 49 : 13)

And the mission towards which Islam invites man is to harness all
material and human resources for the promotion of virtue, justice and
peace, Material progress, yes - but not for the sake of material
progress but for the creation of a noble, serene and just society and to
seek man's salvation in this world and in the Hereafter."( 10)
The Qur'an moreover, declared that Jewish and Christian
scriptures had suffered corruption and distortion. Yet the Qur'an
acknowledges the Divine origin of the two scriptures, calling the Jews
and Christians after their Divine Book "The People of the Book" and
(29:46,3:20) "The People of the Injil (Gospel)." (5:47)

In the hadith, the two parties are called together Ahl adh-Dhimmah
"The Godly and prophetically protected minorities" . Under Islam the
protected minorities enjoyed equality and freedom. Before Islamic
(Shari'ah) Law, all people are equal. Specifically the laws concerning
crimes and business dealings make no differences between Muslims
and non-Muslims. In a Muslim country, the life of non-Muslims IS
well protected. The Prophet says,
"A Muslim who kills anyone who is living under Muslim
protection can never smell the sweet odor of Paradise. Though its
sweet odor can spread to a great distance, that distance would
take forty years to walk, ,,( II)

Unfortunately, we cannot go any further with this wide issue. The
brief information sketched above clearly shows the Islamic tolerance
towards Jews and Christians.
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Having presented the concept of Islam , its dimension and its
attitude towa rds Jews and Christians, at this point I feel it is urgently
required to talk about the latter's attitude towards Prophet Muhammad
(peace be upon him).

Muhammad in the Torah and the Gospel
Since the advent of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), the
three religious communities - Muslims, Chri stians and Jews - have
been in constant debate and dispute about Muhammad being foretold
in the Bible. The People of the Book strongly, if not bitterly deny the
occurrence of any prophecy concerning Muhammad as a Messenger of
God. Muslims on the other hand insist that their Prophet was foretold ,
even by name, in the Revelations prior to the Qur'an, specifically the
Torah and the Gospe\. This is a mcUor constituent of Muslim belief.
Central to this is the fact that the Muslim belief in the early prophets
and scriptures is qualified by their belief that Prophet Muhammad was
foret01d by the preceding prophets. Thus we cannot present Islam
rightly without considering the Muslim claim that Prophet Muhammad
was foretold by name and description in the earlier sacred books.
The Musl im claim stated above will be discussed and evaluated in
the light of the Qur'an and Muhammad's biography . On the other
hand, the Chri stian denial of the prophecies concerning Prophet
Muhammad will be sifted and examined in the context of the Biblical
foretelling, its implications and bearing.
The Christians in the Western world in general may be surprised
to learn that their Bible contains references to the Prophet of Islam.
They will be even more surprised to learn that Muslims take some
prophecies which Christians believe apply to Jesus and apply them to
Prophet Muhammad. To the Christians this is a new concept.
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The life of Muhammad before and during his mission as a Prophet
well testifies to the truthfulness of his Apostleship. Muhammad was
always aware of the Divine link between himself and the pre-Islamic
prophets. He defined his position in the line of prophets by stating that
he was <the last brick on the edifice, the missing brick, so that the
edifice was now complete).(12) He clearly indicates the continuation
and completion of God's message. He says: "I was sell! to complete
th e code oj'the noblest morality. ,,( i:I)
Muhammad was also fully aware that his ru Ie as a prophet came as
a fulfillment of the Biblical foretelling, a fact which was well
endorsed by some eminent Jewish and Christian scholars of his time.
Muhammad fulfills every prophetic characteristic perfectly, and is
thus the world's great Prophet and the last Prophet to come to Planet
Earth. The prophetic office culminated in and was sealed after him.
Before Muhammad was appointed as Prophet, even in his early
years, everyone who saw him noticed the signs of prophethood - in his
face, in his tongue and in his behavior. The Christian monk Bahira
noticed this, and affirmed with his own words to the Prophet's uncle
Abu Talib, after he saw the seal of prophethood between his
shoulders, in the very same place described in his Book: "Take your
nephew back to his country and guard him carefully against the Jews,
for by God if they see him and know about him what I know, they will
do him evil; a great future lies before this nephew of yours, so take
him home quickly."(l4)
Later on, Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) received a
Revelation: Waraqah ibn Nawfal, an Arab Christian, old in years and
well versed in the Bible told him that he was the Prophet of his time,
and that what he heard from him was exactly like what was revealed
to Moses and Jesus.( 15) The Jews of Medina were busily awaiting the
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coming of the expected prophet.(16) From among the Jews of Medina,
two famous Jewish rabbis, 'Abdullah ibn Salam and Mukhayriq and
later two other Jewish rabbis. The Yemenite Jew known as Ka'b
al-Ahbar, died in Syria between [(32-36 A.H.) (652-656 A.C.)], was
probably converted to Islam in about (638 A.C.) and moved to Medina
during the Caliphate of ' Umar ibn al-Khattab.
Ka'b al-Ahbar said that the true 'Torah" contains at least ten
explicit verses from the Qur'an. According to Ibn al-Qayyim
al-Jawziyyah, Ka'b al-Ahbar found in the Torah a long form of praises
and descriptions of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) and his
people (referred to in Qur'an 48:29), then Ibn al-Qayyim relates, "And
[Ka'b] the 'Habr' said: Well, when Moses wondered at all the good
which God had bestowed on Muhammad and his people and said: 'I
wish I were one of his Companions?' Then God revealed to him three
verses of the Qur'an (all of them from Surat al-A'raf):
~ Said

He (God): Moses, I have chosen thee above all men for My
message and My utterance; take what I have given thee, and be of
the thankful. And We wrote for him on the Tablets of everything
an admonition, and a distinguishing of everything '" ~
(7: 144-145)
~ ... of

the people of Moses there is a nation who guide by the
truth, and by it act with justice. ~
(7: 159)

I was told the story of 'Abdullah ibn Salam, a learned rabbi, by
one of his family. He said: When I heard about the Apostle I knew by
his description, name, and the time at which he appeared that he was
the one we were waiting for, and I rejoiced greatly thereat, though I
kept silent about it until the Apostle came to Medina. When he stayed
in QUba' among the Banu 'Amr ibn 'Awf, a man came with the news
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while I was working at the top of a palm-tree and my aunt Khalidah
Bint al-Harith was sitting below , She said: "When I heard that Moses
Ibn ' Imran had come you could not have made more fuss!" "Indeed,
aunt," I said, "he is the brother of Moses and follows his religion,
being sent with the same mission." She asked, "Is he really the Prophet
who we have been told will be sent at this very time?" And she
accepted my assurance that he was. Straightway I went to the Apostle
and became a Muslim, and when I returned to my house I ordered my
family to do the same.
I concealed the matter from the Jews, and then went to the Apostle
and said: "The Jews are a nation of liars and I wish you would take me
into one of your houses and hide me from them. Then ask them about
me so that they may tell you the position I hold among them before
they know that I have become a Muslim. For if they know it
beforehand they will utter slanderous lies against me." The Jews came
and the Apostle asked them about my standing among them. They
said : "He is our chief, and the son of our chief, our rabbi, and our
learned man ." When they said this I emerged and said: "0 Jews, fear
God and accept what He has sent you. For by God you know that he is
the Apostle of God. You will find him described in your Torah and
even named. I testify that he is the Apostle of God, I believe in him, I
hold him to be true, and I acknowledge him." They accused me of
lying and reviled me. Then I reminded the Apostle that I had said that
they would do this, for they were a treacherous, lying and evil people.
I publicly proclaimed my conversion and my household and my aunt
Khalidah followed suit. (17)
Ibn Ishaq says: Mukhayriq was a learned rabbi owning much
property in date palms. He recognized the Apostle by his description
and his own learning, and he felt a predilection for his religion until on
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the day of Uhud which fell on the Sabbath, he reminded the Jews that
they were bound to help Muhammad. They objected that it was the
Sabbath. "May you have no Sabbath," he answered, and took his
weapons and joined the Apostle in Uhud. His parting testimony to his
people was: "If I am killed today my property is to go to Muhammad
to use as God shows him ." He was killed in the battle that followed. I
am told that the Apostle used to say, "Mukhayriq is the best of the
Jews." The Apostle took over his property and all the alms he
distributed in Medina came from it.,,(l8)
San Pedro referred to a certain Jew of Medina who converted
many to Islam by saying that Muhammad was the Prophet foretold by
Jewish law, in which his name was prefigured.(19)
Ka'b al-Ahbar and Wahb ibn Munabbih accepted Muhammad and
followed him. Even the people who heard of him from far away
accepted him as a genuine Prophet exactly like Moses and Jesus.(20)
The Qur'an does not only declare that Muhammad was foretold in
the Jewish and the Christian scriptures, it also emphatically insists that
the Jews and Christians do
~ Recognize

him (Muhammad) as they recognize their sons. But
verily, a party of them knowingly conceal the truth. ~
(Qur'an 2: 146)

The Qur'an also asks:
~

Is it not a sign

to

them that the learned men of the Children of

Israel knew it (as trtle) ?~
(Qur'an 26: 197)

It is very interesting to note that the Qur'an ascribed to Jews alone
among the prophets the message to the people that a prophet would
come after him whose name would be Ahmad (Qur'an 61 :6). This is
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another name of our Prophet Muhammad. as s hall be mentioned later
in this chapter.
Moreover, Prophet Muhammad and those who believe in him are
foretold in the Torah and the Gospel, recognizable by the Prayer mark
on their foreheads:
,~ This is Ihe sign oj Iheir proslratioll in Prayer. That is th eir

lik eness in Ih e Torah, ({lid Iheir likelless ill the Gospel is like (/
seed Ihat 1'11105 forlh ils shoOl, and slrenglhellS iI, ([lid il grOll's
sUJUI (Illd rises straight lIpon iTS stalk, pleasing th e sowers, that
through th em He may enrage the unbelie vers.

f>
(Qur'an 48: 29)

The chapter and verse of the Bible in which this prophecy occurs
are not mentioned in the Qur'an. It is for us to find out these prophecies.

The prophecy. its function and purpose
It is easy for anyone who reads the Bible in Jewish or Christian
hands to find many prophecies and foretellings , whether concerning
natural happenings such as earthquakes, or concerning kings and
principalities. Prophets such as Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel and
also Jesus foretold that great events would happen, like those
connected with King Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander, the land of Edom,
Egypt, Nineveh and Babylon .
In this context it should be pointed out however that, there are no
clear references to Alexander in the canonical Jewish and Christian
Bibles. Such references, which are historical rather than prophetic, as
are found , are conferred to the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha. Some
have speculated that references exist to Alexander in Ezekiel and the
minor prophets, but that is far from established. References in the
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Book of Daniel appear to refer to the Greek or Macedonian empire but
not to him personally.
Can any Christian or Jew imagine, or agree with the learned rabbis
or Christians, that their Books would contain no prophecy about
Muhammad and the Islamic conquests which changed the face of the
world and the course of history? Nothing about the Islamic
Civilization which gave birth to Western Civilization? No prophecy
concerning the Muslim scholars and saints? This is what the Syriac
patriarch Timothy assumed, saying that if he had found one prophecy
concerning Muhammad he would have been a Muslim.(21) This is
despite the fact that many people even greater than Timothy have
accepted Muhammad as the fulfillment of the prophecies that they
have in the Bible, as I shall mention later.
As a counter argument, some people may point out that there are a
lot of prophecies in the Old and New Testaments, but referring to false
prophets. Such people try to prove that Muhammad was a false
prophet. But if we examine the prophecies referring to the appearance
of prophets we see that Jesus, for example, warned against false
prophets. He specifically foretold that many false prophets would
come after him, and indeed this was so, as we can gather from
Corinthians t t : 13-15 where Paul gave an account of distinguishing
false from genuine prophets. Also 1 John 4:1-2:
"Beloved friends, do not believe every spirit, but test
the spirits to see whether they are of God, for many
false prophets have gone out into the world. By this
you know the spirit of God: every spirit which confesses
that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is of God ... "

It is clear that the prophets against whom Jesus warned come into
the world after him. In Matthew 24:23 we read:
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"Then if anyone says to you 'Lo, here is Christ,' or
There he is,' do not believe it. For false Christs and
false prophets will arise and show great signs and
wonders, so as to lead astray the elect - if possible ,
even the elect. "

Jesus did not say that future prophets should be immediately
disbelieved, but their message should be tested. Matthe w helps us here
when he tells us that Jesus said:
"Beware of false prophets, who come to you in
sheep's clothing but inwardly arc ravenous wolves.
You will know them by their fruits. Arc grapes
gathered from thorns, or figs from thistles?"
(Matthew 7: 15-\6)

Before Jesus, Moses warned his people against false prophets and
messiahs who would come after him:
"A prophet or dreamer may arise, of thy own race,
and foretell some signal event which afterwards
comes about ; even so he must not persuade thee to
follow the worship of alien gods, untried till now."
(Deut. 13: I)

I may note here in passmg that if the Christians apply the
injunction of Jesus to Muhammad, as I said once to a Christian critic,
why not that of Moses to Jesus? Moreover, Moses also provides us
with a yardstick against which we can measure the claim of any
prophet. Here I quote Deuteronomy 18:20:
"But a prophet who presumes to speak In my name
anything I have not commanded him to say or a
prophet who speaks in the name of other gods must
be put to death."
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Bearing all this in mind , can anyone with sound judgment and
responsibility say that Muhammad is a false prophet') Can anyone say
that when this is his fruit, one thousand million Muslims of many
races living all over th e world in all climates - Arab Muslims are now
the smallest numbe r. In fact non-Arab Mu slims o utnumber Arab
Muslims by five to one.
Muhammad's fruit is the preaching of the One God , the Almighty
God , and calling the people to believe in Him, acknowledge Him and
to worship Him alone, de livering the people from sin and darkness to
virtue and light, from d estruction to life eternal , praising the prophets
of God and defending their position, spreading peace and mercy for all
mankind, human unity and equality, the brothe rhood of nations,
morality, virtue and civilization. Prophet Muhammad never raised
him self above the human level - he was only a Prophet and Messenger
of God , not divine him self.
Muhammad was known even among hi s enemies as most truthful,
and God Himself says about him:
.~ 1\'0! I swear by that you see and by that you do not see, it is the

spac/z of a noble M essenger. It is not the speech of a poet (little
do

.YOU

believe) /l o r the speech of a soothsayer (little do you

remember). A sellding down from the Lord of all Being. Had he
im-etlted against Us any sayings, We would have seized him by
the right hal/d. thell We would surely have cut his life-vein and
nOI one of yo It could have defended him. Surely it is a reminder to
the godfearil/g, bllt We know that some of you will cl)' lies. Surely
it is a sorrow to the ullbelievers; yet indeed it is th e truth of
ce rtainty. ~
(Qur'an 69: 38-51)
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Prophet Muhammad himself denounced lying; his most hated
things were lies and liars. Safwan ibn Salim who took Anas ibn Malik
as his source reported that Prophet Muhammad was asked "Can the
believer be a miser?" "Yes," he answered. "Can the believer be a
coward?" "Yes," the Prophet said. Lastly he was asked "Can the
believer be a liar'?" The answer was "No.,,(22J He was close to expelling
liars from being Muslims, as can be seen from the above hadith. Prophet
Muhammad's genuineness and truthfulness were established beyond
doubt, Jesus asked his followers to test the mission and the purpose of
a prophet before rejecting him? As far as I understand, the prophecy may
not be clear enough, or it may be clear to some and ambiguous to others.
I am fully aware that some of the prophecies which I have
mentioned and which do not precisely refer to Muhammad or identify
him were taken by some evangelists and churchmen and explained as
referring to Jesus, such as Deuteronomy 18: 18; "I will raise them up a
prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee ... " as shall be seen
later. But if we know that even Jesus'

Apostles themselves

misconstrued some of his prophecies and failed to understand his
purposes, then others may have wrongly criticized the Muslim
interpretation.
When John the Baptist was asked whether he was the prophet or
Elijah (John I: 19) he said, "I am not Elijah." "Are you the prophet? "1
am not." They said, "Who are you then?" Here it is clear that the
Pharisees were ignorant of Isaiah's prophecies and even John the
Baptist failed to make himself clear.
In Matthew 1 I: 11-15 Jesus said:
"Truly, I say to you, among those born of women
there has risen no one greater than John the Baptist,
yet he who is least in the kingdom of heaven is
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greater than he ... and if you are willing to accept it.
he is the Elijah who is to come. He who has cars to
hear, let him hear".

You will have noticed that the learned Jews and the disciples of
Jesus were not certain of the nature of John the Baptist. And John
himself admits that he did not recognize Jesus until God sent down the
sign of the dove at the time of baptism. So there was a period of thirty
years before John recognized Jesus by God's sign. The miraculous
birth was not enough.
Yet, from his prison, John the Baptist sent two of his disciples to
ask Jesus, "Are you the one who was to come, or should we expect
someone else?" Moreover, if we read the prophecy in Isaiah we cannot
understand it as a reference either to John or to Jesus. It is a general
one. If it pointed precisely to Jesus, the Jews, Pharisees and disciples
would not have had to ask him or doubt him. We should bear in mind
that the calling in the wilderness is a general character of the prophets
of God: it is not a specific reference to John. The Christians take Isaiah's
prophecy (7:14) in which he predicted that a woman would conceive
and deliver a child to refer to Jesus (he does not mention a virgin). (The
Jews still do not believe that Mary remained virgin at the Conception).
Another misinterpretation of prophecies of the Old Testament is
Matthew 27:3-10 concerning Judas Iscariot and the thirty pieces of
silver, which they identify with Jeremiah the prophet. Reading the
prophecy, we gather that the wording and interpretation of Jeremiah
are Matthew's own, not Jesus' because the passage in Matthew
actually refers to Zechariah II: 12-13 rather than any part of Jeremiah.
I call upon the reader to open the Book of Zechariah to II :4-14
and to read it in line with Matthew and then judge for himself whether
the reference is to Judas Iscariot or the rabbis or the betrayal of Jesus.
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Is it only the similarity in the two passages between the potter's field
and the thirty pieces of silver which make it apply to Jesus?
This passage is one of the great scandals of the Bible. Jer. 12:4
contains no relevant reference. Jer. 18:2-6 refers to a potter, but no
field or pieces of silver. Jer, 32:7-15 refers to the purchase of a field
for 17 shekels of silver, but contains no potter. Usually Zechariah
II: 12-13 is seen as a closer reference because it mentions 30 shekels
of silver given as wages, but the reference is not clear either. The
attribution to Jeremiah is a plain mistake in Matthew's text. The
attribution of the above reference (Zechariah 1 1:4-14) to Jeremiah is
credited by most scholars to Matthew's source and possibly to
florilegium of texts, but it seems unlikely that a florilegium would
have circulated with this attribution, some scholars consider
Matthew's passage as an allusion to the purchase to a field in Jeremiah
32:6-15 and to Jeremiah's visit to the potter 18:2-J, from which
allusions the entire text is attributed to Jeremiah; but this justification
is entirely unlikely.
It should be pointed out that the text as in Matthew 27 :3-10 is not
quoted exactly from either the Masoretic text (of the Hebrew Bible) or
the LXX (Septuagint (Greek translation of the OT).(23)
It is nevertheless clear that Zechariah is talking about himself,
using the past tense. He speaks of tending the sheep and taking wages,
which he called generous wages, in contrast to that taken by Judas.
God commanded him to give it to the' potter, not to buy the field. The
donation was paid by a prophet to a good man, not paid by rabbis to a
betrayer, Judas.
Why do we need prophecy, and when did prophecy start? We ask,
is it necessary for a prophet to be foretold by a prophet before him?
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The answer is emphatically no ; the adherents of all religions are in
agreement on this answer. For instance, there is no prophecy of the
coming of Abraham, nor of Noah, nor of several of the Biblical and
non-Biblical prophets. In other words, there are many other criteria to
test the authenticity of a prophet. For example, it is valid to claim that
the truth of a prophet is measured by his character, his miracles, his
career, his achievements, and so on.
It is therefore not necessary for us as Muslims to supply proof of
Muhammad's

prophethood,

simply

from

past

prophecies

and

foretellings. But the question arises, why do Muslims insist that
Muhammad was in fact foretold in Jewish and Christian scriptures? It
is because God himself tells us in the Qur'an that Muhammad was
foretold in them as referred to above.
It is true beyond any shadow of doubt that Prophet Muhammad
fulfill s all the requirements of a great prophet: his personal life, a
radiant inspiration to all people, his achievements in building up
nationhood, hi s performance of miracles of healing, the feeding of
multitudes, and finally his own ascension to heaven and descending
from it in the Night of ai-Isra' Wa al-Mi ' raj. In addition to this are his
true prophecies concerning the wide and rapid spread of Islam, and
major events in world history. A true prophecy can come only from
God, and is the highest proof of the Divine origin of the message of
which it is a part.
The question of when prophecy started, concemmg the next
coming prophet I would briefly say that prophecy was necessary only
when required by circumstances. It began with the great prophet
Abraham. God foretold to him that He would give him sons, son after
son, and raise prophets from hi s seed . The prophecies given by and to
Abraham are clear and decisive. God knows best about the conflict
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and dispute which would occur between the cousins, the Muslims and
the Jews, who are respectively the descendants of the two wives of
Abraham, Hagar and Sarah.
Even Paul, who is said to preach the Gospel of unity between
nations, emphasizes the difference between the two wives (Galatians
4:21-31). God, in His greater knowledge of His people, gave
prophecies of Jesus before Muhammad because He knew that the Jews
might take their books and their prophets as testimony against him in
order to defeat his mission, and the prophecies of Prophet Muhammad
were given by God so that Jews and Christians might not unite in
denying him using their creeds, books, antiquities and traditions as
means of rejecting him. Otherwise the deeds and moral character,
miracles and success of the Prophet are enough to prove his mission.
In the case of Jesus and Muhammad specifically, prophecy has a
unique function, and each of these two prophets was supported by
many prophetic passages in the Old Testament.
Muslims believe that Jesus foretold Muhammad even by name
(Ahmad). Why by name, why was the name prophesied as Ahmad, the
less common form of Muhammad, we should ask? Prophecy should
not be so precise. The answer is that the prophecy contained the name
because of the mentality and character of the people when Prophet
Muhammad came - the Jewish and Christian communities were large
and powerful and fanatical. It was necessary that a prophecy should be
very clear and give an actual name.
It is essential to point out moreover that Christians believe that
Jesus had an extraordinarily super power of predicting future events
and happenings. In The Dictionary of Christ and the Gospeis(24) we
read the following words: "If the Hebrew prophets received at times
illumination which revealed to them glimpses of coming events, Jesus
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was at all times able to reveal hidden things of the future with as much
certainty as He could speak of the things clearly seen in the present."
The editors of the same Dictionary go on to make comparisons
between Jesus and those Hebrew prophets who were able to foretell
particular events to individuals, then they say: "Here also Jesus
surpasses them with a certainty and clearness far beyond theirs. He
was able to announce particular coming events to hi s disciples.
Following the Gospel narrative, we find that the treachery of Judas
was open to him for long (1n.6:70 f.). The fall of Peter and his final
martyrdom and the prolonged life of John, were all equally clear
(Luke. 22: 31,Jn. 21: 18-22)"(25)
Having stated this one could ask, if Jesus was extraordinarily able
to give clear and certain prophecies, what wonder then if he foretells
the coming of Muhammad by name?
It is amazingly strange that Duncan B. Macdonald asserts that the
Muslims have applied the name Ahmad (as in Qur'an 61 :6) to
Muhammad only because of the references in John to the Paraclete
which agrees in meaning with Ahmad, "The praised one,,(26) This is a
serious charge, not only against Muslims, but also against the Qur'an.
The question concerning the veracity of the Qur'an shall be dealt with
in some detail in chapter three of this book, but it should be absolutely
clear that there is no evidence whatsoever, neither to support the
assertion that the Qur'anic phrase, Ismuhu Ahmad, whose name shall
be Ahmad, was interpolated, nor to give credence to the assumption
that Ahmad was not Muhammad's name. On the contrary there is a
considerable amount of early and sound tradition to prove that
Muhammad was also named Ahmad from the very beginning.
In this context it is interesting to note that the Gospel according to
St. Barnabas one of Jesus' Apostles (Acts 11 :24; 15: 12; 28:9),
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explicitly recorded Jesus' prophecy concerning Prophet Muhammad.
According to this Gospel, Jesus clearly announced the coming of
"Muhammad the Messenger of God", Rasul oj Allah. The Gospel of
Barnabas also agrees with the Qur'an concerning the nature of Jesus
and his message.(27) Unfortunately the church banned that Gospel on
the basis of their own reasoning.
Despite the fact that this Gospel agrees with Islam in many
fundamental aspects, it does not however satisfy the meticulous criteria
for authenticating a text according to the Muslim traditionalists, it
stands on a single authority and its [snad, uninterrupted chain of
authorities, is entirely lacking.
Muhammad was the last of the prophets. This is stressed again and
again in the Qur'an and in the Sunnah, Muslim tradition, because it is
of such importance. It is worth emphasizing that none before Prophet
Muhammad claimed that he was the seal, the last of the line of
prophets, Khatam an-Nabiyyin.

Old Testament prophecies about Muhammad
As has already been mentioned in this chapter, the Muslims
believe in the Torah and the Gospel, and hold that they are the word of
God and originated from Him. They also believe that the two texts
were subject to corruption and distortion. One might then ask why the
Muslims use such distorted texts as evidence. This is an old and often
repeated question. The answer to this is given by Ibn Hazm in his
book Al-Faysal: "The Muslims acknowledge the Torah and the
Gospel, they do not in anyway deny them. Moreover, we consider
anyone who denies them to be an unbeliever, and we believe also that
the disbelievers among the Children of Israel have changed the Torah
and the Psalter. They added to them and took things away from them.
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And God the Almighty protected some parts of them against
corruption to serve as evidence against them according to His will:

,;, He sholl /lot he questioned (IS to whot He does, but they shall be
question ed. :tr (Qur'an 21 :23) And in the very same way the disbelievers
among the Christians changed the Gospel, adding to it and taking
away from it, and likewise God protected some parts of it to serve as
evidence against them according to His will."(28 )
Now to deal with the Old and New Testament prophecies
concerning Prophet Muhammad (peace of Allah be upon him).
Firstly, in Deuteronomy the fifth and the last book of the Torah we
read the following passage:
"The Lord came from Sinai and rose from Seir unto
them; he shined forth from Mount Paran."
(Deut. 33: 2)
Seir stands for the hills in Jerusalem where Jesus preached, whil st
Paran signifies the heights of Mecca where the chosen Prophet
Muhammad proclaimed his mission. The heavenly light signifies
inspiration, Revelation and Divine prompting. Its interpretation
needed three stages: inauguration, continuation and completion. We
may therefore interpret this passage of the Torah about the dawn of
law-giving as follows: "The Lord came" signifies the arrival, the
inauguration. "He rose from Seir"- is the continuation, the rising of the
sun, the appearance of Jesus in Jerusalem. The Revelation on Paran
represents the completion, with the mission of Muhammad.
The former Jewish rabbi as-Samaw'al al-Maghribi (d.576 A. H.;

1180 A. C.) who converted to Islam, looked at the same passage and
then stated that the Jews know that Seir is the mountain range Sharat
(Genesis 36:8,20,21; Deut. 2:5), on which lived the children of Esau
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who followed Jesus. The same author goes on to say that there is clear
evidence from the Torah that Mount Paran is the mountain of Mecca;
in fact the Torah states that, when Ishmael parted from his father,
Abraham settled in the wilderness of Paran (Genesis 21 :21 ).(29)
As-Samaw'al, moreover, says: "Mount Paran is the abode of the
people of Ishmael. If the Torah alluded in this verse to prophecy
coming from Mount Paran, it follows that it is the prophecy unto the
people of Ishmael, because it is they who are the dwellers of Paran.
All will then see that the allusion to prophecy from the progeny of
Ishmael points to Muhammad, for it was he who was sent forth from
Mecca, formerly the abode of Ishmael. This indicates that the
mountains of Paran are those of Mecca, and that the Torah, in this
passage, alluded to the mission of Muhammad and announced it; but
the Jews, in ignorance and error, fail to connect these two verses. They
admit the premises but, in their excessive ignorance, not the
conclusion. The Torah bears witness to their poor understanding and
counsel, namely, in the passage. "(10)
This is a clear-cut prophecy pointing to Prophet Muhammad and the
Islamic faith, which has risen from Mecca and spread all over the world.
Moreover, in Deuteronomy 32:21 and also in Isaiah 65: 1 we find
another foretelling concerning the final seal of the prophets. The
prophecy, in Deuteronomy , reads as follows :
"They made me jealous by what is no god and
angered me with their worthless idols. I will make
them envious by those who are not a people; I will
make them angry by a nation that has no
understanding. "

The nation referred to in the above passage is the Arab nation,
who were obscure and unnoticed at that time. It is important to note
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that the above Biblical passage should be read against the following
verses of the Holy Qur'an :
~

It is He Who has raised up from (lmong the common people a
Messenger from among them, to recite His signs to them, to purify
them, and to teach them the Book and the Wi~'dom, though before
that the}' were ill manifest error. ~
(Qur'an 62: 2)
~, That

is their likeness in the Torah, and their likeness in the
Gospel: is like a seed that puts forth its shoot, and strengthens it,
and it grows stout and rises straight upon its stalk, pleasing the
sowers, that through them He may enrage the unbelievers. ~
(Qur'an 48: 29)

Again in Deuteronomy 18: 18, we read:
"I will raise them up a prophet from among their
brethren like unto thee; and I will put my words in his
mouth, and he shall speak unto them all that I shall
command him ."

"Among their brethren" is important - this means from brothers of
the Jews, but not from the Jews themselves. The Jews apply this
prophecy to Joshua the son of Nun. The Christians take it as a
reference to Jesus. However, firstly, this prophecy cannot be applied
to Joshua, since in Deut. 34: 10 it is stated:
"And there hath not arisen a prophet since in Israel
like unto Moses, whom the Lord knew face to face."

Joshua was with Moses, and it is not accepted that the reference is
to someone present at the time. Moreover, Joshua was from among the
Israelites, so how can he be from among the others?
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The Christian explanation of the above prophecy is even more
improbable than that of the Jews; first, Jesus was himself a Jew, like
Moses and Joshua, and thus he must be excluded from the prophecy
for the same reason. Again, the prophecy talks about a prophet from
among the brothers of the Jews; Jesus was one of them, not of their
brothers. The more we dissect this prophecy, the more we are certain
that it is in no way a reference to Jesus.
One would ask, in which way can Jesus be said to be like Moses?
Is it because his mother was a Jew (as we know he has no father), or is
it because he is called a prophet by the evangelists, who also gave him
many other titles?
One can also ask, was Jesus the only Jewish prophet to come after
Moses? On record we have many other post-Mosaic Jewish prophets,
such as Solomon, Isaiah, Daniel, Malachi and John the Baptist. They
all were Jews and prophets.
In fact the dissimilarities between Moses and Jesus are various and
obvious. The Indian Muslim scholar Sheikh Rahmat Allah aI-Hindi
counted ten points of difference between Moses and Jesus; later
Ahmad Deedat expanded this figure to fifteen. (31) To report but a few
examples: Moses had father and mother, like Muhammad, but Jesus
was born miraculously. Moses and Muhammad married and begot
children, but Jesus remained a bachelor all his life. Muhammad and
Moses were acknowledged as prophets by their own people during
their lifetime. As for Jesus,
"He came unto his own and they that were his own
received him not"
(John 1: 11)
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Moses and Muhammad were prophets as well as rulers, and they
exercised their power in their lifetime. Jesus said that his kingdom was
not of this world, and he refused to pass judgment.
Moses and Muhammad brought new laws to their people. Jesus
said that he came not to destroy the Torah but to fulfill it.
Both Moses and Muhammad died natural deaths, while Jesus was
crucified on the cross, according to the Christian belief, and ascended
to heaven according to the Qur'an and the Muslim tradition, without
crucifixion.
God has not raised up a prophet from among the brethren of the
Children of Israel except Muhammad.
Professor 'Abd al-Ahad Dawud (formerly Reverend David
Benjamin Ke\dani) comments on Deuteronomy 18: 18 by saying, "If
these words do not apply to Muhammad, they still remain unfulfilled.
Jesus himself never claimed to be the prophet alluded to. Even his
disciples were of the same opinion : they looked to the second coming
of Jesus for the fulfillment of the prophecy (Acts 3:17-24). So far it is
undisputed that the first coming of Jesus was not the advent of the
Prophet like unto thee and his second advent can hardly fulfill the
words. Jesus, as is believed by his Church, will appear as a Judge and
110t as a law-giver; but the promised one has to come with a 'fiery law'
in his right hand.,,(32)
Moreover and more important still, the above prophecy in
Deuteronomy 18: 18 clearly states that God says "I will put my words
In his mouth", and this again referred to the unlettered Muhammad
'who was taught the Qur'an by God through the agency of the
,\rchangel Gabriel. The Qur'an was but a Revelation sent down to
jim. It was put into his mouth and written in his heart and mind.
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Thereafter, the Qur'an was written down on anything Llvailable palm-leaves, skins, and even on shoulder-bones - and above all
thousands of Muslims committed the Qur'an to their memory, until
our own time. It is very important to note that according te the verse
under discussion, Prophet Muhammad came also to the

Jev. ~. ,

and they

thus have to follow him.
This is supported by the following words:
"The Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a prophe'
from the midst of thee, of the brethren , like unto me .
unto him ye shall hearken."
(Deuteronomy 18: 151

The next prophecy to deal with is Isaiah 21: 6. where we read:
"For thus hath the Lord said unto me, Go, set a
watchman; let him declare what he seeth: And when
he seeth a troop, horsemen in pairs, a troop of asses, a
troop of camels, he shall hearken diligently with
much heed. And he cried as a lion: 0 Lord, I stand
continually upon the watchtower in the daytime, and
I set in my ward whole nights: And, behold, here
cometh a troop of men, horsemen in pairs. And he
answered and said, Babylon is fallen, is fallen; and all
the graven images of her gods are broken unto the
ground . 0 thou my threshing, and the corn of m;'
floor: that which I have heard from the Lord of host ~_
the God of Israel, have I declared unto you."

The burden of Dumah.
"One calleth unto me out of Seir, Watchman, what of
the night? Watchman, what of the night? Th~
watchman said, the morning cometh, and also th:
night: ifye will inquire, inquire ye: turn ye, come."
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The burden upon Arabia.
"In the forest of Arabia shall ye lodge . 0 yc traveling
companies of Dedanites. Unto him that was thirsty
they brought water: the inhabitants of the land of
Tema did meet the fugitives with their bread. For
they fled away from the swords, from the drawn
sword, and from the bent bow, and from the
grievousness of war."

In this passage there is more than one indication of the coming of
Prophet Muhammad, and the place where he shal1 come, e.g., the rider
on the camel in contrast with the rider on the donkey. This refers to
Jesus and to Muhammad; none of the camel riders had ever
proclaimed himself as a prophet or approached Medina where the
Jews lived except Prophet Muhammad. Moreover, the birthplace of
Prophet Muhammad and its surroundings are mentioned in the passage.
In the same book we find also prophecies about Kedar, the great
ancestor of our prophet and the son of Ishmael (peace be upon them).
The prophecy also alludes to the holy sites and to the prayers of the
pilgrims and their glorification of God in Mecca and its surroundings.
The prophecy also speaks of the decline of Babylon and the
destruction of its gods, and this only happened after the rise of Islam.
It is very interesting to note in this context that there is a Jewish

apocalypse of the mid 8th century called the Secrets of Rabbi Simon
Bin Yohay, which tries to explain the Islamic conquest of Palestine in
Jewish terms, and in the light of Jewish experience. The apocalypse
speaks of the Ishmaelite kingdom saying: "Was it not enough, what
the wicked kingdom of Edam did to us, but we must have the
kingdom of Ishmael too? At once Metatron the prince of the
countenance answered and said: Do not fear, son of man, for the Holy
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One, blessed be He, only brings the kingdom of Ishmael in order to
save you from this wickedness. He raises up over them a prophet
according to His will and will conquer the land for them and they will
come and restore it in greatness, and there will be great terror between
them and the sons of Esau. Rabbi Simon answered and said: how do
we know that they are our salvation? He answered: Did not the
prophet Isaiah say thus: And he saw a troop with a pair of horsemen,
etc.? Why did he put the troop of asses before the troop of camels,
when he need only have said: A troop of camels and a troop of asses?
But when he, the rider on the camel, goes forth. the kingdom will arise
through the rider on an ass. Again: a troop of asses, since he rides on
an ass, shows that they are the salvation of Israel, like the salvation of
the rider on an ass. ,,(33)
It is clear from this quotation that the Ishmaelite kingdom was

recognized as the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies, and that
the Jews found their deliverance at the hands of the Muslims, but the
apocalypse also speaks of the Muslims as invaders, and of Prophet
Muhammad as prophet only for the Arabs, not for the whole world,
and we can perceive that the writer of this apocalypse is trying to say
that the Islamic kingdom was intrinsically temporary, only a step
towards the messianic age which the Jews expected. Apart from this, it
is clear that the learned Jews accepted Prophet Muhammad as a
fulfillment of the prophecy which they expected from their Holy
Book. Of course, there are some Jewish sects who believe that
Muhammad was a Prophet, but only for the Arabs; this idea is rather
persistent among the Jews. But if anyone believes that Muhammad is
a Prophet at all, he should be accepted as such without geographical
limitations. (34)
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Having dealt with a few of the Old Testament references to
Prophet Muhammad let us turn our attention to the New Testament.
Of course, it should suffice to rely on the Old Testament prophecies,
since these are believed by both Jews and Christians. But it is
interesting to note that the New Testament also contains references to
and prophecies of Prophet Muhammad.

New Testament prophecies concerning Muhammad
The first thing to capture our attention in the New Testament is
that there are many passages referring to the coming of the Divine
kingdom.
Even the word evangel or Gospel means the good news of the
commg.
The preaching of good news is a substantial constituent of Jesus'
teaching. Bearing this in mind, and reading in the Qur'an that Jesus
foretold the coming of Muhammad by name, makes us reconsider
these references in the Gospel to "good news which is to come".
First, Matthew 3: 1ff. we read that John the Baptist said: "Repent;
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." In the same Gospel (4:12-17)
we are informed that when Jesus heard that John was in prison he
began to repeat John's message, "Repent; for the kingdom of heaven is
at hand." In verse 23 Jesus was preaching the good news of the
kingdom. In chapter 6 Jesus commanded the disciples to pray "Thy
kingdom come." In chapter I 0 he also commanded them to preach that
"the kingdom of heaven is at hand." It is quite obvious here that Jesus
followed the same Iine as John the Baptist in teaching that the
kingdom of heaven is near; he also commanded his disciples and
Apostles to preach its coming. Moreover, he told them to pray to God
to hasten its coming.
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This means that the subject matter of the above foretelling was not
Jesus himself nor anyone or anything of his own time, nor was it
something his power to accomplish, he would not have said that it was
"at hand" or "near" using exactly the same words as John, his
contemporary.
It is crystal clear from the above passages that both Jesus and John
the Baptist foretold the coming of the kingdom of God, and prayed to
God for its coming. In our view the kingdom of God means the
Islamic

kingdom,

established,

fostered

and

ruled

by

Prophet

Muhammad. The Islamic kingdom is godly since it acknowledges no
separation between so-called secularism and religion. In other words,
the kingdom of God on earth is a religion, a powerful community of
believers in one God , equipped with faith and forces or power to fight
for its existence and absolute independence against the kingdom of
darkness, against all those who oppose the will of God and
misrepresent Him.
Here I would like to point out that Christians are in error
concerning the concept of the kingdom of God spoken of by Jesus.
Even the Apostolic writers failed to understand it, to the point that
they avoided the usage of the terms "king" and "kingdom" of God in
their writings.
The Christians are divided conceming the nature and position of
that kingdom. Is it eschatological? Is it a spiritual or political
organization? Is it national or universal? Is it the Church or the
Christian community in general? Or is it the company of the newborn
and sinless Christians washed and cleansed with the blood of the lamb
of God, Jesus, as the salvationists or Quakers believe? Does this
kingdom exist in this world or in another? If it is in this world, did it
ever manifest itself or is it still to come? Or will it, as some modern
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Christian theologians have fancied, emerge out of this world that we
know afte r the world has developed under the Christian influence?
This is to illustrate how the Christians are in confusion about the
concept and position of the kingdom of God and its function.
Finally the kingdom of God must mean the Muslim Ummah,
Community or Nation and Sovereignty . Jesus' annunciation of the
kingdom of God to come should be understood in contrast with the
ungodly pagan Romans. The Islamic kingdom is for all people and all
people are equal in its domain .
As ea rly as Ibn Ishaq (85-151 A. H.) the biographer of Prophet
Muhammad, the Musl ims identified the Paraclete - referred to in
John's Gospel only three times (14:26; 15:26; 16:13) even though the
concept is referred to a fourth time with the Prophet Muhammad. Ibn
Ishaq refers to John 15 :26, " But when the comforter (Paraclete) is come
whom I will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, which
proceedeth from the Father, he shall bear witness of me. "
And then he says: "The Munahhemana (God bless and preserve
him) in Syriac is Muhammad in Greek; he is the Paraclete. ,,(35)
Ibn Hazm takes it for granted that the Paraclete referred to 111
John's Gospel (14: 16), in which Jesus prayed to God "to give his
followers another Parac1ete that may be with them forever" is none
other than Muhammad.
The phrase "another Paraclete" implies that Jesus himself was a
Paraclete sent by God. This is to say that the Paraclete is not the Holy
Spirit or the Spirit of God as the Christians wished it to be. The
description and function given to the Paraclete in John's Gospel are
characteristically of a prophet, not of the Holy Spirit. If this be so,
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JeSllS was a prophet, jllst as he is called prophet once and again in the
four gospels.
Here I would like to emphasize that the word "another" in Jesus'
statement cannot in any way apply to the Holy Spirit, since there is
one Holy Spirit only, not two or more. Thus it is out of context to say
that Jesus asked God to send another Holy Spirit.
It is most important to point out that Jesus defined the activities of
the coming Paraclete, a prophet, as being to teach his followers all
things, to bring to their remembrance all that he said, and to bear
witness of him.

By definition Prophet Muhammad was the only prophet to come
after Jesus and bear witness of him. It has already been mentioned that
Jesus is called in the Qur'an a word from God, a spirit from Him and
prophet of God. Prophet Muhammad gave the exact and true picture
of Jesus and has reminded the Christians of the real message that Jesus
brought from God which they have forgotten. The Revelation given to
Prophet Muhammad is called Dhikr and Tadhkirah, remembrance or
an aid to help one recall to his mind the things which have been
forgotten, Prophet Muhammad himself is also called Mudhakkir,
reminder. (36)
God says:
~ This

We recite to thee of signs and wise remembrance. Truly,
the likeness of Jesus, in God's Sight, is as Adam's likeness; He
created him of dust, then said He unto him, "Be ", and he was. The
truth is of God; be not of the doubters."

(3: 58-60)
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God says:
'~Taln/.

We have 1/(1{ sel/t dOlm the Qur'(ll/ UpOI/ thee for thee to
he ul/prosperous. but Oll/Y as (I reminder to him who fears , a
Revelation from Him Who created the earth and the high
h eavells. ~

(20: 1-4)

God says:

4What.

do they not cOlISider how the camels were creafed. how
heaven was lifted up, how the mountains were hoisted, how the
earth was outstretched? Then remind them! Thou art only a
reminder; thou art not charged to oversee them.

1

(88: 17-22)

God says:

4 Recite what has been revealed to thee of the Book of thy Lord,
no man call change His words. Apart from Him, thou wilt find no
refuge. And restrain yourself with those who call upon their Lord
at morning and evening desiring His countenance, and let not
thine eyes tum away from them, desiring the adornment of the
present life; and obey not him whose heart We have made
neglectful of Our remembrance so that he follows his own lust,
and his affair has become all excess. Say: The truth is from your
Lord; so let whosoever will believe, and let whosoever will
disbelieve.

1

(18: 27-29)

God also says that those who do not foIlow His commandments
pay no attention to His reminding Revelation:
~ ...

Then whosoever follows My guidance shall not go astray,
lIeither shall he be unprosperous, but whosoever turns away from
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My relllelllhrclllce, his shull he (/ lite oj'lIwTmrJ/ess, (lnd on th e

0
Resllrrection [)((\'. We sholl mise him blind. H e shall .I'm:
.
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Lord, why hast flilm mised IIle hlilld, alld I \\'{/s lI'onf fo see ? God

shall sa\': Eren .III il is. 0111' signs came

111110

jorgel them; (llId so fOr/a\' Iholl arfjorgollcn.

fhee, (llId tholl didsl

f'
(20: 123-126)

The Muslims believe that the Qur'an contains all things concerning
life and afterlife. The Qur'an is the final word of God to man. Prophet
Muhammad was indeed foretold in the preceding sacred books,
specifically in the fnji!, Gospel, where Jesus proclaimed him by name
as Ahmad. This admits no compromise,

CHAPTER THREE

The Nature and Authority
of the Qur Ian
Muslims believe that the Qur'an in its entirety is the words of God
revealed to Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) over a long
period of time, and that the Qur'an was well safeguarded against any
form of corruption and alteration.
There are many proofs that the Qur'an is God's Revelation . Here I
will summarize the most important evidences. Firstly, Prophet
Muhammad distinguished clearly and sharply between his own words
and the words of God. At no time did he ascribe the Qur'an to himself,
although it would have been an honor to be able to claim the
authorship of such a unique Book.
Secondly, the Prophet was keen to write down the text of the
Qur'an immediately after he received it from God. To ensure the
distinction between his own words and the word of God, he warned
people not to write down his own prophetic utterances so that they
would not be mixed in with God's words. Muhammad even
commanded people to erase anything they had written of his own
sayings that was not part of the Qur'an.
Thirdly, his reception of the Qur'an from God was accompanied by
psychological and physical changes in himself: his face flushed and his
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body trl!l1lbled and sweated. This was observed by those present. But , in
contrast, when he spoke of his own accord, no such things happened.
II' he were an ordinary author, there would not have been this contrast
in the effect on his mind and body according to what he was writing.
A man could change from writing prose to writing poetry without such
visible effects. And if we look back at the Prophet's life before he was
given the Revelations. he did not experience any such changes.
In this context, I should like to say that some who have been
interested in analyzing these changes in the Prophet diagnosed him as an
epileptic. They forgot that the Prophet was fully aware of what he was
saying, and could recall the whole experience afterwards. We do not
need to dwell on their theory, since it is now wholly discountenanced.
Fourthly, God's speech is distinctive and does not resemble
Muhammad's own words, if we compare the two. Even when
Muhammad's words reach the zenith of human rhetoric, they do not
compare with words of the Qur'an. The Qur'an compared with them is
like the sun compared with the stars.
Fifthly , the Qur'an is miraculous, unlike Muhammad's own
sayings. All people, and even demons, were challenged to produce
anything equal to the Qur'an(l) but nobody was challenged to equal
Muhammad's hadith.
From the very beginning, Muslims were fully aware of the
distinction between God's words and Muhammad's words. They
introduce God's words with, "God says ... " and Muhammad's hadiths
with "The Prophet says ... "
Sixthly, Muslims distinguish between the words of God and the
words of the Prophet when they read them out. They use a different
tone for the word of God.
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The Prophet described some of his Companions as "sweet-voiced"
when they read the Qur'an . And he himself often asked them to read to
him from it. Once he was passing by Abu Musa al-Ash ' ari's house and
heard him reading the Qur'an. He stopped to listen. The Prophet was
attracted by his voice. During Morning Prayer when they met, the
Prophet told him he had listened to his recitation the previous night. The
man said, "If I had known that you were listening I could have read
even more beautifully for you."m The man's voice was naturally sweet.
Once, the Prophet asked Ibn Mas'ud to read the Qur'an for him.
The latter said to the Prophet, "Should I read it to you when it was
revealed to you?" The Prophet replied, "/ love to hea r it from the lips

of others."
Ibn Mas'ud read the chapter concerning women for the Prophet.
When he read the following verse:

4How then shall it be.

when we bring forward from evelY nation

a witness, and bring thee (0 Muhammad) to witness against
th ose ?

r

(Qur'an 4: 41)
The Prophet asked him to stop saying, "That is enough." Then the
reciter looked at the Prophet's face and saw that his eyes were full of
tears .O)
This clearly demonstrates not only the di stinction between the
Qur'an and the hadith of the Prophet, but also the exactness of
Muslims' learning of the Qur'an.

The transmission and authenticity of the QuI'an
Western man, despite being brought up in the orthodoxies of
Christianity , is nevertheless wholly unaware of the Qur'an. There have
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been several translations of the Qur'an into European languages, a fact
which exhibits and proves Western intellectual interest in the Qur'an,
The first Latin translation appeared circa 1143, after which several
others followed.(-I) However, even the quickest glance at these
translations reveals that the Qur'an has been misunderstood and what
is more misrepresented. With these texts as his only source of
reference, it is not surprising that the Western man has an inadequate
and misguided view of the Qur'an, and perhaps of Islam itself. I must
add that this is in no way a challenge to his sources of reference.
On the question of translation it is interesting to note that within
the Muslim Community the Qur'an is read predominantly in its
original Arabic. This despite the fact that by no means all Muslims
speak Arabic as their mother tongue. Indeed, the language of the
Qur'an, as revealed to Prophet Muhammad, can be regarded as
untranslatable. There has always been, amongst Muslims, a drive to
understand the Qur'an in its original, to understand as nearly as
possible its message and teachings as they were revealed to the
Prophet. In this context I would like to note in passing that the notion
of translation is generally vexed, but it is clear that the change from
one language to another, in almost any form of text, involves subtle,
hidden or at worst mistaken changes in meaning. All languages have
their own structures and systems of meaning dependent on
culturally-based or individually-recognized forces. Language is to a
degree, not directly and purely translatable.
When applied to a holy text, translation also implies the mind of
man operating on the word of God. By extension one could argue that
to translate the word of God means to adapt, by varying degrees, His
message.
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I would like to illustrate this with reference to the Torah. The
Torah was rewritten by Ezra in Babylonian characters which could be
understood by the Jews of the time. There were also many Targums or
paraphrases of the Torah among the Jews. We have the LXX or
Septuagint, which is in Greek and which differs from the Hebrew
Torah on very serious matters. c') With regard to Jesus, it is established
that as a Jew he spoke Aramaic, and thus he must have received his
Gospel in that language. It is evident that he conversed in Aramaic
with his followers, only a few expressions of his survived in Aramaic
(Mark 5:41, 7 :34, 15 == 34 Matt 27 :46). No more of the original
Gospel has been preserved in the original language. In this context it
should be noted that the speech of the man on the cross in Mt. 15:34
and Mt. 27:46 could not have come from Jesus according to Islam,
which makes the surviving Aramaic Fragments even smaller. In some
other verses, Jesus' speech conveys isolated Aramaic words like
"Corban" and "Abba".
Having said this I would like to tum my attention to the Qur'an as
a text. One of our great authorities on the Qur'an, Abu 'Ubaydah
Ma'mar ibn al-Muthanna (d. 210 A.H.), in his book The Rhetoric of
the Qur'an defines the Qur'an as "the Book of God particularly", and
asserts that "no other book can be called the same". He explains that
this is so because it gathers together all the Suras (chapters). And he
remarks that he derives his definition from the Qur'an itself. That is
why the Qur'an cannot be ascribed to any human: it is the Book of
God.(6)
The Qur'an was In no way mediated or filtered by the human
mind, which is to say that no human word was added to it. Prophet
Muhammad alone received it from Gabriel, who brought it to him
from God. The message was transmitted by word of mouth, not in
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written form. The Prophet received the message as the verbatim word
of God, in a process of sequential Revelation. The context of time and
place and human need was required as the message was revealed at
different time and places according to the plan of God. On the death of
Prophet Muhammad, the Revelation was concluded and completed,
and the process of transcription ended.
After this, not a book, passage, word or syllable was added to it the Revelation was then total. It is useful to sharpen the proof of the
authenticity of the Qur'an with reference to the death of Prophet
Muhammad. In the Pentateuch the death of Moses was interpolated by
human hands and represents a corruption of the text; "So Moses the
servant of the Lord died there in the land of Moab, according to the word of
the Lord." (Deuteronomy 34:5).
Concerning the Qur'an, however, the death of Prophet Muhammad
- a most grievous loss to the faithful - was not inserted in the Qur'an.
This point helps to illustrate the degree to which the original and
unique authenticity of the Qur'an is, and has been, upheld.
Furthermore, in contrast to the Pentateuch, and the Old Testament in
general, the time and place references of the Qur'an are all of
Muhammad's time or before. I say this because in the Pentateuch the
variations of time and location, especially with regard to what is
"future time", indicate quite clearly an editorial hand or hands. This
point helps further to highlight the authenticity of the Qur'an.(7)

It is instructive to note that at a later date some irreligious people
tried to invent traditions that were falsely ascribed to Prophet
Muhammad. These falsely innovatory traditions were numerous and
they are known to Muslims as Ahadith Mawdu'ah. The Muslim
scholars are quite aware of these false traditions. Yet scholarship has
helped to clarify the strict dichotomy between what is genuine and
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what is false . Now these falsehoods are regarded as insignificant and
separate from authentic Muslim orthodoxy.
The inventors of these false Iwdiths forced Muslim scholarship to
develop criteria by which traditions might be evaluated and sifted in
terms of their genuineness. This academic activity is representative of
the Muslim character of mind in general. To a Muslim, "authenticity"
is an extremely important quality and traditions or other so-called
religious activity which does not bear its stamp must be rejected.(8)
By way of contrast to the criteria of authentication applied to the
traditions, it may be said that no such criteria has been developed for
the Qur'an itself. This may sound surprising at first, but when one
considers the nature of the Qur'an such procedures become irrelevant.
Despite the history of false traditions, there has been no attempt to
add to, edit, or in any way alter the original message. Irreligious
activity has not been visited upon a text which has always been
regarded as sacred and immune from corruption. Furthermore, one
might add that with the worldwide distribution of the Qur'an, the
nature of Muslim scholarship and the already mentioned regard for
authenticity as of supreme importance, any adaptation of the text
would have been a spiritual travesty and is a practical impossibility.
The impossibility of any additions can be underlined by the fact that
from the time of its appearance the Qur'an was widely memorized - so
belonging as it did to the collective memory of Muslims, the
opportunity for change was immediately precluded.
The authenticity of the Qur'an rests on two major principles:
firstly, what might be called the superintendence of God Himself.
God, as the Revealer of the Qur'an revealed that He Himself would
safeguard the purity of His Revelation, and protect it from corruption .
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Secondly, is the infallibility of Prophet Muhammad, the receiver
and conveyor of the Qur'an. Given this, the Revelation, its reception
and conveyance can all be seen as beyond corruption.
Perhaps one may wonder why such a guarantee is applied to the
Qur'an and not other books. which according to the Qur'an are of the
same nature and in which Muslims believe. However, take for
example the Torah which is itself, or rather was itself, the word of
God. As the word of God should it not have remained uncorrupted?
But it is quite clear that it has not. The fact that this is so must be
regarded as the product of human weakness and disobedience to God's
command. This type of corruption, the failure to protect the words of
God, in parallel with the failure to protect His prophets - the Israelites
killed some of them - is essentially a failure of humanity and not of
God.
I emphasize that the Qur'an, as a universal and final Revelation
and container of the essential teachings of the previous books, is
self-evidently worthy of God's guarantee against corruption.
I would now like to give some more information about how the
Qur'an was safeguarded against corruption and still is as pure as it was
when revealed .
As evidence for this we may look into the character and life
history of Prophet Muhammad. This discussion will also draw upon
other facts and elements relevant to the subject. These will be taken
from the spheres of the Qur'an and Sunnah, history and theology.
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Concerning Prophet Muhammad, historical evidence witnesses
that in the time of Prophet Muhammad there was much tribal contlict
and internal dispute within the pre-Islamic Community. Yet, historical
evidence

also

shows

that

Muhammad

was

unanimously

and

irrefutably accepted as trustworthy, even before his appointment as
Prophet. He was known simply as as-Sadiq al-;\mill, the truthful one
and trustworthy one. Despite widespread factional dispute, the
judgment of Muhammad came to be accepted by all the tribes, even
when slIch judgment may have been contrary to the worldly or
pol itical aspiration of those concerned. (10)
This recognition of Muhammad as true and trustworthy goes
beyond the Arab pagans to some Arab Christian priests. Waraqah ibn
Nawfal, for example, upon hearing of the Revelation given to
Muhammad in the cave of Hira' recognized the Revelation as the
authentic word of God.(ll) Moreover, when 'A'ishah, the wife of the
Prophet, was asked about her husband's character and conduct, she
answered that his conduct was exactly in accordance with the
Qur'an.< 12) Muhammad's soul was pure and his heart empty of
anything except truth . He led a very simple life, free from all worldly
temptation and material ambitions, which can weaken the mind and
distract one from the straight path. Free from such diversions, the
Prophet was able to direct his energy to the task of memorizing and
transmitting the Qur'an. The intellectual effort and unceasing
motivation to achieve this must, in part, have been a product of his
single-minded and simple life style.
He received the Revelation at the age of forty, an age at which the
intellect and judgment, tempered by experience, combine to produce
wisdom and humanity. At this point I would like to mention that I do
not distinguish between Prophet Muhammad and the other Prophets -
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I am a Muslim and I believe in all Prophets( IJI

-

nor do J make

invidious comparisons between them. I am, however, concerned with
the character of Muhammad as a major guarantee of the authenticity
of the Qur'an.
Muhammad recei\ed the Qur'an and conveyed it five verses at a
time,

five

by

five .

He immediately called upon

his scribes,

Muhammad himself being unlettered; thus, the time between the
reception of the Reve lation and its transcription was very short. The
Qur'an was recorded on papyrus, flat stones, palm-leaves, pieces of
leather and wooden boards, as well as in the hearts of men. We also
have evidence that Prophet Muhammad ordered the Qur'anic passages
to be written down immediately - this is according to al-Muhasibi (d.
243 A.H, 853 A.C. ).(14) It is also recorded that Muhammad's
Companions immediately committed the verses to memory five at a
time and continually practiced them. To exemplify how the Qur'an
was written during Muhammad's lifetime, I would like to add the
following: It is reported that the Prophet said to his cousin, "'Ali, the

Qur'an is hehind my bed written in a scroll silk and sheets. You take it
and collect it, alld do flat destroy it as the Jews destroyed the Torah."
'Ali went and collected it in a yellow garment and sealed it.(15) This is
supported by al-Bukhari, who reported in his Sahih that a man came
from Iraq to ask ' A'i shah, the wife of the Prophet, "Show me your
Book of the Qur'an." The narrator of this tradition informed us of this
saying that she got the Book out and dictated to him the verses
concemed.(I6)
During the time of Ibn ' Abbas, there arose the question of whether
the Qur'an could be transcribed for commercial gain. The latter's
disciple wrote hundreds of copies of the Qur'an.(17)
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The Qur'an was read in written form shortly after the Revelation.
This is clear from the story or the

COil version

of ' Umar to Islam, when

he found his sister Fatimah with her husband reading the beginning of
Surat Taha (Qur'an 20), which they intended to keep secret from
'Umar when he entered the house. There are several traditions which
rorbid the Muslims to go to enemy countries with a copy of the
Qur'an.( l ii l In the conflict between two Muslim parties, one of the two
parties put pages of the Qur'an on their spears.( 19) This story indicates
that copies of the Qur'an were already numerous.
According to Ibn Hazm there were at least 100,000 copies of the
Qur'an produced in the beginning of the reign of 'Uthman, the third
Caliph, about 25 years after the death of Muhammadpl) The non-Muslim
scholars who have studied the Qur'an unfortunately have started from
the wrong position, and have used the wrong methods to criticize the
Qur'an. In many cases they are weighing precious stones on scales
meant for gravel. For instance, they use techniques developed in Bible
criticism to criticize the Qur'an when it is something quite different.
They ignore the different background and circumstances of each Book.
Here I can say a little to bring into focus the background and
circumstances of the Qur'an as scripture. The Qur'an was revealed
over a long period of time, over twenty years. It was put to immediate
use among a settled community. The evidence for this is multiple and
needs no repeating. The Prophet did not die before Islam had spread
through the whole of Arabia, Yemen, Bahrain and that area. Mosques
were built, and the Qur'an was widely read and copied, even in every
village or Bedouin camp.
The Qur'an was taught

III

schools as Islam spread. The Muslim

children sat and learned in every corner where Islam reached. From
the beginning, the Qur'an formed the basis of learning and education.
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The situation was such under Abu Bah, the first Muslim Caliph .
The Qur'an was spreading as a written text and in oral form. Even
when some Arabs rebell ed against Islam in the time of Abu Bakr, they
did not completely re nounce Islam, but only refused to obey the
command to give alm s. There is no evidence that they refused to obey
Muhammad or burned the Qur'an or attacked it. There were only a few
of them, and they were soon restored to Islam.
The Qur'an continued to spread and Qur'anic schools were set up
everywhere. As an example to illustrate this, I may refer to a great
Mu slim scholar of the second Musl im generation, Ibn' Amir, who was
the judge of Damascu s under the Caliph ' Umar ibn ' Abd al-' Aziz. It is
reported that in his school for teaching the Qur'an there were 400
disciples to teach in his absence.(21) If there were teachers 400 in just
one place, imagine the number of students that they taught, and how
many there must have been in all the other cities, towns and villages.
The following hadith helps us greatly to vi sualize the concern
shown by Muslims for the Qur'an: Malik ibn 'Awf reported , "While
we were sitting with the Prophet, he informed us about how God will
take away all our knowledge before the Day of Judgment. Ziyad asked
the Prophet, 'How will God take away our knowledge, when the Book
of God is with us, and we have taught it to our children and women?'"
Here the man is expressing amazement that knowledge can be taken
away from them when even the children and women have learned it
by heart.
Indeed, there were many women who memorized the Qur'an. The
earliest of them , perhaps, was Umm Waraqah, who was permitted by
Prophet Muhammad to be the Imam of her family, i.e., to lead her
family in Prayer, both men and women. (22) In this context it should be
noted that Islam considered memorization of the QUr'an a necessary
qualification for the imamate caliphate and other posts.
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It becomes absolutely clear that the Qur'an has had an
all-pervading influence on the Islamic Community. It gave rise to
many phenomenal scholars who memorized the complete text. As we
have noted, those who memorized it also memorized secular texts
which might appear unrelated. Islamic education draws no line
between religious knowledge and practical knowledge.
It is needless to bring to the reader's attention that Islam and the
Muslim State were established during the life of Prophet Muhammad
himself. With Muhammad as a leader, the state was run strictly
according to the Revelation of God. As such the Qur'an became the
basis of a state and the supreme criterion of judgmen.t. It manifested
itself not only as an authentic text but as the authentic and workable
basis of a society. It attained a theological, spiritual and social reality
as a coherent and all-embracing truth.
It is interesting to compare the position with the Bible. The Bible
is available in 286 different languages. In Japan, less than one percent
of the inhabitants are professing Christians, but nevertheless more
than 150 million copies of the Japanese Bible have been sold in the
last few years . In West Germany the Bible is outsold only by atlases
and cookery books. However, it may be estimated that out of every
hundred people who possess a Bible, only fifteen actually read it. In
the words of Manfred Barthel, "The good book seems rapidly to be
achieving the status of piece of bookshelf bric-a-brac, or at best an
attractive bookend". The same writer goes on to say that a copy of the
Bible can even be bought in supermarkets, or it can be removed and
taken away from a drawer in a hotel room without giving rise to any
feeling of guilt. In some places one can put a coin in a vending
machine and get a pocket Gospel for holiday-makers.
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The spoken word of the Bible is also widely available on record
and cassette. Cereal boxes are decorated with extracts from the Bible
in America. Having said this, Manfred Barthel continues. "All this
does not change the essential fact that though virtually no other book
has been as widely disseminated as the Bible it remains a book that
comparatively few readers seem willing to open - in short, a
best-seller that no one read s.,,( 23)
The Qur'an, unlike other sacred books, was commonly read by all
Muslims without discrimination or restriction, rich or poor, men,
women or children, are commanded to read and memorize it, for God
will reward them for every single letter they memorize. The Qur'an
was not forbidden to anyone to hold, read, memorize or quote (except
for temporary bans during periods of uncleanness, such as for women
during menstruation and up to forty days following childbirth, and for
all after sexual intercourse) . This even applied to non-Muslim Arabs,
and many non-Muslims have learnt passages by heart. Muslim
children memorize the Qur'an in a very early stage of their life.
No Muslim authority can claim to be the sole possessor of the
Qur'an. It does not belong to a group of priests, as the Torah did in
Judaism where the rabbi would unroll the scroll and read from it, and
then the people would disperse. The Torah and the other Jewish books
were kept by the higher Aramaid priests in the temple in Jerusalem,
and the public were forbidden to own copies or even to read it. It was
solely the business of the priest. The priest himself did not memorize
the text but read it. We have already said something about the
vulnerability of the Temple and the Torah to attack and destruction by
enemies.(24) Hava Lazarus refers to Ibn Hazm who used this evidence
against the authenticity of the Pentateuch and says, "He was skillfully
using a rather absent ancient Jewish Tradition ."
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According to Ibn Hazm only one copy of the Pentateuch was
usually kept by the High Aaronid priests in the Temple in Jerusalem;
where the people could go only three times a year, most of them never
entering it. This went on for four hundred years, during which time the
corrupted Levite Priests might have easily altered the text of the holy
scriptures. In paranthesis Hava expresses wonder, if not shock, at the
claim made by Ibn Hazm and some Christian critics, as to the honesty
and reliability of the High Aaronid priests. As to the possibility of
introducing corruption into the Pentateuth.
She emphasized that according to Ibn Hazm's citation of
Deutoronomy 31 :22 which states that Moses wrote down only one
copy for all of the Israelites and taught it to them. Hava Lazarus thinks
that Ibn Hazm partly based his argument on a "negative version of the
Rabbinic Tradition," that one authoritative copy of the Pentateuch was
deposited by Moses in the Ark, as a standard copy to be referred to in
time of dispute, so as to secure it against any forgeries or
interpolations.(25)
In order to support her argument Hava sought refuge in some
Midrashic sources, according to which Moses wrote on the last day of
his life thirteen scrolls of the Torah in his own hand, and gave one
copy to each of the twelve tribes and one which deposited in the Ark
to be used as the prototype copy.
Hava's argument goes back to Maivronedes the Andalusian Jewish
Philosopher poet and exponent of the Torah and Jewish Tradition. In
his introduction to the Mishreh Torah,

Maimonedes

used

the

Midrashic legend mentioned above to defend the genuineness of the
Hebrew scriptures against Ibn Hazm's criticism of the Pentateuch.
One wonders how a mortal man could have written thirteen copies
of the life b00ks of the Torah, in a single day, and in the last of his
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life. And he was a very old man ; was lived the last years of his life
struggling against the super power of Pharaoh and the strong-leaders
of the Israelites; as witnessed by the Torah if not by the Qur'an and
Christian scriptures. There is still room for us to wonder, how in the
absence of stability and security.
How Moses could have had the material re sources to tum out such
volume and industry of writing. And here we must stop to wonder in
puzzle and amazement how Moses, according to Jewish Tradition,
could have written in one day what was revealed to him in forty days!
If we look at the gospel s, we find that many appeared about a
century after Jesus. It was not until 367 A.C. that Bishop Athanasius
of Alexandria clamped down on the flexibility of sacred Christian
books, canonizing twenty-seven of them into an accepted body of
texts.(26) We have no exact information about the date, provenance
and writers of the four canonical gospels. Many other gospels were
banned and destroyed. Add to this the fact that these officially accepted
gospels were not in any event widely read or known to the public.
It is interesting to note that the passages of the Bible cited in the
early writings of the Church Fathers are not always accurately quoted .
The Old Testament is referred to about nine hundred times in the New
Testament, including about 250 direct quotations. These quotations
are usually inaccurate. (27)
The Qur'an is read as part of Muslim daily Prayers, and also as
part of the long night Prayers of the pious, (Tahajjud). No Prayer is
accepted without reading from the Qur'an. In fact, the word "prayer"
means more or less reading from the Qur'an. The reading from the
Qur'an in worship must be in Arabic, and according to the Qur'an's
order, in chapter and verse, unless the person praying is ignorant or
unable to use Arabic.
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use any language until Arabic is

learned. In Muslim worship there are no hymns , songs, or music of
any kind. This is to enable the worshiper to concentrate his attention
on the Qur'an . This is in itself helps to preserve the text again st change
or alteration through forgetfulness or destruction. It also helps develop
the skill of recitation among the professional reciters who have
become a phenomenon in our human history .
Because the Qur'an is read frequently, regularly and widely, and
because the reading is itself an act of worship, it preserves its
integrity. It would be thus absurd to attempt to cast doubt on its
authenticity on the assumption that the Qur'an was not mentioned by
historians at the time of its origins.(28) Especially since there were no
Arabian historians contemporary to its Revelation . Such an argument
would be like saying that the Himalayas were not there because early
writers do not mention them, or that Egypt is only known to have
existed because Herodotus mentions it.
To sum up, one might say that Islam means Qur'an, and Qur'an
means Islam.

The Qur'an: Orientation of and influence on the
Muslim mind
Memorization of the Qur'an by thousands of Muslims helps
sharpen their intellect and their power of memorizing. They achieve
great feats of memorizing even before the age of nine years, learning
not only sacred texts but also secular texts . There are records of many
Muslim scholars who knew Ari stotle's texts by heart, and the medical
text of Galen, and other such books.
It is nothing short of staggering to realize that the Muslim scholar

al-Anbari even memorized the figures in the accounts of the state
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treasury . The story goes that a certain small sum was once
un accounted for in th e treasury. This scholar was abl e to tell them
from memory wh ere th e amount had been entered, and his statement
was confirmed as true by investigating the written reco rds .(2<J)
Another sch olar, Ahm ad ibn Ibrahim al -Abd ari (d. 626 A.H.)
me morized all the theo ri es of Euclid including the fi gures illu stratin g
the m .nO)
Ibn Khaldun, a very we ll known scholar and pi onee r of sociology,
tell s us that he me mo ri zed the Qur'an , the !wdith s, the sayings of
ancient Arab me n of letters, the two long poems about the Qur'an
written by ash-Shatibi, and other books of juri sprudence, logic and
morality .(31)
Ibn al-Anbari (d. 328 A.H.) , called the "Sheikh" of men of letters,
used to dictate texts from me mory , quoting all the sources as he did
so. Adh-Dhahabi desc ribed him as "unique in all times in hi s ability to
me morize, and in wh at he memorized. Moreover, he was truthful ,
religious and devoted. ,,(32)
Abu 'Ali al-Qali states that Ibn al-Anbari memorized 300,000
verses of Arabic poetry, useful for interpretation of the language of the
Qur'an. People noticed that he never dictated from a written source,
only from memory . Once he was asked how many books he had
memorized . He replied, "Thirteen large boxes full." (33 )
Finall y, we would like to say that memori zing the Qur'an sharpens
the intellect and safeguards the text, preventing slackness and abuse.
More examples can be given here of how the Qur'an works to
shape Muslim Society , and how Muslims have been greatly concerned
with what the Qur'an says. Ibn 'Abbas memori zed all the Muhkam
verses when he was 10 years old, during the lifetime of the Prophet.(·,4)
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ASh-Shafi'i memorized it at the age of seven, or as some say, nine. He
memorized the book of Malik in Hadith when he was 10 years old.
Ash-Shafi'i himself realized that he had an extraordinary memorizing
ability. When he was at school and heard the teacher telling another
student a verse he memorized it before the other one did. D ) Qatadah
(61-118 A.H.) memori zed the Qur'an and the Hadith, and again he
himse lf realized that this was an exceptional achievement. He said of
himself, "[ have never had to ask anyone talking to me to say the
same thing twice. And my ears never heard anything without my heart
storing it up. ,,(]6)
Ad-Dani (d. 440 A.H.) was one of the most distinguished scholars
of the Qur'an and Qur'anic interpretation and Arabic grammar. He
says much the same about himself, "I never saw anything without
writing it down, and I never wrote anything down without memorizing
it. I never memorized anything without learning it forever.,,(37)
As-Suri (died 410 A.H.), who in his own time was the most
learned man in Muslim tradition, was often occupied in writing the

Hadith according to al-Baji. As-Suri wrote al-Bukhari's Sahih on
seven rolls of paper from Baghdad, and he had only one eye. People
said of him that he had told them, "Give me any hadith and you read
the text, I will give you the authority, or vice versa" .(38) In other words
he had complete knowledge of the Hadith. We have a similar story
recorded about al-Bukhari . Ibn Zuhr, known in the West as Avenzoor,
the distinguished physician of the Middle Ages, who died in 1162 A.
C. had memorized al-Bukhari's Sahih, its text and authorities, Abu
Hanifa's book about plants, and Galen's books about medicine and
anatomy. It should be noted that Ibn Zuhr's book about medicine
called At-Tanir was translated into Latin in 1280 A.c. and later into
several Eurorean languages, and remained a medical reference book
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for a long time. Moreover Ibn Zuhr was the first to discover stomach
cancerY''I) On record we have many other examples.
Ibn Faurrah is reported to have memorized a camel-load of
books .(40) In our time this sounds like a fairy tale or exaggeration, but
this is something which I know from personal experience. I
memorized the Qur'an at an early age, when I was about nine years
old. Our readers may imagine that memorizing like this is merely
mechanical, with no understanding or creative ability. This would be a
wrong reaction. On the contrary, such people were also critical and
creative. They pioneered literary criticism and they laid the foundation
of later schools of criticism. Their ideas still hold good in our own
time and are still regarded as important and as a point of reference to
guide us in our modem attempts at criticism.
The books of At-Tabaqat (al-Hllffaz), dealing with these
exceptional memorizers, usually introduce or comment on each figure
by saying, "He memorized with understanding . He has great powers of
memorizing, great intellect and great creativity." The leading
traditionalists say that memorizing and understanding belong together.
Mere mechanical repetition is useless as an authority.(4J)
It becomes clear that the Qur'an is the words of God given to
Prophet Muhammad via the agency of the Archangel Gabriel, and thus
to man through the Prophet (peace be upon him). The Qur'an was well
safeguarded against corruption and alteration. The Qur'an was
revealed in Arabic, was written down during the life of the Prophet,
and is often read in its Arabic original worldwide. The Qur'anic
teachings are for all mankind without distinction.

CHAPTER FOUR

The Gospels As
Individual Books
The entry under Ibn Hazm in The Encyclopedia of lslam(l) states
that his motive for writing was to reveal the corruption of the gospels.
This suggests that Ibn Hazm's attitudes were colored by a desire to
prove an a priori point. On the contrary, Ibn Hazm's introduction to
Al-Faisal is an unambiguous statement of intention to approach his
material, not merely as a Muslim dogmatist, but also as an objective
historian of religion. He actually criticizes religious writers who, in his
view, have failed to achieve positive and unbiased results, and have
committed the faults of either prolixity or excessive density and in so
doing have done justice neither to their own standpoint nor to their
critics. It is absolutely clear from the introduction that Ibn Hazm's
studies of religious scholarship led him towards a personal ideal of
scholarship which would avoid the weaknesses he noted in other
works. This ideal was one of exactitude of objectivity and of the
eschewing of a purely dogmatic line of approach. The Encyclopedia of
Islam is, thus, not wholly substantiated by the facts.
The basis of Ibn Hazm's comments on the gospels as individual
books, which will be the theme of this chapter is, consequently,
characterized by a degree of historical objectivity. His concentration
on the gospels as source material is an historian's choice which, he
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implies, is made from lack of material elsewhere when he comments
that Josephus's (c.37 - c.IOO) account of Jesus was limited, and that
"with the exception of the account of John the Baptist on whose
activities as a baptizer he passes no comment", Josephus "did not
mention anything else about Jesus, Son of Mary.,,(2) The fact that Ibn
Hazm refers only to Josephus on John the Baptist is, incidentally, an
important piece of evidence in support of the view that the passages
on James and Jesus are additions of later authorship.O)

Ibn Hazm's definition of the four gospels
The author of AI-Faisal regards the four gospels as four
biographical works written by four known men, at different times.(4)
He emphasizes the biographical nature of the gospels by introducing
each one with the formula Tarikh Allafahu meaning "history, written
by". The gospels are not attacked by Ibn Hazm only on the grounds
that there are four of them, an argument put forward by R. Arnaldez,(5)
but because of discrepancies between their accounts and their lack of
credibility, which will be discussed in detail later. For Ibn Hazm the
four gospels are not inspired, but corrupted, books written by four
individuals, a viewpoint which, he goes on to say, is shared by all
Christian sects.(6) Unfortunately his terms are slightly ambiguous, i.e.,
it is not clear whether he wants to say that all Christians of that date
are in agreement about the authorship of the four gospels and the
entire New Testament collection as traditionally stated, or that the
consensus of opinion of Christians is that the four gospels are not
inspired but it seems that Ibn Hazm probably only meant that all
Christians regard them as written by four individuals, with all the
possibility of contradiction that implies. Since it was generally held by
Christians that the spirit of God had dictated the books of the New
Testament; several examples may be quoted to illustrate this. Firstly,
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the biblical source often used as a basi s for the belief in biblical
inspiration is to be found in 2 Tim. 3: 16: "All scripture is inspired by
God", and 2 Pet. 1:21: "Because no prophecy ever come by the
impulse of man, but men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God."
Secondly, as Streeter points out, the Muratorian fragment , which
seems to represent the official vi ew of the Roman Church in about
A.C. 200. The Muratorian fragment is now bel ieved by many to date
from 300-350 A. C. (or C. E.), not 200, and this later dating is almost
certainly correct as nothing but the four gospels had been agreed upon
by 200, which is still the time of Irenaeus. Canon making is more
reflective of the time of Eusebius (d. 340 C. E.). See Eusebius's canon
and compare it with the Muratorian fragment, while recognizing
distinctions between the apostles, implies an overriding inspired
source. Streeter says, "It was revealed to Andrew, one of the Apostles,
that John was to write all things in his own name, and they were all to
certify them. And therefore, though various elements are taught in the
several books of the Gospel, yet it makes no difference to the faith of
believers, since by one guiding Spirit all things are declared in all of
them .(7) Thirdly, Origen (c.185 - 254 A.C.) and Gregory of Nazianus
(329 - 389 A.c.) believed that the activity of the Divine will was
discernible in the minutiae of the sacred books. a reaction with which
Ibn Hazm would disagree, since it would allow the text to bear almost
any interpretation. As Origen said, "There is not one jot or tittle
written in the Bible which does not accomplish its special work for
those capable of using it".(8) Fourthly, Gregory the Great (c.540 - 604
A.c.) clearly referred to God as the author of the sacred scripture, the
human factor in the production of the scripture being called the
writer.(9) In this he was followed by Isidore of Seville (c.560 - 636
A.c.) and Rabanu s Maurus (776/84 - 856 A.c.) until the phrase "God
the author of scripture" became universa1.(lO)
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Ricoldo (c.1243 - 1320 A.C.) regarded the contradictions between
the gospels as dictated by the Holy Spirit, and thus not essentially
contradicto~y.(II) Since in other parts of Al-Faisal Ibn Hazm explicitly
states that Christians regard the gospels as inspired,( 12) it is unlikely
that he intended to suggest otherwise in the case mentioned above.
In Al-Usul Wa Al-Furu' he clarifies this point: Concerning what is
In the gospels, they assume that they are written by four (writers).
Two of them were Apostles, Matthew and John, the others were not.
Luke was the disciple of Peter, and Mark. They assume that those
(gospels) had come to them from their writers through an unbroken
chain of authority. In their view the writers of the gospels are
infallible, higher in status than prophets.(I3)
The Christian theory of inspiration prevailed until the early
eighteenth century, but towards the close of that century men began to
question many things that had previously been accepted, including the
conviction of a divinely inspired corpus of sacred writings; for
example in 1784 the German philosopher Leasing published a book
significantly entitled A New Hypothesis Concerning the Evangelists
Considered as Purely Human Writers of History,04) and in harmony
with Ibn Hazm's point of view concerning the gospels. In this context,
one point should be kept in mind: modem biblical and historical study
does not consider the evangelists as historians or biographers in the
modem sense, on the basis that the writers of the gospels did not
present a comprehensive account or record of Jesus' life and ministry.
Dibelius says of the gospels: "They are not to be compared with
biographies, either modem or ancient",(I5) and Martin Kahler in his
book The So-called Historical Jesus and the Historic Biblical Christ
states: "We do not possess any sources for a 'life of Jesus' which a
historian can accept as reliable and adequate. I repeat: we have no
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sources for a biography of Jesus of Nazareth which measure up to the
standards of contemporary historical science."( 16)
The gospels are not historical books, but were written rather to
awaken faith. Paul Althaus sums it up: "The gospels are not in the
least like historical sources, as the historian understands the term; the
evangelists are "preachers".( 17)
S. J. Xavier Leon-Dufour remarks that nearly everything
concerning the life of Jesus comes from the four gospels, but these
four books, far from providing a straightforward biography of him
"seem, if read carefully to be full of contradictions".(18) The
evangelists paid no regard to Jesus' childhood and early life to such an
extent that historians cannot now agree on the exact date of Jesus'
birth or rather, the contradiction between Matthew 2, which
necessitates that Jesus be born in 4 B.C. or earlier, and Luke 2:3,
requiring a date of 6 C.E. exactly, leads to an insoluble discrepancy of
9 years. Most Christian writers follow Matthew, because Luke 2:2
would make Jesus too young at the beginning of his ministry implied
as 28 c.E. by Luke 3:1.
Turning from the question of the authenticity of the gospels as
historical source material to Ibn Hazm's point that they were written at
different times by different men, it should be noted that in this matter
Ibn Hazm is more correct than the later renowned theologian,
ash-Shahrastani (d. 548 A H.= 1153 AC.), whose text seems to imply
some kind of collaborative or collective effort on the part of the four
writers: "Matthew, Luke, Mark and John came together, and each of
them wrote a collection which he called the Gospel. ,,( 19)
Ash-Shahrastani makes a further error in describing the Gospel
writers as Hawariyyin, Apostles.(20) This is, of course, not the case
since as Chrysostom pointed out, "Two write only from among the
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Apostles, and two from among their followers, (for one that was a
disciple of Paul, and another of Peter, together with Matthew and John ,
wrote the gospels)" Y I) and this view is also held by Ibn Hazm.(22)
Mark and Luke were not among the twelve Apostles "called" by Jesus.
The anomalies between ash-Shahrastani' s account and that of Ibn
Haz m may be explained by their use of different source texts, the
former using an Arabic version arranging the gospels in the following
order: Matthew, Luke, Mark and 10hn.(23)
Further evidence of Ibn Hazm's precision compared to other
Muslim writers can be derived from an examination of some errors
made by the great historian al-Mas'udi (d. 346 A. H. = 957 A.c.) who,
like ash-Shahrastani, regarded the Gospel writers as Apostles,
(Hawariyyin) and named them as Mark, 10hn, Peter, Paul and Luke. (24)
This could partially be explained by the possible existence of an
apocryphal Gospel ascribed to Peter(25) in al-Mas'udi's time, and the
possibility that he was including Paul because of the tradition that
Mark's Gospel includes Paul's teaching.

Ibn Hazm's arrangement of the New Testament
Books
Ibn Hazm does not actually use the term "the New Testament" 111
his writings on Christianity, although it is found in earlier Muslim
writings such as those by 'Ali ibn Rabban at-Tabari,(26) (born between

158 and 169 A.H.=774 and 785 A.c.) and Ibn an-Nadim (377 A. H. =
987 A. C.) who says in Al-Fihrist, "I asked Yunus the priest who was
learned about the books of the Jews and Christians, and he mentioned
to me two collections: As-Sura Al- 'Atiqa Wa As-Sura Al-Haditha,
meaning the Old and New Testaments.(27)
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Ibn Hazm's arrangement of the books of the New Testament is as
follows:
I. Matthew
2. Mark

3. Luke
4. John
5. Acts
6. Revelations

7,8 & 9. Three epistles by John, son of Zebedee
10 & II. Two epistles by Peter
12. Epistle by James or Jacob, son of Joseph, the carpenter

13 Epistle by Jude, the brother of Jacob
14. The fifteen Epi stles by Paul , the disciple of Peter.
The most interesting feature of this list is its apparent denigration
of the letters of Paul by placing them last.
Ibn Hazm describes the text he is using as foll ows: Matthew, 28
leaves in a medium-sized script; Mark, 24 leaves; Luke, as Matthew;
John , 24 leaves in a medium-sized script; Acts, 50 leaves in a cramped
hand; Revelations; and the seven Catholic Epi stl es, which he describes
as canonical, each written e ither on one or two leaves and in a poor
style. The Epistles of Paul contained about 40 leaves "full of
bl asphemy"(28) as Ibn Hazm re marks.
By comparing the above list with the current New Testament
version, it will be seen that Ibn Hazm's arrange ment accords with the
current order as far as Acts, and differs from it in th e arrangement of
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the rest and in the quantity of Paul's letters as follows: he places
Revelations before the Catholic Epistles, rather than in the current
sequence: 14 Pauline letters, 7 Catholic Epistles, Revelations. Like the
current version, we find the seven Catholic Epistles together, but in a
somewhat different order. There are two possible ways of explaining
the variation between Ibn Hazm's order and the order adopted in the
current version of the Bible.
Firstly, he may have followed one of the New Testament lists
current in his own time, such as this list: Matthew, Mark, Luke, John,
Acts, the seven Catholic Epistles, (Jacob, Peter, John, Jude), fourteen
Epistles of Paul, Revelations .(29) Ibn Hazm's list corresponds to this
with the slight difference of Jacob in place of John, and John in place
of Jacob, and fifteen, rather than fourteen Pauline Epistles,oO) and the
positioning of Revelations immediately after Acts.
On the subject of the number of Pauline Epistles, Ibn Hazm's list
includes the Epistle to the Hebrews, which has traditionally been
ascribed to Paul although it does not bear its author's name. The
fifteenth Epistle in Ibn Hazm's list could be the third letter to the
Corinthians, to which Paul made reference and which exists in an
apocryphal form.(31) Furthermore it is obvious, as B.K. Rattey has
pointed out, that the early Church was in possession of numerous
documents including Epistles, that those Epistles now deemed
canonical were not always judged so, just as some Epistles, for
example that of Barnabas, enjoyed canonical status for a time.(32) Ibn
Hazm does not refer to any Christian texts that fall outside Jhe canon
except 3 Corinthians. Ibn Hazm was in Catholic Spain, so he naturally
had the Athanasian NT canon. Widely used in Western Christendom.
Although al-Biruni did so, as mentioned elsewhere.(33) He stresses,
however, that the gospels were written by four different men who
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received their material from only five persons. Implicit in this
emphasis is a query as to why only four of Jesus' followers held the
responsibility of transmitting the account of his life. This point is also
raised by Chrysostom, "And why can it have been that when there
were so many disciples, two write only from among the followers?"(34)
Ibn Hazm's use of the word "canonical" to describe the seven
Catholic Epistles only is interesting since all the New Testament
books had been declared canonical by the end of the fourth century C.
E. The arrangement of Ibn Hazm's text cannot be explained in terms of
the chronology of admission to the canon, since the Epistles of Paul
were admitted after the four gospels, but before the seven Catholic
Epistles and Revelations. (5 ) His use of the word canonical to describe
the seven Catholic Epistles could perhaps be explained as follows. Ibn
Hazm does not use the term Catholic anywhere in his writings, not
even when speaking of Recared the Visigoth King (d. 601 A. c.),(36)
who established Catholicism in Spain in place of Arianism. It seems
possible that he either used "Canonical" to mean "Catholic"(37) or a
scribal error produced "Canonical" for his use of "Catholic". The word
"Catholic" was used earlier by al-Mahdi, who, in his debate with
Timothy called the latter "Catholicos", which corresponds to the
Greek work "Katholikos".(38) Elsewhere Ibn Hazm makes it clear that
he is aware of the entire canon of the scriptures, and does in fact
distinguish between the canonical books and other religious writings
on which Christianity draws, so that his labeling of only seven
Epistles as canonical is no indication that he was unaware of what the
term denotes.(39)
It is, of course, possible that the arrangement of the New
Testament employed by Ibn Hazm is his own, rather than that of a
contemporary list, or only partly based on a contemporary list. Scribal
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error cannot be discounted, but it should be noted that Ibn Hazm's
arrangement has the logic of positioning the books according to the
supposed closeness of their authors to Jesus .

The text used by Ibn Hazm
Mus lim writers often differ from one another when quoting from
the gospels, there was no standard text in use. Carra de Vaux in The
En cyclopedia of Islam actually identified six different groups of
Arabic manuscripts, giving some idea of the number of variant texts.(40)
Ibn Hazm's text differed from the general-used current version in two
ways.
Firstly, there are differences in vocabulary ; e.g. , "The Lamb of
God," which is described as Hamal in the Arabic version, is rendered
Kharuf by Ibn Hazm. Many other examples of this kind will be
di scussed later. Secondly, Ibn Hazm does not divide his quotations
into verses, neither do the chapter divisions he uses correspond to the
current scripture.
Available data does not offer any help in identifying which text
was u sed by the author of AI-Paisal. Specialist studies have failed to
ascertain the origins of the bibl ical citations in Ai-Paisal.(41)

Extra-Canonical texts
Ibn Hazm, having enumerated the books of the New Testament,
noted that in addition to those books accepted as sacred by Christians,
there were other books written by the patriarchs and bishops : e.g., the
six ecumenical councils and all the productions of the minor or local
councils,(42) which were important, if not sacred, and which were
desc ribed individually and in detail by Ibn Khaldun(43) and al-Yaqubi,
along with the rules for conducting ritual which were put forward by
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King Recared (d. 601 A.H.) (written wrongly as Zachariah by Ibn
Hazm elsewhere).(44) Finally, it should be noted that the author of
AI-Faisal was acquainted with Christian martyrology.

Provenance and language
The subject of provenance will be linked with the subject of
language in the following section. Ibn Hazm's concern with the texts
of the gospels and their history is determined by his larger argument
concerning their validity as sacred books. He states that Matthew
compiled his Gospel in Hebrew in Judaea. This is supported by the
tradition, and considerable evidence is available to confirm Ibn
Hazm's viewpoint. The earliest reference to Matthew being in Hebrew
or Aramaic is in the fragments of Papias, says: "Matthew composed
the logia in the Hebrew tongue and everyone interpreted them as he
was able". Irenaeus in his book Against Heresies (3.1.1) writes:
"Matthew also published a book of the Gospel among the Hebrews, in
their own dialect, while Peter and Paul were preaching the Gospel in
Rome and founding the Church" .(45)
Eusebius in his history (6.25.4) quotes Origen as saying that he
had learned that "The first Gospel was written by Matthew, who was
once a tax collector, but who afterwards was an Apostle of Jesus
Christ, and it was prepared for converts from Judaism, and published
in the Hebrew language."
Augustine in his work on the agreement of the evangelists (1.2.4.)
writes: "Of these four it is certain that only Matthew is regarded as
having written in the Hebrew language, while the others wrote in
Greek" and he says that Mark "followed closely in his footsteps, as his
imitator and epitomizer" . The Monarchain prologues say in the
Argument to Matthew's Gospel: "Just as Matthew from Judaea is
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placed first in order, so he also wrote his Gospel first in Judaea."
Barclay commented on such quotations and others in the following
words : "As we have said, and as we have now seen, the tradition of
the early Church is clear, consistent and unanimous. It was believed
that Matthew wrote the first Gospel, that he wrote it first of all the
gospels and that it was originally written in Hebrew.,,(46)
Papias' statement about the language of Matthew's Gospel should
be noted: "Matthew compiled the sayings as oracles in the Aramaic
language or a Hebrew dialect and everyone translated or interpreted
them as well as he could. ,,(47)
Papias' text indicates that there were several translations of
Matthew's Gospel ; which text was chosen by the Church is not known.
However, some modern scholars have suggested that the writing
Papias ascribed to St. Matthew was not in fact the Gospel which now
bears his name, but simply a collection of utterances or testimonies or
proof texts from the old testament, but there is hardly any evidence
that there was ever such a collection in a book form. Nevertheless all
the ancient Christian authors such as Eusebius had read Papias'
commentary and assumed that he was speaking of a Gospel.(48) Papias'
statement, then, must refer to a Gospel, particularly as the same
statement is made by all the great early Christian writers. Origen, for
example, tetts us that Matthew's Gospel was written for believers who
had come from Judaism and the same view is held by Irenaeus,
Clement of Alexandria and Eusebius.(49) The above information
suggest an Aramaic origin for Matthew's Gospel which has been
generally abandoned on account of the use of Mark and the LXX
version of the O. T.
According to the principle of the priority of Mark established 200
years ago in biblical criticism, the present Matthew is a Greek, not an
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Aramaic or Hebrew Gospel, and was composed in Greek, and could
not have been composed except in Greek, that is because it has
evidently copied 600 verses from the more primitive Gospel of Mark,
which is purely Greek.
Ibn Hazm's understanding of the original language of Matthew's
Gospel as Hebrew is thus in agreement with ancient tradition . The
question of tran slation, raised by Papias, is also considered by Ibn
Hazm, who is more specific, stating that the Apostle John translated
the Gospel into Greek.(50) As a contrast Jerome (c. 342-420) remarked
that Matthew "first wrote a Gospel of Christ in Judaea and in Hebrew
letters and words (Iiteris verbisque) for the benefit of those of the
circumcision who believed. Who afterwards translated it into Greek is
not quite certain ."(51) Ibn Hazm, however, does not give the date at
which this took place. The view that John was the translator is supported
by Ibn al-Batriq, who dates the original to the reign of the Emperor
Claudius and states that it was translated into Greek by John.(52) The
modem scholar, Alfred Plummer, noted that certain superscriptions on
texts make the point that John, James or Bartholomew could have
been responsible for the translation .(53) John could certainly have been
responsible for one of the translations referred to by Papias since
Matthew preceded him in collecting Jesus' sayings.
The twenty-eight leaves of Ibn Hazm's text, mentioned above,
correspond approximately to the current Arabic version of Matthew's
Gospel, as do the descriptions of the other books used by Ibn Hazm.

Matthew
Ibn Hazm stltes that Matthew was a tax collector and one of Jesus'
disciples. The author of Al-Faisal describes his martyrdom as having
been carried out by decapitation,(54) but gives no information as to
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time and place. There is, in fact, no reliable evidence as to th e mann er
or place of death from other sources. Following the traditional view
Ibn Hazm states that the Gospel of Matthew comes before the other
gospels (or the other New Testament writings) in importance and
chronology. He goes on to say that it was written in Hebrew, in Judaea
in Syria nine years after the Ascension of Jesus . John , the writer of the
fourth Gospel had translated it from Hebrew into Greek . The author of
AI-Faisa! is silent on the subject of when and where this took place.(55)
Bearing in mind the general tenor of Ibn Hazm's scholarship, the time
of nine years after the Ascension will not have been a random choice.
It is, however, beyond the scope of thi s book to conduct a thorough
investigation and analysis of the evidence of the dating of Matthew's
Gospel, although it instructive to note that of the early Christian
writers Irenaeus suggests a date of before 68 A.C. for the authorship,(56)
and according to a tradition in Eu sebius (HEiii. 246) he wrote it before
his departure from Palestine into foreign parts, that is to say, much
earlier.(57)
There is no indication that the Apostle Matthew wrote the existing
Gospel; indeed, it is almost impossible, because the present Gospel
was authored in Greek and copied 600 verses from Mark, There is no
mention of Matthew's authorship in the Gospel, the writer of the
Gospel which bears Matthew's name appears only in the title, which
was probably affixed early in the second century and not in the text
itself. The verses mentioning Matthew, the tax collector suggests that
he could not have written it. The legendary motifs associated with the
material coupled with the massive copying from Mark make it
impossible that it could be an eyewitness account.
Certainly most current academic Bible Scholarship regards the
gospels as much later than the period of the Apostles . All are
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considered anonymous, whatever the church tradition may say.
Generally we would date Mark C 75 CE. , Matthew C 85, Luke and
John not earlier than C . 110 C E.

Mark
Ibn Hazm states: "Mark wrote hi s Gospel twe nty-two years after
the Ascension of Jesus in Greek at Antioch, and they said that Peter
himself compiled it and handed it over to hi s student St. Mark, having
omitted hi s name from it; and it contains twenty-four leaves written in
a medium-sized script. ,, (58)
Ibn Hazm puts Mark's Gospel immediately after Matthew, which
follow s the logic of chronology since, according to his comments, it
was written thirteen years after Matthe w. Modem scholarship has
di sputed the priority of Matthew, but there is still a group of scholars
who continue to defend the traditional chronology.(59) Ibn Hazm does
not mention Mark as being one of Jesus' disciples, regarding him only
as a pupil of Peter the Apostle. This view draws on the tradition which
confimled that Mark never encountered Jesus, a tradition supported by
St. Papias, writing shortly after 100 A.C on the authority of John the
Presbyter, and followed by Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian
and Origen. Papias' words are as follows: "Mark became Peter's
interpreter and wrote accurately all that he remembe red, not, indeed, in
order, of the things said or done by the Lord . For he had not heard the
Lord, nor had he followed Him, but later on, as I said, followed Peter,
who used to give teaching as necessity demanded but not making, as it
were, an arrangement of the Lord's Oracles, so that Mark did nothing
wrong in thu s writing down single points as he remembered them. For
to one thing he gave attention, to leave out nothing of what he had
heard and to make no false statements in them ."(60)
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It is highly important to note that, it is now beli eved that Papias's

real date is about 130 A. c., not "shortly after 100 A. c." The Christians
always try to make their writers earlier to be more convincing.
Papias' stateme nt is obviously, directly or indirectly, Ibn Hazm's
source, although Papias does not mention that Peter wrote the Gospel,
or that Mark's name was added to it as its author, but merely
associates the two saints with one another, making it clear that Mark
himself presented the Gospe l from material that he co llec ted from the
sayings of his mentor, the chief Apostle, Peter. Ibn al-Batriq (263-328
A . H.= 876-940 A.c.) provided contradictory arguments as to the
authorship of Mark's Gospel, saying both that Peter wrote down a
Gospel during Nero's reign (54-68 A.C.) which he then handed on to
Mark, and also that Peter dictated the Gospel to Mark at Rome, and
Mark substituted his own name for that of Peter.(61) This is obviously
an illogical argument, as pointed out by Abu Zahra.(62)
Ibn Hazm's view is not only to ascribe the Gospel to Mark, but
also to make mention of the theory that Peter was in fact the author
giving the Gospel to M ark. This latter view is advanced by him purely
as the assumption of other people, and not as a statement capable of
absolute proof.(63) AI-Mas'udi (d. 346 A. H. = 957 A.C.) and Ibn
Khaldun (d. 808 A. H. = 1406 A.C.), however, definitely state that the
Gospel was written in Greek by St. Peter, handed over to Mark and
ascribed to him, and that Mark went to Alexandria and preached the
Gospel.(64)
However, Ibn Hazm considers the provenance of manuscript of
Mark's Gospel to be Antioch,(65) an original view never suggested
before, made on grounds which can only be inferred. Peter had been in
Antioch and, according to tradition, became its first Bishop, information
which might have formed the basis of Ibn Hazm's point.(66) The author
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of Al-Faisa/ dates the writing of Mark's Gospel to 22 years after Jesus'
Ascension,(67) differing from' Abdullah at-Tarjuman who states that it
was written 27 years after the Ascension;(68) he does not, however,
explain why he fixed it on this as the earliest possible date at which
the Gospel was written.

Luke
Ibn Hazm states that Luke was an Antiochene Syrian doctor, and a
student and a fellow of St. Paul, but that he was not an Apostle of
Jesus.(69) His statement is absolutely correct and supported both by
internal and external evidence. Luke is actually called "the beloved
physician" by Paul (Col 4: 14), and the vocabulary of the third Gospel
and of Acts also seems to justify(70) this profession. Some modem
scholars have, in fact, argued that evidence of medical knowledge in
Luke's Gospel and Acts supports this view. (71) This is all a
ridiculously flimsy assertion that has been thoroughly refuted by
Christian Bible scholarship. There is no reason to suppose Luke wrote
Luke - Acts. Probably these books are very late, as they are full of
harmonizations and elaborations that probably reflect an early second
century date. The strongest argument for Luke's authorship is only that
he was a minor character, but that is a poor argument proving nothing.
The earliest authority for Luke's being a doctor is recorded in the
Muratorian Canon, which, as Barclay pointed out: "represents the
view of the Church in Rome about 170 A.C ."
Eusebius made the following statement: "Luke, being by birth one
of the people of Antioch, and by profession a physician, having been
with Paul a good deal, and having associated himself intimately with
the rest of the Apostles, has left us examples of the art of curing souls
that he obtained from them in two divinely inspired books.,,(72) This
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appeared in the prologue of the Gospel according to Luke, which has
survived in Greek in a single manuscript. m )
Ibn Hazm described Luke's Gospel in the manuscript he used as
being written in Greek, and of the same number of leaves as Matthew,
i.e., 28. The author of Al-Faisa{ mentions Achaea as the provenance of
Luke's GospeI Y-l) a view supported by the prologue to the Greek
manuscript, although it is not clear whether or not this was the text to
which Ibn Hazm himself had access. Other scholars and commentators
have reiterated Achaea as the place of composition ; Jerome, in his
commentary on Matthew and the document known as the Monarchian
Prologue to Luke mention Achaea(75) as does Ricoldo of Montecroce,
(1243-1320 A.c.), who according to Sweetman held that Luke wrote
in Greek in Achaea.(76) Barclay regards such statements, external to
the prologue itself, as at best "no more than a development of the
belief that Luke wrote primarily for the Greeks. ,,(77) Nevertheless, Ibn
Hazm's statement regarding provenance should be seen as proof of his
comprehensive knowl edge of the early traditions of the Church, and
although he had access to the Greek prologue he may have based his
statement on the Chri stian belief that Luke was buried in Achaea.
He does not mention a specific date of composition; he merely
says that Luke was written some time after Mark, i.e., some time later
than twenty-two years after the Ascension,oS) again differing from
at-Tarjuman who says that it was written thirty by years after the
Ascension .(79)
Ibn Hazm has no hesitation in considering that Acts was also
written by Luke, despite the fact that neither of these works bears their
author's name; in this respect he follows Christian tradition and differs
from Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-Amiri (d. 381 A. H.=991 A. C.), who
considered Peter to be the author of Acts.(80) Al-Amiri may, however,
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have been referring to one of the earliest and best-known apocryphal
books, the Acts of St. Peter, mistakenly inserting it in the canon. Ibn
Hazm provides no information as to the dating or provenance of Acts.
Finally, it should be noted that Ibn Hazm's criticism of Luke's
Gospel as not being divinely inspired draws on the prologue,
interpreting it as evidence that the author was merely a man who
wrote the story of Jesus. (X I)

John
Ibn Hazm states that the writer of the fourth Gospel is one and the
same as the writer of Revelation s, two Epistles, and the translation of
St. Matthew. The personal details he gives of John the man are brief:
he states that he was the son of Zebedee, written as Sizay, or
according to some manuscripts, Sibithi.(82) He was an Apostle of
Jesus , wrote hi s Gospel in Asia, and was martyred by poison .(83)
Ibn Hazm describes his text as contained on twenty-four leaves
and written in a medium-sized hand . He reserves his harshest criticism
for this Gospel , considering it to be the most distorted and full of
blasphemy and internal contradiction. He views the Gospel as mere
biography, written more than sixty years after the Ascension . There is,
in fact, a large body of criticism, from different schools of thought,
directed towards the text of John's Gospel, but it is not the task of this
book to attempt an analysis of such criticism.
Ibn Hazm describes John's Gospel as written in Greek at Ashinia,
undoubtedly a scribal error for Asia or Ephesus.(84) Some Christian
scholars support the Apostle John as the author;

c.K.

Barrette, for

example, refers to Eusebius who quotes Irenaeus as saying, "And all
the elders that associated with John the disciple of the Lord in Asia
bear witness that John delivered it (the Gospel) to them. For he
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remained among them until the time of Trajan." Irenaeus confirms the
above statement by remarking, "But the Church in Ephesus also,
which was founded by Paul, and where John remained until the time
of Trajan, is a faithful witness of the apostolic tradition."(85)
Bar-Hebraeus remarks that John "wrote a Gospel in Greek at the
request of the sons of Asia. And Eusebius says that Peter and Paul
came to him to Ephesus and persuaded him to write. And there are in
it eight miracles and five parables and fifteen testimonies.,,(86)
On the subject of dating Ibn Hazm gives sixty years after the
Ascension as the earliest possible date of composition, doubtless
allowing for John's travels to Asia, and taking into account the
differences between the fourth Gospel and the other three in the light
of the development of Christianity.
The Gospel of Thomas is one of the fifty-two texts discovered at
Nag-Hammadi.

Conclusion
In conclusion, Ibn Hazm in the main presents a surprisingly accurate
account of the New Testament books, showing his ability for the task
to which he addresses himself and a scholarly concern to describe his
source material. As a historian he is at pains to account for, with
exactness, the texts he is investigating; he is also keen to furnish
evidence of the lack of any sound lsnad (unbroken chains of authorities)
in the Christian scriptures. This explains his emphasis on the
authorship, language, date of composition and provenance of the four
gospels. Even if they were written by four different men, in different
places, and at different times - which all postdate the Ascension of
Jesus - and were preserved in two languages, they show little evidence
of Isnad, i.e., transmitting the text by a chain of authorities going back
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to Jesus without a break, as in the case of the Islamic traditions.(X7 1
This last point represents the general Muslim view of Christian gospels.

It should be noted that the available data show that all the present
gospels were written in Greek originally and all are anonymous, the
names of their original authors being unknown and their present
names having been added latter. In all probability they were written
and rewritten and revised several times before reaching their present
form. Several apocryphal gospels also may contain original, early, or
authentic material, especially the Coptic Gospel of Thomas, whose
original language was also Greek, and to some extent the Gospel of
Peter and the lost Gospel of Hebrews.
~

About this Gospel there are two striking points:
First, its complete silence on Jesus' death and resurrection - the
core of Paul's missionary activities as Helmut Koester points out,
"Thomas is not alone in this silence. The Synoptic Sayings Source
(Q), used by Matthew and Luke, also does not consider Jesus' death a
part of the Christian message. And it likewise is not interested in
stories and reports about the resurrection and subsequent appearances
of the risen Lord. The Gospel of Thomas and Q challenge the
assumption that the early church was unanimous in making Jesus'
death and resurrection the fulcrum of Christian faith." Koester goes
on to say "Both documents presuppose that Jesus' significance lay in
his words, and his words alone."
The second striking point about this Gospel is its almost total
absence of Christological titles, such as "ChristIMessiah," "Lord," and
"Son ofman".(88)
Within the same context, it is highly important to note that in
recent studies, Dieter Luhrmann and, John S. Kloppenborg, after him
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argue that Q was composed in two successIve stages and that the
understanding of Jesus as the future Son of man was not yet present in
the earlier stage of its composition.
The sayings which speak about the coming of the Son of man for
the final judgment and the addition of the title Son of man to older
sayings belongs to the second stage of this document which originally
presented Jesus as a teache r of wisdom and as a prophet who
announced in his words the presence of the kingdom.(89)
Among Nag-Hammadi texts is the Gospel of Philip which
attributes to Jesus' acts and sayings quite different from those
mentioned in the New Testament, to il1ustrate this: ... the companion
of the [Savior(s)] Mary Magdalene. [But Christ loved] her more than
[al1] the disciples, and used to kiss her [often] on her [mouth]. The rest
of [the disciples were offended] ... They said to him, 'Why do you love
her more than al1 of u s?' The Savior answered and said to them, 'Why
do I not love you as (I love) her?' (90)
This collection of writings moreover contains other sayings
criticizing common Christian beliefs, such as the version birth and the
bodily resurrection, as naive misunderstandings . Besides the Gospel of
Thomas and the Gospel of Philip, the Nag-Hammadi col1ections
include the Gospel of Truth and the Gospel to the Egyptians which
identifies itself as the [Spirit], but it is beyond the scope of this book
to go into the deep water of the scholarly investigation of
Nag-Mammadi collections.
What we want to underline here is that, because of the Christian
failure to protect Jesus' true Gospel, flljil there appeared many gospels
claiming to be Jesus'; to minimize the differences and discrepancies
between these gospels the church canonized four gospels only and
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persecuted the others for nothing but to suit and support a man set of
doctrines and force them on people .Il) I)
To conclude with, it is useful to quote Adam Clarke's comment on
Galatine 1:5 , 6: "It is established that many minor gospels had
become common in the early centuries of Christianity . The abundance
of such false and incorrect accounts led Luke to write his Gospel. We
read about more than seventy such gospels. Some parts of these
gospels are still in existence and available. Many such gospels were
collected and published in three volumes by Fabricius. Some describe
the obligatory nature of the laws of Moses, the validity of
circumcision and imperativeness of the Gospel. ,,(9 2)
This statement implies that many spurious gospels were current
before the writing of the Gospel of Luke and Paul's letter to Galatians .
It also indicates that Paul used a properly Gospel.
Finally, Lardner says about the anonymity of the gospels, "At the
time when Anastasius reigned in Constantinople he ruled that the
Holy gospels were not correct since their authors were not known so
they were corrected a second time. "(93)

CHAPTER FIVE

The Transmission of the Christian
Sacred Texts and the Question of Corruption
In this chapter we w'ill discuss the Gospel of Jesus, in which
Muslims believe, and its relation to the four Christian gospels, and the
provenance of the Christian sacred texts. The Muslims' claim that the
Christian texts have been corrupted will be examined in the light of
both Islamic and Christian traditions, and the texts themselves will be
subjected to critical analysis. It needs no stressi ng that to say Muslims
believe in the "Gospel". It is referred to many times in the Qur'an.
Prophet Muhammad himself mentioned it several times. The Qur'an
mentions the Gospel with the same reverence as other Holy texts. It is
regarded as a source of light and guidance. The Qur'an also speaks of
the "Gospel" in connection with Jesus and the message he brought
from God, and how his followers were instructed to act in accordance
with it. The Gospel as understood by the Muslims is a heavenly Book
which God revealed to Jesus, commanding him to deliver its message
to the people at a certain time in a certain place. To acknowledge the
existence of this heavenly Gospel means, in other words, that Jesus
was a prophet. The Qur'an mentions many other prophets by name,
and states that God has sent others as well whose names were not
known to His Prophet Muhammad. But God does not mention books
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revealed by Him to these unnamed prophets. Only five revealed books
are mentioned in the Qur'all. The Gospel is one of them . What
Christians now hold in their hands is not the Gospel to which the
Qur'an refers, but their gospels do contain parts of that text, which
according to the Qur'an is corrupted as shall be seen latter in this
chapter, and according to Christians did not exist as such . The
meaning of the word Gospel will be examined in this chapter, in order
to prove that the word can be applied to the lost "Gospel" as a written
text. It is important to understand that "Gospel" in this context means
this work and not the usual four Christian gospels.
The English word Gospel originally meant "good news", just as
the Qur'an originally meant "recitation", but in both cases the words
refer to an actual written text.

In this chapter reference will be made to the possible location of
the Gospel of Jesus in which Muslims believe. As a sideline to our
discussion, I may perhaps refer here to Jesus' statement that he came
not to destroy the Torah but to fulfill it (Matthew 5: 17). This implies
that he carried something which would supplement the Jewish text.
This view will be supported by the many quotations from the Bible in
this chapter. Now we tum our attention to the transmission of the Bible
and the question of the corruption that the four gospels have undergone.
In the beginning it should be remembered that the Qur'an depicted
Jesus as a great prophet and messenger of God, who was one of the
long line of prophets who had been sent to the people of the world. He
was a messenger whose guidance and teachings were a reaffirmation
and extension of the guidance which had been brought by the prophets
who had preceded him and been a preparation for the guidance which
the Prophet coming after him would bring. As an illustration, the
following verses from the Qur'an may be quoted:

~Al1d
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Moses the Book, wul ofier him sent S/Icceeding m essengers; ([nd We
gave JeslIs, SOil
Holy Spirit. ,,,,I I)

or MUIT th e clear signs, ({nd confirmed him H'ith the

The Qur'an recognizes several biblical figures as prophets, among
whom Jesus stands as an equal: i Sav, we believe in God, and that
which has been sent dOl\'ll to us, and was sellt down before to
Abrahal/1, Ishma el. Isaac, Jacob. and the Tribes, and in that ....·hich
was given to Moses und Jest,ls (Ind the prophets of th eir Lord; we make
no divisio/l between any of them. and to Him we surrender. r (2)
In the view of the above-mentioned examples, the Revelation of
God had continuously come to His prophets, who were all connected
to the same Divine source, and Jesus was not distinguished from the
rest of the prophets all of whom successively taught the truth to the
people. There are several Muslim traditions, Hadiths,
which
corroborate the Qur'anic view of Jesus as prophet.(3)
The Christian scriptures consisted of the Jewish scriptures until the
second-century recognition of the New Testament as inspired. The
Jewish scriptures were, however, felt to be a Christian book which
spoke of Jesus as a savior on every page.(4) This Christian view of the
Jewish scriptures was later criticized by Ibn Hazm. The Jewish sacred
books are mentioned in the Qur'an generally under the title of the
Torah; this constituted the five books of Moses, the so-called
Pentateuch or the law, which is the origin and cornerstone of the
Hebrew Bible.(5) However, Ibn Taymiyah states that the Jews use the
title Torah to refer to the whole of their Bible.(6) This is an important
possibility. It is true that Torah-law is used loosely by the Jews to
refer to the whole Bible, and even to the Talmud, which they call the
Oral Torah. In the Qur'an it is clear that Torah refers to the five books
of Moses, since the Book of David is mentioned additionally to the
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Torah, as Zabur, the Psalter. Nevertheless the Qur'an does not exactly
limit the Jewish Torah and in particular does not deny the possibility,
that the Talmud or Oral Torah could be included, as it is attributed to
Moses especially in light of Q 5:32, which seem to have a talmudic
but no biblical parallel. On the other hand, we can say that all Qura'nic
sentences referring to the Torah refer to parts of an original Torah
which does not now exactly exist.
Ibn Hazm together with several Muslim theologians argued
convincingly, if bitterly, against the authorship and sanctity of the
Jewish scriptures. (7)

The Injil. the Gospel
In the Qur'an, the Revelation given especially to Jesus and
associated with him is known as al-Injil, the Gospel. Qur'anic
commentators and philologists are not in agreement about the
etymology of the word Injit. ' Abdullah b. Muslim b. Qutayba
understood Injil as deriving from the itc; form 'to appear', 'to draw
out', thus connecting the word Injil itself with the meaning of the word
Tahrif which suggests the disappearance of truth. Tahrif thus causes
many features of the truth to vanish while Injil brings it into view.
This critic suggests that, as the People of the Book altered the truth,
and as Muslims were ignorant of what they were doing, God declared
the truth in the Gospel, Inji!, some of them held that it is Arabic in
origin, coming either from the word Najl, i.e., 'source' or 'origin', or
from Najaltu; the verb 'to draw out.'(8) Others maintain that it is a
non-Arabic word which was transcribed into Arabic.(9)
There are two views about the arrival of the word Injil into Arabic.
Firstly, that it come from Syria;(lO) secondly from the Ethiopian
wangle. Geoffrey Parrinder pointed out that the word wangle has a
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long vowel Ii ke fnji! and this suggested that the word was brought
over by Abyssinian Christians,( II ) and it was probably in widespread
use in Arabia before Muhammad's time. (12) The word fllji! occurs
twelve times in the Qur'an: 3:3, 48, 65; 5:46, 47, 66, 68, 110; 7: 157;
9: III ; 48:29 ; 57:27. These verses show that the Qur'an states that
Jesus was given the filii!, a single Gospel, together with all the truths
preserved in the revealed Books, the Torah and the Wisdom.
Ibn Ishaq in his book Sirat An-Nabi remarks that the Gospel
contains what Jesus brought in confirmation of Moses, and of the
Torah, which Moses brought from God .(13)
Ibn Ishaq generally reflects the Islamic point of view of the single
Gospel bestowed upon Jesus. Ibn Kathir states that the fnjil was sent
down to Jesus, son of Mary, in the nineteenth night of Ramadan on the
mountain of Sira.(14) It should be mentioned that some of the
apocryphal epistles held that Jesus brought a book from heaven which
he transmitted or revealed to his disciples.(IS) Moreover the
Apocalypse of St. Peter states: "And I rejoiced and believed and
understood that which is written in the book of my Lord Jesus
Christ".( 16) And the author of the Gospel of St. Barnabas says that the
fnji! was revealed to Jesus on the Mount of Olives.(17) However, the
orthodox Muslim view ascribes the Gospel, the Torah and the Qur'an
to the same Divine source, regarding them as declaring the truth and
giving guidance to mankind. In this context one point should be kept
in mind: that, as the illustrious Qur'anic commentator az-Zamakhshari
(d. 538 A. H .) states, all the sacred documents are called the Furqan,
i.e. proof or evidence, as well as the Qur'an. The Qur'an claims to be a
confirmation, protector and touchstone of the truth contained in the
Torah and the Gospel.(18)
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The relationship betwee n the Qur'an and the Christian scriptures as
understood by Christians and Muslims can be brought into focus by
re ference to a singl e Qur'anic verse and a compari son of the ways in
whic h it has been understood by both sides . From th e Christian
viewpoint, which is, in fact , an adoption of one method of interpreting
the verse; the verse reads as foll o ws: ~ So , if tholl art ill doubt
regarding what We have sent down to thee, ask those who recite the
Book before th ee. The truth has come to thee from thy Lord: so he not
of the do ubters. r ( 19)
Ric o ldo comments that thi s means: "Those who had read the Book
before the Saracens were the Jews and the Christians, who had in their
hands the Pentateuch, the first five books of the Old Testament, and
the Gospel, as Muhammad explains. And so he tells the Saracens (the
Muslims) to inquire from Christian s and Jews about anything
ambiguous, .. and so in the time of Muhammad the books of the
Christians and Jews were not corrupted, it is also not possible to say
that they were corrupted afterwards". (20)
The question of corruption will be dealt with later, but this
quotation clearly illustrates the way in which Christians have taken the
verse as an absolute Qur'anic testimony of the soundness of the
scriptures in their hands. The modem scholar, Parrinder, follows
Ricoldo in interpreting the verse as a command to confer with the
people who had rece ived the scriptures earlier.(21)
Ibn Hazm's contemporary, the Jewi sh scholar Ibn al-Nighrila
understood the verse to signify that Muhammad doubted God, or the
truthfulness of the Reve lation given to him. The Muslim point of view
can be demon strated by reference to Ibn Hazm, Ibn Taymiyah and
some other Muslim scholars. Ibn Hazm provides an interpretation of
the verse in question and then answers hi s critic polemically. It is the
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author of Al-Faisal which is of prime interest here: it involves Ibn
Hazm in an interpretation which at first sight seems to move outside
the literalist theory to which he was committed, but in fact it does not
go beyond his own definition of the Zahiriyya position. The rejection
of exegesis, To'wil, is not an outright rejection and permits its use
when necessary in considering certain Qur'anic passages and when it
can be supported by scriptural evidence.
Ibn Hazm insists that the interpretation exemplified by Ricoldo
above originates with the People of the books, i.e. Christians and
Jews, and with some others. Those who claim to be Muslims could
never share such a view. It is impossible that a Muslim should think
that Muhammad doubted the Revelation from God. Ibn Hazm refers to
an essay which he himself wrote on this subject;(22) this unfortunately
does not appear among his writings, and was clearly not included as a
section of Al-Faisal. Ibn Hazm, however, summarizes the argument of
the essay in his comment on this verse. The confusion can be solved
as follows: the word "In" translated into English as "If", IS
synonymous with the conjunction "Ma" which signifies refusal and
denial. The verse thus reads not "if you are in doubt", but "you are not
in doubt" .(23) The author of Al-Faisal continues by saying that God
commanded Muhammad to confer with the People of the books to
confirm their knowledge of Muhammad as a Prophet sent from God,
as corroborated in the Torah and the Gospel.(24) Ibn Hazm, as shown
above, uses linguistic analysis in order to resolve the problem of a
difficult verse, and in doing so follows a method of resolving its
particular difficulties which was not unique to him. At-Tabari and
others had, in fact, reviewed a range of solutions to this verse of which
Ibn Hazm's constituted only one of many possibilities. Any judgment
of his argument needs to be placed against the alternative solutions
described by at-Tabari.
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Ibn Jarir at-Tabari (d. 311 A. H. - 923 A. D .) comments on the
verse: "God says to His Prophet Muhammad that if you are in doubt
about the truthfulness of what We told you in Revelations - that the
children of Israel had not differed concerning your prophethood before
you were sent by God as an Apostle to His people, for they found you
prophesied in their scripture, and they knew you from the description
of you given in the Torah and fnjil - you must confer with those who
read the sacred book before you, that is, the people of the Torah and
the people of the Gospel , such as 'Abdullah Ibn Salam and those who,
like him, were honest and had faith in you: do not ask those who are
dishonest or are unbelievers. ,,(25)
At-Tabari reported Ibn ' Abbas as saying that the book referred to
III the verse was the Torah and the Gospel; the people with whom
Muhammad was commanded to confer were those who lived in
Muhammad's time and believed in him. The Prophet was to tum to
them if questions as to the foretelling of his own prophethood in those
books arose. The only object of possible doubt was then Muhammad
himself, and the people with whom he was to confer were restricted to
those who believed in his mission. Furthermore, Muhammad had been
prophesied in the scriptures - Jewish and Christian - but these
prophecies had been denied by the majority of Jews and Christians
except for those who had come to accept that such prophecies were
truthful and had become Muslim.
At-Tabari continues by saying: If anybody asks, 'was the Prophet
of God in doubt concerning the reality of God's telling?' the answer
must emphatically be 'no,.(26) At-Tabari's discussion is lengthy, and
some of the points he makes arise in Ibn Taymiyah's contribution to
the same issue - it is, however, essential to take note of one particular
statement made by him: "The expression 'if you doubt', does not make
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it necessary that Muhammad doubted. (From the linguistic point of
view) Arabs use such expressions, e.g., the master might say to his
servant: 'If you are my servant you must do such and such' when the
master has no real doubt at all that the servant addressed is his servant.
Similarly an Arab might say to his son: 'If you are my son you will be
kind to me.",(27)
At-Tabari does not merely refer to colloquial use of the expression
in everyday life but draws an example from the Qur'an: God asked
Jesus whether Jesus had told the people: ~ take me and my mother as
Gods, apart from God. ~,(28) knowing full well that he had never done
so. Thus the expression, as at-Tabari makes clear, is nothing more
than a rhetorical device. He concludes his argument by stating that it
was only natural that God should have talked to Muhammad in
phraseology appropriate to the Arabs in whose language the Qur'an
itself was revealed.(29)
An-Nisaburi al-Tha'alibi's (d. 427 A. H.) Tafsir stresses the
semantic significance of the conditional: the expression "If you are in
doubt" does not in any way prove either the existence or non-existence
of the conditional matter; the same exegete, moreover, saw in this
verse a clear proof of the fact that the People of the books had firm
knowledge of the truthfulness of the Qur'an to the extent that they
were in a position to argue even with Muhammad himself on the
subject of his prophethood and he concludes: "The verse thus
describes the Rabbis' deep knowledge of the authenticity of what God
revealed to Muhammad; the verse does not describe the Prophet as
having doubted. ,,(30)
The same Qur'anic interpreter supported his argument by reference
to the tradition that Muhammad commented on the manner in which
he received this passage: "I neither doubt nor question, but testify that
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this is the truth". An-Nisaburi 's argument agrees in general with that of
Ibn Hazm. He points out that "In" is a particle of negation "Nafiya"
which could mean : "you are not in doubt", adding: "It is said moreover
that the verse addressed any hearer who might have been in some
doubt, and the people who might have doubted were Muslims
converted from a Jewish or Christian stock."nl)
Al-Qurtubi's comment on the verse is to argue that it speaks to the
Prophet not as an object of doubt, but as a medium through which
people are commanded to ask for confirmation if they have doubts.
Furthermore, he mentions that Tha'alibi and al-Mubarrad had been
credited with having said that the verse referred specifically to pagan
Arabs, its meaning thu s being that if such pagans were in doubt about
the Qur'an they should ask Muslims who had been converted from
Judaism, whom they regarded as being more knowledgeable than
themselves, to corroborate the veracity of the Qur'an.(32) Such an
interpretation is feasible, it does however contradict Muhammad's
response to the verse as reported in the tradition referred to by
an-Nisaburi. Ibn Hazm's interpretation too, does not take account of
this tradition and for this reason is unacceptable to the present author
as being an insufficient exegesis.
A preferable interpretation is that which stresses the conditional
nature of the statement as being no evidence that either Muhammad or
his followers doubted God's Revelation ; and which understands the
people referred to in the above verse as converted Muslims.
Ibn Taymiyah seeks an answer to the problem of the verse by
considering Muhammad's statement of acceptance which is related in
the tradition, and by concluding that the verse insists that Jews and
Christians were in possession of confirmation of Muhammad's
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message. Ibn Taymiyah shows himself concerned to analyze precisely
what issues were to be referred to the People of the books. Firstly,
Muhammad was to ask the Jews about the way in which their
scriptures confirm the warning against polytheism given by Moses and
the prophets to the people (Qur'an 43:45; 21 :25; 16:43). Secondly,
Muhammad was to ask the Jews to confirm that God appointed men,
not angels, as prophets of his message (Qur'an 17:95 ; 23:25; 10: 1-2;
6:8-9; 21 :7-8). Thirdly, the People of the books were to be asked
about the work of the prophets among men, and the consequences of
rejecting or accepting the prophets. Fourthly, they were to be asked
about the common religi on, i.e., Islam, the total devotion to the will of
God as the fundamental source of all religions . This constituted
monotheism, and injunctions that the people should be trustworthy,
just and devoted to parents and relatives. Fifthly, the People of the
books should be asked whether Muhammad's message was in
accordance with the previous prophets, and about the nature of
Muhammad's prophecy (Qur'an 7: 156-157; 61 :6) .(33) It is clear from
the above that Ibn Taymiyah seeks for common ground between the
three religions, however he qualifies this by insisting that the passage
in the Qur'an in no way sanctions Christian practices and doctrines
which have been invented and added to Jesus' original teachings, such
as the doctrine of the Trinity .
Moving from the reference to the People of the Book in the
Qur'anic verse cited above to the more general question of the
relationship between the Qur'an and the gospels, Geoffrey Parrinder
has remarked that: "There is no suggestion in the Qur'an that the
Gospel given to Jesus was different from the canonical gospels held
by Christians. This is a matter of importance, in view of later Muslim
polemic. Indeed the Qur'an enjoins 'the People of the Gospel' to judge
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by what God has sent down therein (5:41-47). It speaks of 'the Gospel
in their possession (7: 156-157) and urges them to follow the
messenger spoken of in it. The Qur'an itself is sent down to confirm
the Book which was before it, and to act as a protector over it,,(34)
(5:42-48). Such a statement, which makes no distinction between the
Gospel revealed to Jesus and the canonical gospels is quite wrong, for
several reasons: First, all the verses referred to above speak of the
Gospel as a single one, behind which there is a Divine origin, but not
of four variant gospels by four different writers of four different dates,
nor of twenty seven books, i.e ., the New Testament collection
admitted later by the Church. One particular line of argument should
be forestalled here. It may be argued that although the Qur'an uses
'In)i!' in the sense of a single book, it could however imply the four
gospels on the basis of understanding the five books of the Torah in
the word 'Torah' or the one hundred and fourteen chapters of the
Qur'an in the word 'Qur'an'. Such a supposition could be supported on
the basis that when the Qur'an refers to the Gospel, 'In)il', it often
refers to information present in the four canonical gospels; for
example, Jesus' miraculous birth. Three major objections can be raised
to such an interpretation of 'In)il'. Firstly, although by In)i/ the Qur'an
means a Book which, like the Torah and the Qur'an itself, was
revealed from God; Christians do not understand 'Gospel' in this way,
they believe that God revealed Himself through Jesus Christ, and in
four inspired gospels, as mentioned elsewhere. Muslims object to this.
Secondly, several gospels were excluded from the canon(35) which
established which gospels were inspired. What then should be the
attitude to these excluded gospels, which support Muslim tradition in
several instances, such as Mary's dedication to the temple, causing
clay sparrows to f1y,(36) and Jesus' having received a Book from
heaven? Reference has been already made to Nag Hammadi findings.
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Thirdly, the Qur'an specifies that the 'Inji/' was revealed to Jesus but
the four gospels were written by four different men, and even if they
are accepted as having been revealed, the question of their Revelation
to four different men rather than to Jesus himself remains unanswered.
It could be argued in conclusion that wherever the Qur'an speaks
of the Gospel in the singular, it refers to that 'fnji!' in which Muslims
believe. When the Qur'an charges the Christians with corruption it
refers to the four canonical gospels, in which the words of Jesus are
mixed with the human speculations and errors of their four authors.
The second objection to be raised to Parrinder's statement is that
the exact contents of the Gospel are not indicated in the Qur'an, with
one exception, this being the prophecy about Muhammad, his
followers, and the Christian denial of him. (Qur'an 48:29). The third
objection is that, the figure of Jesus is depicted in the Qur'an as a
messenger and a word of God (not in the Christian sense), but in the
extant gospels he is regarded as a Lamb of God,(37) Son of God(38) and
Word of GodY9) "which became flesh", all of which are rejected by
Muslims, as will be discussed later. Moreover, while Muslims do not
deny Jesus and the Gospel, which are a part of their faith,(40) they
generally say that Muhammad was foretold by name in the Torah and
the Gospe\. (41) Christians deny this foretell ing, although Muslim
scholars insists that if they read the Gospel correctly they must
recognize Muhammad as a Prophet.
The consensus of Muslim opinion is that the Qur'anic verses refer
not to the four current gospels, but to the Gospel revealed to Jesus by
God: in this matter following the Islamic tradition - Ibn Hazm
considers that the Gospel revealed to Jesus no longer exists in full, but
that a few portions of it have been included in the four current gospels
as will be discussed in depth later. In AI-f'lam Bima '/nda An-Nasara
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Mill({ AI-Fasad Wa Al-Awhalll , al-Qurtubi says: The book which is in
the hands of the Christians and which they call the Illjil is not that of
which God says, ~ Alld He has sellt down the Torah and the IlIjil .... . ;."
(Qur'an 3:3)(42)
Ibn Taymiyah(43) and Abu al-Fadl al-Maliki al-Mas' udi,(44) both
support the position above, while the writer of the footnotes to Izlwr
al-Haqq defines the Muslim attitude towards this issue in his comment
on Sura 5:46 he says "The correct conclusion is that the Qur'an gives
its witness to the lnjil and the Torah which are empty of corruption,
but the corrupted forms are not included in th!s witness. When
Mu slims take evidence from these scriptures they refer only to what
appears to be genuine; when they attack them it is only the corrupted
forms that they attack. God forbids that Muslims should believe that
the Torah and the Gospel are false, the corrupted forms alone' are
so. ,,(45)
AI-Qurtubi then argued that the disciples of Jesus were not
prophets, hence, not protected from impurity, and the miraculous
event ascribed to them have not been proved by an unbroken chain of
authorities. There are only statements made by isolated narrators.
AI-Qurtubi goes on to say: These gospels are not free from serious
manipulation, and adulteration .
After a long discussion the same author moreover says: "It is
evident from the above discussion that the present gospels have not
been authenticated by means of an unbroken chain of transmission,
nor is there any indication that the copies were protected from wrong
action and therefore the possibility of error and fault from them cannot
be overlooked. The presence of the above two factors deprives the
gospels of their divine character, authenticity and hence their
reliability. The proven presence of human manipulation within the text
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of these gospels is enough to prove their unacceptability. We quote,
however, some examples from these books to show the carelessness of
their copiers and blunder made by them."
These examples (he gave) are enough to prove that the present
gospels and the Pentateuch cannot be trusted and that neither of them
are capable of providing a concrete evidence of their authenticity . (46)
In the same vein another capable Muslim scholar of the eighth
century A. H. (fourteenth, century A. D.) al-Maqrizi, says: "The Jews
think that the book which they have is true and original, free from all
corruption. The Christians, on the other hand, claim that the
Septuagint version of the Bible which is with them is free from any
possible distortion and change, while the Jews deny this and contradict
their statement. The Samaritans consider their Pentateuch to be the
only genuine version as compared to all others."
There is nothing with them to eliminate the doubts about this
difference of opinion among them.
The same difference of opinion is found among the Christians
regarding the Evangel. For the Christians have four versions of the
Evangel which have been combined together in a single book. The
first version is of Matthew, the second of Mark, the third of Luke and
the fourth of John.
Each of them wrote his Gospel according to his own, preaching in
his own area with the help of his memory. There are innumerable
contradictions, incompatibilities and inconsistencies between their
various accounts regarding the attributes of Jesus, his message, the
time of his crucifixion and his genealogy. The contradictions are
irresolvable.
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Alongside this the Marcionites and the Ebionites have their
separate version of the Evangels , each being different from the present
canonical gospels . The Manichaeans also claim to have an Evangel of
their own totally different from the current accepted gospels.
The claim that this is the only genuine Evangel present 1Il the
world and the rest are inauthentic . They have another Evangl called
the Evangel of AD to (Septuagint) which is ascribed to Ptolamaeus .
The Christians in general do not recognize this Gospel as genuine. "In
the presence of the above multifarious differences to be found within
the corpus of the Judaeo-Christian revelation, it is almost impossible
for them to sort out the truth." (47)
Imam ar-Razi in his book Al-Matalib Al- 'Aliya in the section on
prophethood says: "The influence of the original teachings of Jesus
was very limited because he never preached the doctrine which the
Christians ascribe to him. The idea of Father and so and the notion of
Trinity are the worst kind of atheism and polytheism and are certainly
the result of ignorance. Such heretical teachings can't be ascribed to a
great prophet like Jesus who was free of all such sinful errors. We are
therefore certain that Jesus could have not preached this impure
doctrine. He originally taught monotheism but not Trinity as the
Christians assert. This teachings of Jesus did not (widely) spread owing
to many historical factors. His message thus remained very limited ."
Ar-Razi indirectly attacked the scriptural passages of which
Christians regard as the cornerstone of their doctrine. Elsewhere we
have already treated ar-Razi's views on corruption that crept into the
Jewish and Christian books. In the context of our answer to the Jewish
authoress Hava we made it absolutely clear that al-Razi is in complete
agreement with Muslim scholars with regard the corruption and
alteration of these books.(48)
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Astonishingly enough Hava Lazarus in her book Intertwined
Worlds. mentions that in two of the manuscripts of Ibn Khaldun's
MUljaddimah he says: "That the statement concerning the alteration
[of the Torah by the Jews] is unacceptable to thorough scholars and
cannot be understood in its plain meaning, since custom prevents
people who have a [revealed] religion from dealing with their divine
Scriptures in such amanner.,,(49)
This is a serious and far-reaching statement contradicts the
Muslim firm belief in the corruption of the Jewish and Christian
Scriptures.
Lazarus is fully aware that the current editions of AI-Muqqadimah
do not have such notorious statement, and it is important to note that
she neither give the number of the manuscripts referred to above nor
any information about them; thus it is safe to say that Ibn Khaldun's
text was interpreted or misinterpreted.
Following the same line of thinking to Lazarus in her footnote also
refers to Fakhr ad-Din ar-Razi's (d. 607 A. H 1210 A. D) AI-Muhassal
Fi Ajkar Al-Mutaqaddimin Wal-Muta'akhirin (Cairo 1323 A. H .) P. 154.
She claims that ar-Razi too, refutes all claims that Jewish Scriptures
have been corrupted.(50) A claim that may likened to the wiping away
of a mountain with five feathers. To be sure she found her idea a total
misreading of not contortion of ar-Razi's text. For ease reference we
provide a fair faithful translation of ar-Razi's true original. "As for the
third evidence it is with reference to what is maintained in the Torah
and gospels concerning the Prophethood of Muhammad. The
objection to this evidence (on the Jewish and Christian side) is
whether you (Muslims) say that the description of Muhammad was
written in these books in detail; namely that Allah Almighty, made
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manifest that he shall come in the coming years and in such and such
country, a person whose description shall be such and such, and so
know you that he is my messenger. On the one hand; or they say: 'No,
but rather Allah has merely referred to him briefly, without
specification due to time, place or personality.' And so if you hold on
to the fir st claim it false and faulty; (0, you Muslims.)"
That is because we (Jews and Christians) find that the T and the G
are empty of such claims; and must not be said that th e Jews and the
Christians have compared two scriptures; because we (Jews and
Christians) say that these two scriptures and well-known in the east
an d the west; and such as these books cannot, in any way be overtaken
by corruption exactly as in the case of the Qur'an. Alternatively: If you
(Muslims) hold on to the second claim, even if we suppose that you are
right to hold that view, then this cannot be taken as a proof in support
of prophethood ; or perhaps it may only allude the coming of a virtuous
and noble person, Or even if it is alluding to a prophethood, it is not
necessarily indicating the Prophethood of Muhammad, since it may also
foretell the advent of another messenger, other than Muhammad,(51)
Hava Lazarus failed to catch up with the high flown language
grand style peculiar to the celebrated philosopher, and theologian and
Qur'anic interpreter F~khr ad-Din ar-Razi in his Tafsir: The Book of

Prophethood emphasi ze facet of corruption in the Jewi sh and
Christian Scriptures .
Finally in this context it should also be pointed out that Hava
Lazarus also argued against the Muslim claim that Ezra, the scribe,
was said to have recovered.
Torah after it had been burned and destroyed with Fall the
Temple, Hava based her arguments on some Jewish legendary says
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that crept into some Muslim books like at-Tabari's Taj.\ir, al-Tha'alibi's
Q(/SOS o/-Anhi{/ -(52)
But it is beyond the scope of this book developed & pursue such a
trend.
In order to develop the argument raised by Muslim authorities on
the subject of the gospels, the Christian view of the Gospel should be
stated. St. Athanasius describes the concept of Revelation through
Jesus as follows : "The word has been manifested in a body or Jesus;
the Lord used a human body to manifest the truth and knowledge of
the Father. ,,(53)
The conception of Revelation from the Christian point of view is
not merely related to, but based upon the doctrine of the Trinity , as
indicated by Ignatius, who describes Jesus as "The unlying mouth by
which the Father spoke truly 'as our God' and as 'God incarnate'.,,(54)
Since the conception of the Gospel stands as a matter of sharp
difference between Christians and Muslims, an investigation of the
etymology and theology of the word "Gospel" is required . 'Gospel' is
the modem form of the Anglo-Saxon word 'godspell', representing the
medieval Latin bona annuntiotio and hence of the Greek euangelion,
originally the reward for good news and then good news itself. Later it
came to refer to the good news itself. It then came to be applied to the
good news proclaimed by and centering in Jesus, and this is the New
Testament usage, as Hunter points out; later still it was applied to
canonical "memoirs" of Christ.(55) The word also refers to the four
gospels. Justin Martyr (c. 152 A. C.) who gave the gospels their names
also called them "memoirs of the Apostles,,(56) In view of the above
the word evangel ion denotes the proclamation of the Kingdom of God,
including glad tidings about Jesus himself.(57) It also refers to a written
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account of the life of Jesus as preserved in the fOllr gospelsyiR' The
word gospel implies the utterances of Jeslis. the teachings that he
taught his disciples, and which he ascribed wholly to God. If this be
the case, then the utterances and the teachings of Jesus would be the

II/iii. the Gospel or the surviving part of it to which the Qur'an refers,
and upon which the consensus of Muslim opinion is agreed, This
aspect will be dealt with later.
Symbolically, the Gospel means Jesus himself. Concerning the
Prologue of John, c.K. Barrette comments: "He begins with Christ,
the eschatological fulfillment of God's purposes, and with the
fundamental conviction that Christ Himself is the Gospel, the word
which God has spoken, "(59)
Thus the definition of the Gospel
doctrine of the Trinity and Incarnation.

IS

intimately linked with the

A Christian writer, Ibrahim Luqa, says: "Jesus had not received a
book from heaven but he himself had prepared his teachings and
preached them to the people. He neither received this teaching
himself, nor arranged for it to be written, but he transmitted it orally to
his selected Apostles whom he sent to many different areas to
proclaim his message and to teach other people. In this sense they are
regarded as his Apostles. Jesus promised them before he departed
from them that he would not leave them as orphans but he would send
the Holy Spirit to them to teach them everything and to remind them
what he had said to them.(60) The same writer goes on to say that this
promise was fulfilled at Pentecost on the fiftieth day after the
ascension. Thus the four gospels were written from four different
points of view 'Yet the gospels are one that bears four faces and not
four distinct gospels as Musl ims thought.",(61)
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It is worth noting that the last passage in the ahove quotation
seems to apply to the gospels the ambiguity in number of the Christian
Trinity.
However, M. H. ' Abd al-'Aziz argues for the validity of the
Muslim belief in a single Divine book, referring to many passages in
the evangelists which mention "a Gospel", or "the Gospel',(62) The
flaw in 'Abd al-' Aziz's argument is his understanding of "the Gospel"
as indicating a single book.
A Christian writer, W. Cantwell Smith, regarded the Muslim view
as a misinterpretation of the Gospel, an error which should be
recognized by Christians and historians of religion. "For Muslims to
say that Jesus brought the Injil is as though Christians were to say of
Muhammad that he brought the Sahihan or Al-Kutub As-Sittah. ,,(63)
The above remark suggests that the parallel is to be drawn between the
four gospels and Islamic tradition, rather than the Qur'an and the four
gospels, on the basis that both writings are considered to be records of
the sayings and events of Jesus and Muhammad which were collected
and written by the disciples of the two men. Muslims would accept a
comparison of their Tradition with the four gospels, but they attach
more authenticity to the Hadith, Tradition, than the four gospels.(64) It
should be noted that Muslims claim to be just as cautious in accepting
the Tradition as do some free-thinking Christians with regard to their
scriptures. Muslims possess what they call lsnad, an uninterrupted
chain of authorities on which a Tradition is based, i.e., one must know
the time and the place at which the passage was uttered, the people
who first heard and narrated it, the people who transmitted it person to
person from Prophet Muhammad down to the Hafi z or the last narrator.
Everything concerning the Tradition is well-examined . Ibn Hazm
regards this meticulous method as a means of authenticating Tradition,
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and one of the unique privileges or Islam, which according to him, is
not to be found in other religions,(6'i) The question of how the
Christian Tradition v. as transmitted and conupted will be treated later.
Ibn Hazm is fully aware that unlike the Jewish belief in the Torah.
Christians do not consider their gospels to be sent from heaven,
His view that the gospels are neither revealed nor inspired

IS

supported by numerous examples as is shown throughout this book ,
Nevertheless he argues for the existence of the Inji!, the Gospel in
which Muslims believe. He refers to Mark 16, 15-18 in which Jesus
commanded his disciples to go out into the world and preach the
Gospel for all nations, regarding this command as indicating a Gospel
brought to them by Jesus from God. This Gospel, according to Ibn
Hazm, is no longer in the possession of the Christians; instead they
have four gospels written by four authors a long time after Jesus'
ascension. Thus the Gospel to which Jesus referred was lost. Ibn
Taymiyah considers that this Gospel was in existence during
Muhammad's lifetime, although other writers hold that it was
destroyed earlier; the question of how it was destroyed will be
discussed in the context of the corruption,
Ibn Hazm builds up a further body of references which support his
conception of the lnjil. He refers to John 8.26 ff:
" I have much to say about you and much to judge;
but he who sent me is true, and I declare to the world
what I have heard from him"

They did not understand that he spoke to them of the Father. So
Jesus said,
"When you have lifted up the son or man, then you
will know that I am he, and that I do nothing on my
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own authority out speak thus as the Father taught me .
And he who sent mc is with me. he has not left mc
alone for [ always do what is pleasing to him."

He regards this as Jesus' declaration of himself as a man who
transmitted God's word. (66) The implication of Ibn Hazm's comment is
that the things taught to Jesus by God, and entrusted to Jesus
constitute the Revelation or the If/jil. This "Revelation" differs of
course from the Christian view of Revelation as God revealing
Himself through Jesus. The same author strengthens his argument by
drawing on Isaiah's prophecy of Jesus which states; "Behold, my
servant whom I have chosen, my beloved with whom my soul is well
pleased." Matthew 12: I 8 and Isaiah 1:42, and which he understands as
conclusive proof that Jesus was a prophet and servant of God. If Jesus
were a prophet he must have received a Revelation from God in the
shape of words which he was required to transmit, and this is clearly
indicated in John 12:49-50
"For I have not spoken on my own authority ; the
father who sent me has himself given me
commandment what to say and what to speak. And I
know that his commandment is eternal life. What I
say. therefore, I say as the father has bidden me."

Jesus' role as a prophetic instrument is unambiguous here.(67)
Whenever Ibn Hazm speaks of Jesus as a prophet he implies the
existence of the Inji!. Developing this line of thought, reference could
be made to John 7: 16, where Jesus replied to the Jews' amazement at
his learning by saying: "My teaching is not mine, but his who sent
me" . Here Jesus explicitly drew attention to the fact that his learning
was not the result of human efforts, but had been taught them by God.
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This is in harmony with the Qur'an 3:48: ,.; He Ivillleach hill/lire Book.

Ihe 'IVisc/olll. Ihe Torah . lire Gospel. 10 he a II/essenger to the childrell
()lls/'(/('/ ~ : and 5: I I 7 d I ollly said 10 Ihell/ Idwt Tholl didst cOII//l/al/d
1I1e ."· Furthermore John assigns the following words to Jesus: "For I

have given them the words which thou gavest me and they received
the m; and know in truth that I came from thee and they have believed
that thou didst send me'" (John 17:8), and also describe s himself as "a
man that hath told you the truth, which I heard from God" (John 8:40).
Jesus here de fines himself as a man and prophet who received and
transmitted the words of God, not as an emanation from God, nor as
God incarnate; in no way can God be called man or prophet,(68) Jesus
describes his utterances as God's speech, Kalamu Allah; the term used
to describe the Qur'an and all the revealed books.(69)
This argument for Jesus' prophethood as explained above could be
criticized on the basis of a difficult problem that it naturally raises. All
the prophets of the past introduced God's message with the formula
"Thus speaks Yahwah" (70) or like Muhammad these use the formula
"God says" which introduces God's speech in the Qur'an. If Jesus had
received a Revelation which Muslims unhesitatingly call the Injil why,
it could be asked, does he use the form "I say", as if he speaks on his
own authority?(7 J) Could this be a sign that Jesus' person occupies the
position or the role of God in the Old Testament? It is a paradox that
although Jesus ascribed what he said wholly to God as indicated
above, he differs from all other prophets by using unconventional
formulae to introduce his message. There are two possible solutions to
this difficulty. Firstly it could be argued that Jesus adopts a style
peculiar to himself. When he refers to the Torah or to other Old
Testament books he introduces them by saying "It is written in the
book" or "in the Law", or "Moses wrote about me" etc. (John 8:55),
when it is generally established that the Torah is from God. Thus Jesus
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makes use of a personal style whether he is referring to the Old
Testament or when he is indicating his own particular message.
Secondly, it could be argued that the personal pronoun was put in
place of the usual prophetic formula by the evangelists who wished to
herald Jesus as God .

The question of corruption
The question of cormption of biblical texts

IS

a major bone of

conte ntion among the three communities, Jews, Christians and
Muslims. A great deal has been written about it throughout the
centuries; even before Islam, the texts have been attacked because of
inconsistencies, errors and contradictions in them. There has always
been heated discu ss ion about thi s topic. The People of the books
always ask how God's message can be cormpt? Can God's word fail?
When did the cormption take place? Who is responsible for it? We
shall address this question in this chapter, but first there is something
that I should like to point out. Different arguments on the subject of
corruption have helped the development of the sciences of textual
criticism, the study of comparative religion, interfaith studies, oriental
studies and so on . This in itself has given rise to specialist departments
in the universities, where scholars defend their own position and try to
shake their opponents' position . As I have mentioned earlier, modem
biblical criticism gives support to the Muslim claim of corruption.
Jews and Christians need to reconsider their position in the light of the
Muslim arguments . Why , for example, if the Torah was corrupt, did
Jesus not mention its shortcomings? As a prophet he could not use a
false text and quote from it. There is an ingenious objection; one could
say that the prophet cannot deal with everything. Jesus came for a
special purpose and with a special message. John the Baptist, for
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example, came to warn people and to command them to repent, in
preparation for the coming of the Kingdom of God, That was his sole
function, Lot came only to attack the homosexuality practiced by his
people, and nothing else. Jesus himself made it clear that the
Paraclcte, another being like himself, would come after him and tell
them what he himself could not. This means that Jesus did not say
everything. This supports our viewpoint that each prophet comes with
a .specific message and keeps within its limits, So we cannot take as
evidence Jesus' silence about corruption of Jewish books that these
books are sound, Readers will see that almost all modern biblical
critics give credence to the Muslims' claim that the Bible has been
corrupted, We are speaking from a position of belief, not as enemies
wishing to destroy and reject. Muslims believe in Jesus, and believe
equally in his heavenly book and Divine message which brought great
benefit to mankind.
Ibn Hazm introduces his argument concerning textual corruption
by saying that both Jews and Christians have distorted the Torah and
the gospels by Tabdil and Tahrif, changing and twisting the words.(72)
He produces many examples to prove his point as will be seen later. In
a more general attack on the relationship between the Jewish Bible,
the Septuagint (or LXX, the first Greek version of the Old Testament
made at Alexandria in the third century B.C.) and the Samaritan
Pentateuch, which he finds to contradict one another, he points out
that the Christian and Jewish Torah are different. On the basis of the
different ages of the Patriarchs he concludes that the chronology of the
Septuagint adds 1,300 years to the age of the world,(73) Thus it can be
deduced either that Ezra copied the Hebrew correctly and the
Septuagint is wrong; or that Ezra miscopied the Hebrew. "Whichever
alternative is accepted, both parties believe in what is untrue. "(74) Ibn
Hazm's criticisms that indicate the differences between the texts are
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supported by o ther scholars.( 7'i ) He also refers to variations between
the Septuagint and th e Torah and the Pentate uch o f the Samaritans.(7(»)
In the context of transmission Ibn Hazm b egins by discrediting
Christian

(sl/(/d

or ascription , and casting doubt o n the authority of the

Christian narrators. He appli es Islamic methodology to the Christian
traditi o n.
The gospels were not transmitted by

TaH'atur,

unbroken

succession, They had come do wn to Christian s through three agents
only: Paul, Mark and Luke, and these three had taken their material
from onl y fi ve sources; Peter, Matthew, John , James and Jude .(77) Paul
says that he was with Peter only for fifteen day s(78) when they first
met, and their next meeting onl y occupied a brief time. The third time
they met they were crucified. The five figures from whom the three
agents draw the ir material were subjected to persecution and execution
to such an extent that they were effectively scatte red after Jesus' arrest;
and Christians remained scattered until the time of Constantine (d. 337
AC.), when th ey began to show themselves openly and to lead a more
stable life. It co uld be argued that since Ibn Hazm recognizes the trial s
undergone by the Apostles he has no groUilds for finding them
personally culpable of corrupting the lnji/ , Their guilt, however, lies in
their failure to recognize or admit the fact of corruption, claiming that
everything they wrote was inspired by God .
Ibn Hazm's view of the position of Christians after Jesus' death is
clearl y determined by hi s general attitude to the authenticity and
authority of The Acts of the Apostles. This calls for some comment.
Acts relate the statu s and pattern of early Chri stian worship, and
provide evidence that Chri stian s were gathe ring in groups and
practicing the ir faith in the public eye at an earl y date (Acts 2 :5-42) . It
is clear that th ey were free to go to the synagogue and evangeli ze
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(Acts 6:7) and that th ey attracted converts from among the rabbis.
Persecutions which scattered th em throughout Judea and Samara
(8: 11'0 were succeeded by a period of stability (9:31) and controversial
iss ues relating to Christian practices were discussed and resolved
(15:6-21). [n the light of the information relating to the early
Christians in Acts, which sugges t that they had the opportunity to
practice their faith publicly and in private, collec tivel y an d
individually - it is striking that Ibn Hazm presents a very different
picture of C hri stian activity at this date. Was he ignorant of the
ev idence in Acts, or did he intentionally ignore it to suit his purpose in
discounting ISlJad')
The first possibility cannot be maintained since the author of
AI-Faisal was clearly familiar with the text.(79) He provided a good
description of it, its possible authorship, size, etc.(80) He himse lf
quoted from it,(SI) and compared the miracles related in it with those
of other religiou s sects, considering them to be false.(82) As for the
second possibility, Ibn Hazm's discounting of the ev idence in Acts is
less a matter of deliberate, expedient omission than the consequence
of Acts failing to fulfill the requiremen ts of an authoritative text. In
common with other Muslims, he would have found the infOimation
given in Acts unacceptable because it had not been transmitted by the
masses to the masses, and was not traceable to eye witnesses. The
rejection of informati on carried in Acts is th en, a consequence of its
being based on the work of a single author. (83)
Given the circumstances of the early Christians as described by
the author of AI-Faisal Jesus' followers were in no position to keep
and protect the II/jil given to them intact by Jesu s. According to Ibn
Hazm God protected those parts of the Illjil that he wished to stand as
a testimony against corruption, and as proof of the truthfulness of
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Islam. This falls within Ibn HaZlll's general outlook which states that
the existence of negation or falsehood necessitates the existence of
truthf~-I) The differences among the people "of the religions" do not

prove that there is no truth at all in their utterances, or that their true
utterances cannot be distinguished from those which are false. He says
that Jews and Christians necessarily have both truth and falsehood in
their scriptures(X)) This leads directly to the question of how it is
possible to mine out the truth in the Christian dogma and scriptures.
Ibn Hazm argues that this task must be undertaken on the basis of
reasoning and Revelation;(~6) for instance he rejects the Christian
belief in Christ's divinity on the basis that it is irrational, and
furthermore this leads him to reject those texts on which Christians
claim to base such a belief. The argument of a reasonable foundation
is supported by the argument based on Revelation in that the Qur'an,
as God's Revelation, sanctions the objection to Christ's divinity. Ibn
Hazm does not reproach Jews or Christians for the contradictions and
mistakes per se in their scriptures but for their ascription of them to
God. His objections are directed towards the failure of Jews and
Christians to investigate properly the process of transmission or to
admit the possibility that mistakes had crept into their texts. Muslims
deny that God could be responsible for lies, or the acceptance of
transmitters as infallible people. It is necessary to make a minute and
systematic examination of those responsible for transmission.
Ibn Hazm makes a plea for Christians to sift the material in their
possession rather than simply accepting it as it is, and expresses the
wish that they might countenance the possibility that transmitters
might have committed errors . This having been done it would be
possible to correct or reject mistakes on the Muslim scheme . Once
again this leads the discussion to the question of how Jesus' true
speech can best be distinguished from words that have falsely been put
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into his mouth. Ibn Hazlll did not allempt to identify the genulI1e
Gospel in toto - an undertaking which could not be expected from a
literalist conscious that neither the Qur'an nor tradition had set a
precedent for such a task . Nevertheless, his work does indicate some
passages which he clearly regards as part of the real fllii/ as compared
with others which he considers to be irrefutably corrupted. The
criterion on which his distinctions are made is the Qur'an itself - he
accepts what is consistent with the Qur'an and rejects what is
incompatible with it, this latter understood as passages specifically
denied in the Qur'an or implicitly contradictory.
Ibn Hazm's categorization of passages relating to the identity of
the tme llljil can be set forward in three groups.

Firstly, he fully accepts certain passages, for example, Luke 4:24,
describing this as part of what God protected and kept as a testimony
against Christians.(87) Likewise he accepts those verses which argue
for Jesus' humanity and prophet hood and the references to the
Paraclete which he understands to constitute a prophecy about
Muhammad. In this context it is noteworthy that Ibn Hazm's reference
to the Paraclete does not correspond to any of the four references in
John (14:16, 26; 15 :26; 16:17). The text of Al-Faisa/ states that the
prophecies concerning Muhammad in the Torah "are accompanied by
those in the fnjil concerning Jesus' prayer to God; "send down the
Paraclete to teach the people that the son of man is human" ,(88)
followed by the comment: "This is perfectly clear for whosoever is
ready to understand; when Jesus knew that his followers would
exaggerate his status, insisting that he was God, or the son of God, he
prayed that He might send down (the Paraclete) who would clarify the
fact that he was neither a deity nor the son of the deity, but a man born
of woman". (89) Ibn Hazm goes on to ask whether any prophet
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succeeding Jesus clarified this point, other than Muhammad. The
above passage concerning Jesus' prayer to God in AI-Faisal represents
an unusual error from such an exact critic, and the recent discovery
and publication of Ibn Hazm's AI-US/Il Wo AI-Flint ' suggests that it is
an editorial error. This book gives the complete picture of the
identification between the Paraclete and the prophet made by Ibn
Hazm . The other passages in John concerning the same issue are
discussed but the quotations differ from those ill the current version,
and correspond closely to Ibn Rabban's version .(90)

Ibn

Hazm

comments on the passages that "despite the differences between them
they are close (in meaning). They differ because the Apostles who
took them from Jesus were many". The explanation of the passages in

Al-Usul is worth quoting at length: "Who is th is, the spirit of truth,
who does not speak on his own but through what is revealed to him?
and who is this who carne after Jesus and gave his witness to what
Jesus brought (from heaven) ... and who declared the truth, and
foretold the unseen things such as the coming of the anti-Christ or the
one-eyed liar and those matters concerning the Day of Judgment, the
coming, the HelI-fire and Paradise which are not mentioned in the
Torah, the Gospel and the Psalter - except our Prophet Muhammad."(91)

It is very interesting that our author refers to Matthew II: 14 "And
if you are willing to accept it, this is Elijah, who is to come", and
follows this with the comment: "This name (Elijah) can be understood
in a number of ways. Firstly , it is possible that he (Jesus) said 'Ahmad'
is to come, but they changed the name, substituting Elijah instead.
Secondly, Jesus may have said 'iluhim' or 'il' was to come, meaning
'God is to come'. The coming of God is the sending of Revelation, and
no sacred book has come after Jesus except the Qur'an . Thirdly, it is
possible that Jesus intended something - not necessarily a person - and
calIed that som~thing EI ij ah."(92)
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The above quotation reveals Ibn Hazm's firm belief in the
prophecy of Muhammad appearing in the Gospe\. although he does
not specifically refer here to the Qur'an. 61 :6. In this passage the
Qur'an employs the word "Ahmad" rather tha!l "Muhammad" to name
the Prophet.
Leaving aside the problem of the quotation, it is important that Ibn
Hazm should have been interested in identifying the Paraclete with a
Prophet who followed Jesus, and who must have been Muhammad on
the basis of the (mistaken) quotation in AI-Faisal. Unlike some earlier
and later Muslims, Ibn Hazm does not develop this argument furtherthere is a broad range of arguments surrounding the identity of the
Paraclete in both Muslim and non-Muslim scholarship.

Secondly, Ibn Hazm recognizes that some verses

In

the Gospel

accounts may be true - he does not commit himself to saying that they
are remnants of the true fnjil , but he does not exclude the possibility
that they could be. An example of this can be found in his comment on
Matthew 16: 19-24. He begins with an outright denial that Jesus
offered the keys of heaven to Peter: "By God I swear that Jesus never
said such a thing",<9.1) such an authorization being, in his view,
destructive to the omnipotence of God , but he recognizes the
possibility that Jesus' rebuke to Peter which follows in the text may be
correct: "It is not impossible that he uttered the last statement.,,(94)

Thirdly, as indicated above, the author of AI-Faisal absolutely
denies certain verses which purport to be the utterances of Jesus;
introducing his comments with a series of phrases such as: "By God,
Jesus never said so", "This could not have come from God, nor a
prophet, nor an infallible source, nor an honest scholar, from among
the people", "By God, nobody but a liar could have said this, it could
not have come from God.,,(95)
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These three categories represent the general outline within which
Ibn Hazm suggests to his reader the actual utterances of Jesus,
~ ~

The question of how God safeguarded those verses welcomed as
genuine by the author of Al-Faisa/ is not one that its author considers
as relevant. The fact that God chose to protect parts of the Gospel only
is a matter of God's will. which is beyond question; however parallels
are drawn between the destruction of certain parts of the true Gospel,
the loss of some ancient sacred books and the murder of some of the
prophets, some of whom were martyred for the greater glory of God,
Moreover, God preserved the essential part of the revealed Gospel to
stand as a witness against those people who failed to keep the Gospel
intact. Nevertheless the reason behind God's will concerning the
survival of the Gospel, rather than the consequences of His will, lies
beyond the understanding of men, it is "as God wishes" and to query
those would be fmitless.
The author of Al-Faisal seems to reject the idea that the correct
passages in the extant gospels have been either transmitted by an
unbroken chain of authorities - a view which is supported by all
Muslim scholars with the exception of an insignificant minority to
which Ibn Hazm refers in Al-Faisal and which he rejects as ignorant
of the Qur'an and Tradition - or that they are revealed or inspired(96) as
has been discussed earlier in this thesis, In this context the Qur'anic
verse which states that the disciples of Jesus had been inspired by God
to believe in Him and His messenger, Jesus(97) should be noted - it
does not, however, constitute a generalization which can be taken to
embrace the term inspiration as understood by Christians. Moreover,
in the Qur'an God endowed Jesus with the Holy Spirit only as all His
prophets and messengers were endowed. In common with all Muslims
Ibn Hazm deni;!d the disciples and Apostles as prophets or capable of
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performing miracles as discussed above. Thus the author und er review
ascribed the o peration of safeguarding some of the re vea led Gospel to
God Himself but rejected the poss ibility that this had been managed
by an unbroke n chain of authorities; he does not feel impelled to go
into the question of how God could have preserved, a part at least. of
the true Gospel , in depth.
On the subject of such an important issue the author of this thesis
has accounted it worthwhi Ie to suggest an answer which would be
faithful to Ibn Hazm's own outlook.
It has already been mentioned that Ibn Hazm does not exclude the
possibility of a true written Gospel - this is clear from his phrases:
"The Gospel has been lost except for a few portions", and "God has
taken it away". Has He taken some of the previous Revelation away?
It is possible that God removed those parts of the true Gospel at the
time when Christians began to add to or omit from the scriptures . If
this is the case, the Gospel of Jesus Christ as a si ngle, complete
volume was removed, surviving only in partial form, either in the
memory of the disciples, or as an actual text which was introduced
into the gospels by the evangelists but mixed with human additions
which they regarded as divinely inspired. It seems likely that Ibn
Hazm considers that those parts of the true Gospel removed by God
can be inferred from the Qur'an . However, a significant problem arises
from this: if the idea of an unbroken chain of authorities is excluded
by Ibn Hazm, how can he allow himself to accept any parts of a
Gospel that has been transmitted by authors outside the accepted
system of {.'mad? If some parts are corrupted by failing to fulfill the
demands of {snad, why not all?
Interestingly enough Ibn Hazm addressed himself to precisely this
area of difficulty in his objections to a small Muslim group who
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acknowledged 1.\'Il(/c/ with reference to the Jewish and Christian
scriptures. He would appear to have had no direct contact with this
group, nor to have seen any of their writings if such existed, stating
simply that "we have been told (about them)" and from this they
would seem to have exerted insignificant contemporary influence.
The reference to them in Al-Faisal, being of such importance to
Ibn Hazm's own attitude to the four gospel s, is worth quoting at
length: "We have been told of a number of Muslims who, out of
ignorance, deny that the Torah and fnjil have been corrupted at the
hands of Jews and Christians. The reason which caused them (this
group of Muslims) to maintain this is their lack of knowledge of the
Qur'an and Sunnah.,,(98)
He then refers to the Qur'anic passage which mentions the
corruption, which will be discussed in detail later in this book, and
continues: "We say to those Muslims who hold that their (Jewish and
Christian) transmission has come through an unbroken chain of
authorities and is necessarily true knowledge which can be taken as
evidence, that no doubt Jews and Christians would agree that what
they received and reported of Moses and Jesus contains no reference
to Muhammad and no prophecies of his prophethood. If they (the
group of Muslims) acknowledge such reports in part, they must also
acknowledge them in full, whether they like it or not. If they think
them (Jews and Christians) liars in some of their reports but not in
others they are guilty of obstinate contradiction. It is impossible that
the tradition which comes through a single channel can be partly true
and partly false ... we do not know how a Muslim could make it lawful
to deny the corruption of their Torah and fnjil while he hears the
speech of God telling him that Muhammad was foretold in both sacred
books, and nothing like this exists in the books in the hands of Jews
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and Christians which they claim to be the Torah and II/ji/. It is
necessary that those ignorant Muslims should either believe the word
of their God - that Jews and Christians have changed the Torah and
Injil, or that they should become fools and unbelievers in God's word,

If this is so, the evidence of corruption we have shown in those books
must be raised against all of them together ... what we have discovered
as evidence of the corruption and lies in the four gospels are clear to
the extent that if there was no scriptural evidence of the extent to
which Jews and Christians have corrupted their texts we could be as
sure of their distortion as we would be of the evidence of our senses. ,,(99)
Research has failed to identify the particular group of Muslims to
which Ibn Hazm refers or to discover the theoretical basis of their
thought, and such a task is beyond the scope of this book.
The relevance of [bn Hazm's objections to the Muslim group he.
mentions is, of course, his argument that tradition transmitted through
a single channel cannot be true in part only. If this is applied to his
own di stinction between true and false in the four gospels and the
classification noted above it would appear to undermine his own
argument. However, it should be emphasized that in this instance he
does not base his distinctions on the ground of J:,-nad,

but on

Revelation, that is, the Qur'an . As a strict believer in the Qur'an he
accepts those verses which , as the word of God, refer to the Gospel of
Jesus as having been revealed to him, and as containing guidance.
Likewise he accepts those verses which describe the corruption of this
Gospel which , as he understands it, consists of omission or addition.
Concerning the safeguarding of some Divine portions of that Gospel ,
the author of AI-Faisal regarded God himself as the agent of
protection. In this the argument relating to Jsnad is subsumed in the
higher argument of direct Divine intervention. Thus Ibn Hazm
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constructs his theory of corruption on the one hand, but the Divine
energy of safeguarding on the other, on a Qur'anic basis. During his
entire examination of the four gospels in which his reasoning and
critical powers discover certain contradictions and mistakes he never
loses sight of the central reference point of the Qur'an and the
necessity of proving what the Qur'an maintains .
In conclusion to his discussion of the gospels Ibn Hazm states that
whatever was revealed in the Qur'an and the SllIlllah of the Prophet is
acceptable; whatever is either discredited by the Qur'an and SUflnah,
or demonstrates its own falsity, is to be rejected. Any portion that is
neither sanctioned nor discredited could be true or false and Muslims
should neither believe nor disbelieve it. The author of Al-Faisal
supports his conclusions by reference to the Qur'an and the SUflnah as
shall be shown later, and finally allies himself with the comment of
Ibn' Abbas as related by al-Bukhari: "How can you ask the People of
the Book about anything when your own book, which was revealed to
the Prophet by God is fre sh (recently revealed) . You can read it,
crystal-clear, unmixed, and it tells you that the People of the Book
have changed the Book of God , the Almighty, and have altered it.
They wrote it with their own hands and then sold it cheap saying that
it came from God ."(IOO)
Ibn Hazm describes this as: "the soundest [sllad or ascription to
Ibn 'Abbas, which is exactly our view. There is no difference between
the companions on this matter.,, (IOI)
His reference to "the soundest !snad" is an implicit rejection of a
tradition that Ibn 'Abbas said that the Tahrif occurred in exegesis
rather than the letter of the Torah, which had not suffered change. Ibn
Hazm clearly discounts this tradition and those who follow it, as
mentioned before.(l(}2) I agree with Al-Faisal's distinction between
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traditions here - Ibn' Abbas' statement that exegesis
rathe r than tcxt
,
was false was most probably made on a particular occasion with
reference to a particular scriptural passage and cannot be taken as a
general statement. The tradition related by al-Bukhari correctly
records Ibn ' Abbas' undcrstanding of corruption as being in the text
itself. A fuller examination of the meaning of corruption will be
provided later in this book,
Ibn Hazm's argument that the four gospels contain small portions
of the actual revealed Gospel should be set against other opinions
concerning the extent of the survival of the actual Gospel. Ibn
Taymiyah indicates the range of views on this matter. "Some
Muslims, and some People of the Book, hold that the actual words of
the scriptures have been changed, Of those people some consider the
corrupted portions to be large in number, and regard them as more
numerous than the sound, This is especially so in the case of the
gospels in which the areas of weakness are more obvious than the
Torah, A few would go so far as to state that the scriptures are
altogether empty of sacredness, while others would regard those
passages which have suffered textual change as minor, a more obvious
viewpoint. Most, however, maintain that the four gospels contain but a
few of God's words,"(I03)
Ibn Hazm clearly belongs with this latter group, as has been
indicated

above, Ibn

Taymiyah defined his own position by

concluding that it was best to consider the Torah and Injil in the hands
of the

People of the Book as containing some of God's

commandments, His reference to the People of the Book in the
quotation above is interesting, whether he was in fact referring to
orthodox Christians, declared Christian heretics, or People of the Book
who had converted to Islam is not clear. Quite unambiguous, however,
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is the character of the corruption to which the author refers in his
description of the range of attitudes to the survival of the actual
Gospel:- it is a matter of textual rather than exegetical falseness.
Having presented the views of Ibn Hazm on the transmission of
the Christian tradition in the context of Muslim thinking it is important
to sketch out the Christian interpretation of the same matter as a point
of comparison. It is not possible, of course, to provide a full account
but an indication of the areas of coincidence and difference can at
least be suggested. Irenaeus points to the problems of defining
authoritative tradition in his comment on contemporary heretics:
"When they are refuted out of the scriptures they betake them to
accusing the scriptures themselves as if there were something amiss
with them and they carried no authority, because the scriptures, they
say, contain diverse utterances, and because the truth cannot be found
in them by those that know not the tradition. For that, they say, has
been handed down not by means of writings but by means of the
living voice ... ,,(l04)
Clearly at this date the precIse location of the authority of
tradition, whether it was discoverable in the scriptures themselves, or
existed in some area of oral tradition external to the texts, was a matter
of dispute. Irenaeus complains that the heretics to whom he refers
appeal to their individual understanding as authorizing tradition, and
counters this with an appeal to "that tradition which is derived from
the Apostles, and which is safeguarded in the churches through the
successions of presbyters."( 105) He emphasizes the known succession
of bishops transmitted through the church and traceable back to the
Apostles who "have lodged all that there is of truth with her, (the
church) as with a rich bank, holding back nothing.,,(I06) Unorthodoxy
is to be determined by its failure to recognize the primitive
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success ion( 1(7) as the test of doctrine: "All doctrine which accords
with those apostolic c hurches, the sources a nd originals of the Faith ,
must be recko ned as the truth, since it preserves without doubt what
the churches rece ived from th e Apostles, the Apostles from Christ ,
and Christ from God .. ."( lOX)
Irenaeus' conception of unbroken tradition has some parallels to
the Is lamic notion of I,m ad but, as can be seen in the foll ow ing
quotation, is far less vigorous in its requirements: "An unbroken
success ion from the beginning so that the first bish op (of any church)
had as hi s precursor and the source of hi s authority one of the Apostles
or one of the Apostolic men wh o, though not an Apostle, continued
with the Apostles. ,,( I(9)
Ire naeus, while noting that the objections of heretics could focu s
on wh at they regarded as "diverse utterances " in the scriptures, raising
precisely that problem to which Muslims have applied the mselves to
study , answers those,heretics in terms which are far more general and
which do not really clarify or solve this difficulty, His description of
the transmission of tradition does not spec ify either exactly what
constitutes tradition - whether it is the utterances of Jesu s, forms of
worship etc" or a firmly-drawn rationale for transmission in the shape
of desc ribing, for example, the times and places of transmi ss ion or an
exact definiti o n of authority. The phrase "apostolic men" is, for
instance, in sharp contrast to the Islamic clarity on the number and
identity of Muhammad' s Companions.
In more recent times Stott has argued that there is a sharp
di stinction between scripture, which is Divine and obligatory; and
tradition, which is human and optional and which must be tested
against and sanctioned by scripture.(IIO) He makes the point that the
balance between the authority of sc ripture and that of tradition was a
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central element in the upheaval of the Reformation, Rome insisting
that scripture did not constitute the sole authority, but required a
parallel acceptance of "unwritten traditions".( 1II) From the point of
view of the reformed churches "the only 'tradition' which scripture
recognizes is scripture. For 'tradition' (Greek paradosis) is what is
handed down, and God's purpose has been that His word, His unique
Revelation given to prophets. and Apostles, should be transmitted from
generation to generation. So the Apostle Paul wrote to Timothy: 'What
vou have heard from me ... entrust to faithful men who will be able to
teach others also'.(112) (From Paul to Timothy, from Timothy to
faithful men, and from them to others also)."(1I3)
Stott argues that scripture is apostolic tradition,
ecclesiastical tradition is the teaching of the church.(I14)

while

Ibn Hazm's arguments against the gospels as inspired or revealed
IS inextricably linked to his conception of Isnad as the test of
authenticity. The absence of evidence of Isnad leads him to conclude
that the gospels could not have been written by Jesus' disciples, nor by
faithful people. Western scholarship has also concerned itself with the
authority of the Christian gospels and has provided material that could
be considered to add substantial weight to the complaints of the author
of Al-Faisal regarding the lack of Isnad in the Christian tradition.
Streeter, for example, points out that the designation by the early
church of certain texts as authentic must now be recognized as subject
to error and revision. 2 Peter and James, for example, were not
generally received for centuries, despite their antiquity and orthodoxy.

If acceptance was slow to arrive for some texts, other texts which were
not apostolic were incorrectly designated so: "That the church
accepted as Apostolic certain writings which in point of fact were not
so, is undoubted" .(115) Wikenhauser also points out that the Canon
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remained flexible for a considerable period of time. and that by 200 A.
C. "The New Testament at this time is not a closed collection."( 11 (»
The Islamic argument for the original existence of an uncorrupted true
Gospel of Jesus also has its paralle l in various suppositions made by
Western scholars regarding the sources of the four gospels. Eusebius'
comment on Matthew : "so then Matthew composed the oracl es
(Tahoxia) in the Hebrew language. and each one interpreted them as
he could "( 117) had led many scholars. as Streeter points out. to
hypothesize the existence of "a lost collection of the sayings of the
Lord, or a collection of proof-texts. "0 18) Streeter's important work
details the complex issues of the relationships between the different
early churches that prompted a variety of attitudes towards the
authority of certain tex ts. ( 119)
It is no matter for surprise that the controversies apparent JI1
Western scholarship regarding the authority and sources of the
Christian scriptures should have been traced by Muslim scholars.
Rahmatullah, for example, emphasizing the absence of Isnad in the
Christian texts points out that the position that Matthew 'might' have
been written originally in Hebrew and then translated into Greek, or
'might' have been written in Greek, demonstrates that conjecture,
rather than Isnad, is the basis on which the authority of the Gospel text
is established.(l20) Furthermore he rehearses the problem of canonical
acceptance to which, as has been pointed out above, Streeter and
Wikenhauser addressed themselves. The epistles of James, Jude, the
second epistle of Peter, and the second and third of John were
ascribed, without evidence, to the Apostles, and remained doubtful
until 363 A .C., while John's apocalypse was doubtful until 397 A.C.
He points out that Peter's second epistle, Jude's epistle, and John's
second and third epistles and Revelation have been rejected by Arab
Christians. He refers to the work of a critic which states that such
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epistles were not included in the early Christian church, and pointed
out that in the Syriac translation the texts mentioned above, and verses
2-11 in John's Gospel chapter two, and the seventh verse of chapter V

of John's first epistle are omitted. Indicating the activity of the first
Council of Nicea he notes that six epistles and Revelations were
rejected. He continues by arguing that in spite of Origen's statement
that Paul had written something to all churches, the epistles ascribed
to Paul are not wholly his - his epistle to the Hebrews not having been
included by several churchmen.(I21) Even if Paul's epistles are truly
his, Rahmatullah ibn Khalil insists on Paul's unacceptability to
Muslims. The other disciples, however, who lived after Jesus'
ascension can be compared with the good Mujtahidun - legists who
formulate independent decisions in legal and theological matters, and
who are thus liable to mistakes. Isnad is absent in the crucial period
preceding the last decade of the second century. For example, the
original text of Matthew is missing. Bearing in mind that the disciples
failed to understand Jesus on many occasions, and that Luke and Mark
were not Jesus' disciples, it is impossible that the gospels should have
been inspired, according to Rahmatullah ibn Khalil.(I22)
In the writings of Justine Martyr there is a complete suppression of
Paul and his letters, there is not even a single quote from the Paulin
Corpus, nor is the Apostle ever referred to. On the other hand, his
writings contain quotations from the (Old Testament) (the Septuagint).
It is important in this context to quote Helmut Koester's following
statement:

"While

Marcion

emphasized

the

irreconcilable

contradictions between the written Gospel and the Jewish scripture,
Justin linked the writings which he called "Memoirs of the Apostles"
as lightly as possible to the law and the prophets. While Marcion
revised the Gospel of Luke in an effort to eliminate all quotations and
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references to the law and the prophets, Justin did not hesitate to revise
the texts of Matthew and Luke on several occasions in order to
establish an even closer verbal agreement between the prophecies of
the Greek Bible and the record of their fulfillment in the text of the
gospels. u( 12.1)
Moreover, for Justin, the gospels possess the authority of written
records, although they are read in service of the church, they are not
"Holy Scripture" like the Torah and the other old testament writings.
Justin never hold the "gospels" or the "Memoirs of the Apostles"
as inspired writings. While he regularly quotes the law and the
Prophet's as Holy Scripture.(124)
Marcion who came from Sinope in Pontus to Rome C. A.D. 140,
to join the church emphasizes the irreconcilable contradictions
between the written Gospel and Jewish Scripture.
The discrepancies and differences between the Jewish and
Christian Scriptures or on the one hand; and between the four gospels
on the other, shall be treated in detail elsewhere.(125)

The background to Ibn Hazm's concept of Tahrif
Ibn Hazm's conception of Tahrif is drawn from the authority of the
Qur'an. Before his views on this matter are discussed in detail some
reference should be made to Peter the Venerable (c. 490-551 A.H.

=

1096-1156 A.C.) who, in the process of his project to study Islam
from original sources, provided a Christian angle on the issue of

Tahrif. Peter, while admitting that the persecution of the Christians by
the Romans had involved the destruction of sacred books(126) argued
that the extensive establishment of Christianity ensured that the
gospels and the writings of the Apostles survived intact. If they were
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destroy ed in o ne place , they were saved in another. If, he argues, the
tex ts were not lost, there is no reason to suppose that they were
falsified either. He qu otes a french proverb to support his point "What
two know, everybody know s, "(127) Furthermore he insi sts that as the
Qur'an co ntain s material that is also in the gospels, to condemn the
gospels as false is tantamount to admitting that the Qur'an itself is
doubtful. Pete r's argument is one that fail s to di scri minate between the
Muslim conception of the true flljil - the uncorrupted scripture to
which the Qur'an refers - and the corrupted Gospel in the possession
of Chri st ians . His attitude to Tahrif is the basis of his argument, and as
Kuitzeck comments "Peter was ill-informed on this matter. ,,( 128) He
mainta ined that the Qur'an contained no refe rences to the corruption of
the Bible although there are many precise and unambiguous references
on this subject which will be considered in more detail later.
Peter's argument that the extent of Christianity, which he describes
as existing in Persia, Ethiopia and India safeguarded the original texts
is not a strong one, "the number of Chri stians at the close of the l SI
century is very uncertain ... ,,( 129)
Tertullian' s claim that "all your citizens have become Christians"
has been described as "obviously rhetorical exaggeration.,,(130)
Christianity was not introduced into Ethiopia until the fourth
century.(I3I) The church had certainly existed in India since the fourth
century although the claim that Thomas the Apostle evangelized India
cannot be regarded as certain .(32 ) Peter's assertion, it should be clear,
does not answer the possibility that corruption took place at an early
date in the history of Christianity. The Qur'an is not specific
concerning the date at which the Injil suffered Tahrif.
The Qur'anic verses ignored by Peter the Venerable which refer to
the corruption of Jewish and Christian scriptures fall into two
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categories, Firstly, there are passages which discuss the corruption of
the Torah and state that the Jews are responsible for this.(I~J) Although
the culpability of the Jews could be applied equally to the Christians
who have adopted the Torah as the sacred foundation of the New
Testament, giving, however, a different interpretation to it, the
concern of this book at this point is with the second category of
verses . These refer to the Jews and Christians under the title 'People of
the Book' and charge them with corruption of their scriptures.
Ibn Hazm refers to 3:71 in this context, (134) but sets the verse
among others quoted from the Qur'an, without comment. At-Tabari,
however, applying himself to the same verse: ,~People of the Book!
Why do you confound the truth with vanity. and conceal the truth alld
that wittingly? comments that by this God means the people of the
Torah and In}il, and asks them why they mix truth with vanity, and
hide the foretelling of Muhammad when they found it written in their
Torah and In}il. He adds that the verse is to be understood as a
statement from God that the People of the Book intentionally
disbelieved in Muhammad and concealed what they all knew of the
prophecy about him in those books.(l3S) If this is added to all the other

r

Qur'anic passages insisting that Muhammad was prophesied in the
lewish and Christian scriptures,< 136) and compared with the fact
pointed out by Ibn Hazm - that both peoples agreed that there is no
mention of Muhammad in their books,(I37) it must be concJuded that
the Christians and Jews corrupted those parts referring to Muhammad.

It is noticeable that verses dealing with the corruption of the In}il
are scanty in comparison with those devoted to the corruption of the
Torah - but it would be an error to imagine that the Qur'an makes no
reference at all to the corruption of the four gospels. In my view this is
the consequence of the Jewish assertion that their Torah is that given
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to Moses by God, and their insistence that it contains no corruption of
any kind, as Ibn Hazm described. The Christians, however, have
considered their Gospel to be in the form of four books, a view which
makes the possibility of corruption so likely that it is not necessary for
the Qur'an to be so emphatic - as Ibn Taymiyah commented, distortion
in the Christian gospels is more obvious and clear than in the Jewish
Torah. Similarly, the Christian rejection of the idea of a single genuine
Gospel of Jesus is so firm that the Qur'an devotes a number of
references to asserting its existence, as mentioned above. Thus the
Qur'anic verses, in number and emphasis, are designed to match the
strength of its opponents.
Qur'an scholars are in agreement concerning the presence of
corruption in the gospels, but there are a variety of views on the
precise form that the corruption takes - some consider it to be located
in the text itself, others regard it as being a matter of exegesis. Ibn
Hazm's primary loyalty is to the first group, although he ventures into
criticism of Christian exegesis when it proves useful for his
arguments, and this may be a matter of detailed criticism of an
individual exegete, or objections to the underlying Christian ethos of
basing their scriptures on the Torah.

An investigation of the etymology of Tahri.f.
An investigation of the etymology of Tahrif (corruption)
constitutes a useful starting point for contextualizing Ibn Hazm's
position on the subject of the Christian gospels. The original meaning
of the word is "to lean from the pen in a certain direction" or "to twist
words to correspond to one's own desire. ,,(138) The Andalusian
interpreter Ibn 'Atiyya stated that Tahrif means "to change or transfer
something from its original character to another" and that Ibn 'Abbas
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held that the Jewish (and possibly the Christian, by implication)
corruption and change was to be found in exegesis, the letter of the
Torah surviving

intact, although a second school of scholars

maintained that the letters themselves had been changed on the basis
that although the Jews had been asked to safeguard the Torah, unlike
the Qur'an it was not safeguarded by God Himself.( 13<)
As has been mentioned, al-Bukhari's statement concerning Ibn
'Abbas and quoted by Ibn Hazm affirms, however, that the

Tahr~f

was

in the text of the Torah. Furthermore at-Tabari ascribed to Ibn ' Abbas
a comment on 3:78, that the Jews had added to the book of God that
which God had not revealed .( 140) The great commentator Mlljahid
stated that Jews and Christians denied Muhammad's prophethood even though it is stated in the Torah and the Gospel - but it is not clear
whether he regards their denial as a matter of exegesis or as prompted
by a corrupt text.( 141) The Caliph al-Mahdi clearly told his critic, the
patriarch Timothy, that the Bible had contained many prophecies
about Muhammad but the People of the Book had corrupted their texts
and they had removed the prophecies'< 142) AI-Mahdi asked Timothy
why

the

gospels were different from one another and were

contradictory, and like his successor, Ibn Hazm touched on the point
that they were written by four different authors.(143) Timothy's reply
has been mentioned elsewhere in this book. II44 )
Aj-Jahiz argues that both Christian transmission and exegesis are
corrupt: "We are certain that he (Jesus) came with none except pure
unity and monotheism - that is supported by reason - but not the
Trinity. We know that the Christians are in error both on the side of
transmission, and on the side of exegesis.,,( 145)
AI-Hasan ibn Ayyub (c. 377 A. H.

=987 A.C) has been described

by Monsignor Ignazio de Matteo as not denying "the genuineness and
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authenticity of the gospels" but simply criticizing the Christian
understanding of them.! 146 ) This is a mistaken interpretation; Ibn
Ayyub certainly does refer to Christian assertions of Christ's divinity
and

references

to the Christian assertion

of Jesus'

Lordship,

commenting "we have described them according to your
understanding of them , we accepted your saying (of them)", but
further on he makes it clear that such acceptance is for arguments
sake. He is unambiguous in stating his belief in the material corruption
of the gospels" ... we are in no doubt that the People of the Book have
altered some of their words".(147) AI-Biruni (d. 440 A. H. = 1048 A.
C.), a contemporary of Ibn Hazm, concerned himself with the dating

of Biblical events especially in the context of the Old Testament. He,
too, asserted that the scriptures had been misunderstood by Christians,
and that material corruption of the genuine text had taken place.( 148)
Ar-Razi, in his commentary offered various explanations of how
corruption in the Torah could have taken place, but concluded that
although the Qur'anic verses might refer to textual change it was
preferable to consider it as a matter of exegesis. His view - that the Torah
had been transmitted through an unbroken chain of authorities( 149) - is
contrary to common Muslim belief and to the argument put forward in
Al-Faisal.
Wahb ibn Munabbih stated that the Torah and Injil, as they were
sent down by God, have not suffered change in the letter, but only
through the Tahrif in exegesis, and in those books which Jews and
Christians have written themselves but which, they claim, have come
from God. The actual books of God, however, are safeguarded against
change. Commenting on Wahb, Ibn Kathir argues that if he were
referring to the texts in the hands of Jews and Christians there could
be no doubt that corruption had found its way into the texts. He
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strengthened his arguments by referring to the translation into Arabic
which bore witness to many errors, additions and general confusions
in the understanding of many, if not all, Jews and Christians. Ibn
Kathir concluded that Wahb is right, however, if he is stating that the
revealed books of God, the originals, have been preserved against
corruption. (150)
Ash-Shahrastani remarked that Tahrifmeans "changing the written
word to an alternative to give it a corrupted meaning."<I)I)
It should be clear from the above that there is a considerable range
of opinion on the issue of corruption. Ibn Taymiyah summarizes the
broad outline of this as a general consensus that corruption in
interpretation can and does take place. There is no quarrel between
Jews, Christians and Muslims on this matter; dispute, however, arises
when the focus turn s to the texts themselves. Ibn Taymiyah sums up
the Muslim view as a general acceptance that Tahrif does indeed apply
to parts of the Chri stian gospels, although its precise extent may be
debated among scholars.< 152) The shortage of specific Qur'anic
infonnation on this is insignificant when compared to the total view of
the book in refuting the Crucifixion, Resurrection and the Ascension
as depicted by Christians . Such a refutation implicitly states that
considerable portions of the extant gospels are human invention, and
consequently corrupt. He regarded the Crucifixion and other events as
human insertions in the gospels .(IS3)
Ibn Taymiyah presents an extremely lucid and thorough account
of alleged corruption in the Gospel, and his arguments clarify Ibn
Hazm's point of view by comparison and contrast.
Ibn Taymiyah begins by stating the facts; that there are four
gospels, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. The Chri stians agree that
Mark did not see Jesu s, and that the gospels were written after Jesus'
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death . The same author then points out that none of the evangelists
described the gospels as the words of God. After these prefatory
remarks the argument shifts into a cogent comparison between
Christianity and Islam on the basis of their respective sacred books.
Initially the argument takes the form of an extended analogy
between the gospels and the Hadith. Since the evangelists neither
claim to have collected Jesus' sayings in toto, nor to have transcribed
the speech of God, their productions are parallel to the books of
Hadith which are not infallible, as the Qur'an is. Like the Hadith Ibn
Taymiyah regards the gospels as sound in the main, and therefore
worthy of observance. Nevertheless they contain what is essentially a
mixture of Divine and human material. Parts of them are God's
sayings, and sections of them contain the words of the prophet
revealed to Him by God. Ibn Taymiyah thus acknowledges that parts
of the Gospel were revealed to Jesus, but that these are juxtaposed
with Jesus' sayings and accounts of his deeds as a prophet.
Having established a basis of material from mixed sources in the
gospels, he clearly paves the way for the possibility of corruption. He
treats the next section of his argument in a pattern of contrasts
between Muslim attitudes to preserving sacred texts· and their
Christian counterparts. Firstly he considers, and stresses most
emphatically, the importance of memorizing the Qur'an and Hadith as
a security measure for the preservation of the texts. This, for him,
would ensure the survival of the sacred books even if all known texts
were destroyed. By comparison, the People of the Book have no
tradition of exactly memorizing their texts,054) and thus would be
unable to reproduce them if they were destroyed.
Although Ibn Taymiyah acknowledges that some People of the
Book learn parts of their texts by heart, these people, he comments,
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are not trustworthy, The breaking of the chain of prophets, as in
Judaism, \eads to corruption, Corruption as he defin es it, can be either
in the text or in its explication.
The author of AI-Jmmb then presses his point by comparing the
Muslim lsnad, system of ascription, with its lack in the methodology
of the People of the Book. Lacking such a system which provides a
rationale for meticulous sifting and accuracy, it is not possible that
Christians are able to protect their gospels.
He then concentrates his argument specifically on the Christian
gospels themselves, and doubts the precision with which scattered
disciples could recount events in the past. He focuses on the passion
narrative, detailing inconsistencies between the accounts. If it is
possible for there to be uncertainty about this event it is logical to
assume that the Gospel accounts of Jesus' sayings are also in doubt.
Ibn Taymiyah does not, however, accuse the known disciples of lying,
and in this he differs from his more fiery predecessor, Ibn Hazm. He
does not ascribe blame to the disciples, but regards them as prone to
error through circumstances. Their errors do not, in his view,
undermine Jesus' message.
Problems of corruption and disagreement among Christians are
demonstrated in Christian sectarianism, most of which clusters round
uncertainties as to the exact meaning of the Incarnation.
Ibn Taymiyah refers to various heresies and disputes about the
union of Divine and human in the person of Jesus.
The lack of stability - which he sees in the Christian faith - IS
further witnessed by the fact that the bulk of their observances were
invested after the time of the disciples.
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Finally he moves to consider the problem of the texts the mselves
in linguistic terms. Jesus spoke Hebrew or Aramaic, the language in
which the gospels were first written. Translation into several
languages inevitably led to a process of error and corruption.(1)5) Ibn
Taymiyah's perceptive scholarship would be impressive in isolation,
but has been given further validity by modern writers who freely
admit the difficulties arising from transmission and translation.
Ibn Taymiyah raises a very important point here about the
negative effect of the translation on the text. To elaborate on, and
illustrate this point reference should be made to George Lamsa who
closely examined the history of the king James version of the Bible,
says in the introduction to his own translation of the Bible: "When the
king James translation was made, western scholars had no access to
the East as we have today. In the 16th century, A.D., the Turkish
empire had extended its borders as far as Vienna ... The scriptures in
Aramaic were unknown in Europe. The only resource scholars had
was to Latin and to a few portions of Greek manuscripts ... It is a
miracle that the king James, translators were able to produce such a
remarkable translation from sources available in this dark period of
European history. Even fifty years ago, the knowledge of Western
scholars relative to the Eastern Scriptures in Aramaic, and the
Christian Church in the East was conjectural. Moreover, these scholars
knew very little of the eastern customs and manners in which the
Biblical literature was nurtured. ,,( 156)
Due to the elements mentioned in the above quotation, some real
problems arose in the translation of the biblical text. Johannes
Lehmann provides a clear example to show the lack of understanding
that can face the translator who tries to translate from culturally
different languages. He refers to John 2: I :
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"On the third day there was a wedding at Canna in
Gal i Icc, and the mother of Jesus was there ."

He then comments; "What is this third day? The third day after
what? Some translators have omitted the reference to the day at all,
others have tried to make it the third day after the wedding. But there
is a very simple explanation. Except for the Sabbath, Jewish days do
not have names. They are numbered from the Sabbath. Thus the third
day is our Tuesday. "(157)
In this example the effect of the translation may seem
insignificant. But in some cases the whole meaning of the passage has
been changed, the following sharp example is quoted by Lamsa:
In the king James version, we read in numbers 25:4;
"And the Lord said unto Moses, 'Take all the heads of
the people, and hang them up before the Lord against
the Sun, that the fierce anger of the Lord may be
turned away from Israel.'"

The Aramaic reads:
"And the Lord Said unto Moses , Take all the chiefs
of the people and expose them before the Lord in the
daylight that the fierce anger of the Lord may be
turned away from the Children of Israel. ,,(I 58)

According to the first passage the Prophet Moses was commanded
to kill people and take all their heads and hang them up.
While the second passage tells that God commanded Moses just to
expose the corruption of the chief commands before people. The
difference is thus dramatic.
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These examples can be of course multiplied, but it would be
suffice to know that the translation has badly affected the Biblical
texts, and thus added another element of corruption to it.
Moffatt, for example, pointed out that the possibility of
interpolations cannot be ruled out, "even where the extant text does
not suggest any break,,(l59) Like B. H. Streeter,< 160) he argues that the
desire to harmonize diverse texts was the foundation of significant
changes, and furthermore suggests that copyists sometimes played
virtually an editorial role in approaching their material.(161)
Ibn Kammuna, writing in the thirteenth century, pointed out that
adaptation of the prophetic books to Christian use necessarily involved
corruption. "Many of the prophetic texts were distorted by the
Christians in the process of translation from Hebrew into Greek and
Syriac. "(162) Such distortions may have been the result "of intent or
negligence". M. Dibelius gives the following remarks: "These
Christians believed themselves to be more faithful to their Master
when they explained His sayings by expanding them, and then
followed them with understanding, than if they had abhorred any
addition and passed on the original form of His words. ,,( 163)
In the view of the above passage the Christians mixed their own
expressions with the sayings of Jesus and they considered this action
to be more faithful to their Master.
As an example of addition to the scriptures William Barclay
quotes Mark 2: 15-17: and comments on the text as follows: "This line
of thought holds that the actual saying of Jesus ends with the words:
'Those who are well have no need of a physician, but those who are
sick'. And that then the community added the interpretation: 'I came
not to call the righteous, but sinners'; for this was the very principle on
which the mis~ionary work of the Christian Church was based. In
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other words the community has, as it were, put into the mouth of Jesus
a general principle which is the expansion and the interpretation of a
particular saying.,,(I641
Furthermore the same writer gives the following remarks on Mark
3:31-35: "This line of thought holds that Jesus' actual words, and with,
'Here are my mother and my brothers', and that then from this the
community extracted a quite general principle: 'Whoever does the will
of God is my brother, and sister, and mother'. The community has
extracted from a particular word of Jesus on a particular occasion a
word for all time."( 165)
R. Bultman went very far in regarding the passage about the
Sabbath in Mark 2:23-27 as merely a production of the church and
therefore not authentic history. In his view, it was formulated to justify
through the words of Jesus the church's use of the Sabbath. This is on
the ground that Jesus was not questioned about his own behavior, but
about his disciples' behavior.
The Biblical critics argue about the question of whether or not
chapter 21 in John was written by the author of 1-20 or by another
person. (166)
Moreover textual alteration is admitted by the analytical scholars
in the New Testament, for example Robert Grant says: "The ending of
the Gospel of Mark (16:9-20) is no part of what its author originally
wrote: (a) Justin alluded to it and Irenaeus quoted from it; it is
included in some important uncial manuscripts, mostly 'Western'. (b)
On the other hand, it is absent from the writings of Clement, Origen
and Eusebius, and is omitted in Codex Vaticanus and Codes
Sinaiticus, as well as in the older Latin and Syriac versions; the Freer
manuscript contains a different ending entirely. (c) Therefore, though
it was undoubtedly added at an early date, it is not authentic."(l67)
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The same author goes on to say: "The story about a woman 'Taken
in adultery' and forgiven by Jesus does not belong to the Gospel of
John."
(a) It occurs in the Byzantine text of the Gospel, usually as John
7:53-8: II but sometimes after John 7:36 or 21 :24 (in a small group of
manuscripts it is found after Luke 21 :38).
(b) No manuscript before the end of the fourth century contains it,
no Church Father, in the same period, refers to it.
(c) Therefore it is not authentic.
A more difficult problem occurs in Luke 22: \9-20. All but a few
manuscripts include these verses, which are close to what Paul relates
about the Last Supper in I Corinthians 11.24-5.(168)
Ibn Taymiyah raised the question of the credibility of the
Crucifixion, and points out that one might be led to ask for some
positive guarantee for the soundness of the gospels conveyed by the
disciples who, according to him, were confused about the Crucifixion
and Resurrection.(l69)
The above account illustrates the diversity of opinions held by
Muslim scholars on the question of corruption. Matteo's gazetteer of
the attitudes of Muslims to Tahrif has already been mentioned: he
attempts to sum up his findings by arguing that the QUr'an implies that
corruption is in the area of interpretation, and is not a question of
material corruption: "the lie is not inside, but outside of the
scriptures. ,,(I 70) Furthermore he imposes a historical pattern on the
scholars who dealt with corruption arguing that "the early
traditionalists recognize the genuineness of the Biblical text"(I71) while
later writers were divided between a belief in exegetical and material
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corruption. The Islamic writers mentioned above in this section should
illustrate that a belief in the textual corruption of the scriptures can be
traced back to early writers. Watt, like Matteo, argues that the Qur'an
does not put forward any general view of textual corruption, although
he admits that it alleges the concealment of scriptural passages. The
accusation of T(lhr~f' does not, he states, mean tampering with the
written text.( 172) Goldziher, in his study of Ibn Khaldun seems much
closer to the facts, pointing out that "Tahrif in Muslim thought, since
the encounter of Islam with Jews and Christians, meant the alteration
of the Biblical text by later hands.,,(173)
It is now necessary to tum to the Christian understanding of the
Gospel tradition and corruption in order to demonstrate how the
Christians attempt to defend the gospels against the charge of Tahrif.

The Christian view of the Gospel Tradition
The Christian viewpoint of the authenticity of the Gospel
Tradition should be considered. There is considerable diversity among
Christian scholars when considering this matter, but without engaging
in a lengthy discussion of the details of various hypotheses regarding
transmission, some significant points will be raised here.
Behind the scholarly investigation of texts in existence, and texts
which are assumed to have existed, lies the belief that the Gospel
Tradition derives from eyewitness accounts of the life of Jesus:
"Tradition is unanimous that the written Gospel was the substitute for
the living voice.,,(174) Thus an oral tradition of eyewitness accounts is
seen as the background of the current written gospels. This oral
tradition itself is regarded as complex, drawing not only on eyewitness
narrations, but also on those narrations shaped and adapted for
preaching purposes; as lrenaeus indicates the object of the early
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preachers and consequently of early tradition , was to proclaim: "Those
good things which are ours from God.,,(17:') The adaptation of
eyewitness accounts for the purposes of evangelism must be seen in
the light of the problems attending the process of translation .
Translation from the original Aramaic into Greek was itself a
piecemeal business, "No one ever sat down and translated the material
as a whole. ,,( 176) Parts of the Gospel would be translated when it was
required.( 177) Furthermore each fragmented piece of translation would
itself be influenced by local considerations; "subjected to certain
influences through the church life or milieu where they were handed
down or received their final written form.,,(17 8) Thus the character of
the early oral tradition and of the beginnings of the written tradition
were subject to a considerable variety of particular shaping influences.
Streeter offers a thorough account of these in his study of the origins
of the four gospels.(I79)
In the Introduction of his book The Earliest Record of Jesus ,
Frank W. Beare says: "In any serious study of the gospels we have
always to keep in mind that Jesus himself left nothing in writing, and
that the earliest records of his career which have come down to us
were not put into writing until about forty years after his death. All our
knowledge of him is drawn from the deposit of a tradition which was
transmitted for several decades by word of mouth. We are therefore
obliged to raise the question of the relationship between the
documents as we have them and the events and sayings which they
report. For it must be realized that in a generation or more of oral
transmission, sayings and stories do not remain unchanged. Once they
have been committed to writing, they are to some degree stabilized as
it were, though even at this stage, we have to observe that Luke and
Matthew do not shrink from altering the Marean record which they are
both using ... "( 180)
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is commonly agreed among biblical scholars that the
manuscripts even the oldest and most valuable ones have, like oral
tradition, suffered advc:rse corruption and defects . They were not only
unsafe in the hands of the scribes who used to ink the manuscripts
over with the a tendency to alteration of meaning and contents but also
those of them who annotated and interpolated manuscripts over the
centuries have not been deciphered to this day . This is clearly
admitted by the editor of the Code Vaticanus, managed by Vatican
City in 1965.
Moreover the irregularities in terms of omissions and additions,
are serious and rampant between Gospel and Gospel. (181 )
All these instances of crystal clear evidence go to strengthen the
Islamic Divine stance that present Jews and Christian scriptures are
not from errors and interpretation and there stood in dire need the final
Divine message rectify the short comings and the effect man-made
doctrines on them.
One cannot resist the temptation to express wonder at the response
of Jewish and Christian feel at home with their own scholars
admission of corruption their scriptures. While on the contrary they
tend to take Muslim scholars to task, when put the Qur'anic views
which reveal the same verdict; bearing in mind that the Muslim pursue
attitude reveal religion as the belief in the previous Divine books and
prophets.
An insight into the early written gospels and attitudes towards
them can be found in the fact that quotations from them given by the
church Fathers differ from the current texts. Justin, for example,
mentions several events for which there are no exact parallels in the
four texts: he states that Jesus was born in a cave, and that a fire was
kindled in Jordan at His baptism.(182) While it is possible to defend
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Justin to some extent on the basis that he was quoting from memory
and that tradition was fresh enough for him not to have regarded the
written text as of paramount importance, such a defense cannot
disentangle similar variations in the case of all the Apostolic Fathers,
of whom it has been said: "None of them name the gospels or cite
them with verbal exactness.,,(183) It is difficult to distinguish between
oral and written sources in these cases; do these quotations "come
from written texts that the authors had next to them or ... the memory
of fragments of the oral tradition. ,,( 184) The whole question of accurate
or inaccurate memory which is frequently raised in discussions of the
Apostolic Fathers serves to contextualize Ibn Taymiyah's objection to
the want of a tradition of accurate memorization in Christianity, as
mentioned above. The difficulties inherent in the quotations of the
early church Fathers indicate the likelihood of their mixing their own
assertions and interpretations with the tradition received from
eyewitness accounts.
There is little doubt that early written, as opposed to oral accounts
have long since disappeared, and this would necessarily have involved
the usual scribal errors of copying. Furthermore the Christian
persecutions created a historical context in which manuscripts must
inevitably have been destroyed, a point frequently made by Ibn Hazm
and Muslim scholars in general.

The Christian defense against Corruption
Christian apologists firstly state that there are contradictory views
of the scriptures in the Qur'an. Muhammad acknowledged, and praised
them on some occasions, but attacked them on others,( 185) he claimed
to originate from the same source, but his teaching differed from that
of the Torah and the gospels.
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Ibn Hazm's Christian contemporaries raised the question of how
Muslims could say that they believed in the Torah and the gospels,
drawing on them to prove Muhammad's prophecy, while
simultaneously saying that these books were corrupt. Ibn Hazm, in
reply, states that Muslims believe in Moses and Jesus, and the Torah
and flliil, and furthermore, true Muslims charge anyone who denies
these with unbelief. However, Muslims believe that unbelievers
among the sons of Israel had changed the Torah, and that unbelievers
among Christians had corrupted the fniil by addition and omission; but
that God saved some to be a testimony against the corrupters, and to
judge them in the light of those parts of the Gospel that are sound.(l86)
Ibn Hazm accepts parts of the four gospels as sound and in this
context those Qur'anic verses to which his critics referred as evidence
of the complete soundness of their scriptures should be mentioned
with his comments. One particularly important verse which
specifically concerns itself with both Christian and Jewish sacred
books is 5:66: ~ Had they performed the Torah and the Gospel, and
what was sent down to them from their Lord, they would have eaten
both what was above them, and what was beneath their feet~.
Ibn Hazm comments that the truth of this is unquestionable but he
seems to place a particular understanding on the word Aqamu which is
not fully brought out in the translation "performed". As it appears in
Al-Faisal, Ibn Hazm seems to regard this as signifying "observed in
full" "set upright" - it is thus not merely an invocation to observe, but
a request to set straight. He comments "there is no way for Christians
to set their gospels upright" because the parts they have omitted have
been taken away or have vanished, leaving them without a sure
foundation. Only by believing in Muhammad can the Torah and fniil
be set upright, and it would then be possible for Christians and Jews to
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believe in what God had originally revealed in their gospels, whether
or not that still survives. They will then recognize as false the
corruptions in their scriptures which consist of those parts not revealed
by God.( IS7)
Ibn Hazm's assessment of this verse is supported by a modern
Qur'anic interpreter who argues that it neither gives Christians
evidence of the soundness of their scriptures, nor proof that they have
not suffered corruption - he adds that the meaning of the verse is a
commandment to Jews and Christians to observe the real Torah and
Injil which are implied in the Qur'an.(I88)
Ibn Hazm then refers to a Qur'anic verse used by some of his critics
. as supposed evidence of the validity of the Christian gospels: ~ So let
the people of the Gospel judge according to what God has sent down
therein. ~ (189) The author of Al-Faisal regards this as true. In the literal
sense: in the Gospel God has, as the verse states, sent down His
commandment to believe in Muhammad and to follow His Religion.
However, Christians are unable to judge according to what was sent
down in the Gospel from which they take their name "People of the
Gospel", because the gospels in their possession are not that which
was revealed by God.(190) In this passage Ibn Hazm explains that the
description of the "People of the Gospel" given in this Qur'anic verse
derives from the original, pure Gospel, not from the four texts known
as the gospels by his contemporary Christians. This understanding of
the verse in question finds support from other scholars, among whom
Ibn Kathir can be numbered.
Ibn Kathir regards the commandment as specifically directed
towards Jews and Christians before the time of Muhammad, and
referring to God's Revelation as it appears in the Torah and the
Gospel.(I91)
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After the time of Muhammad, however, the text to which Jews and
Christians must turn is the Qur'an which abrogates every earlier book.
This reading is supported by a certain Qur'anic Qim 'ah (reading) "Wa
Liyahku117 Ahl al-fllji!" which does not indicate the imperative form,
and states: "We gave him (Jesus) the Gospel so that the People of the
Gospel might observe what God revealed in ir."(192) This refers to the
genuine Gospel, and does not indicate the Gospel current during
Muhammad's time.
It should be clear from the discussion above that Christians
attempted to defend their texts from the charge of corruption by using

the Qur'an itself as one aspect of their apology. Ibn Hazm's answer to
such arguments has been indicated: however, there was another area
of reference in this debate, and this consisted of the time at which the
Christian texts might have undergone corruption .
An illustration of the Christian point of view can be found in the
work of 'Ammar al-Basri, known only through two controversial
books. Al-Basri disputes the possibility that the scriptures could have
suffered change after the period during which they were widely
circulated.(I93) The same question was raised by Ibn Hazm who dated
the time at which the gospels were corrupted as predating the time at
which they were written down, after which anyone making textual
changes would have been immediately exposed - as has been
discussed above.(194) Ar-Razi, too, addressed himself to the same
problem, and although he was inclined to think that corruption was a
matter of exegesis which had misrepresented the word of God, he was
prepared to countenance the possibility that a group of people had
connived to distort the Gospel at an early date, and had subsequently
introduced the text to an audience who had accepted it out of
ignorance.( 195) Ibn Taymiyah, who made use oflbn Hazm's arguments
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on this issue, is quite explicit in stating that corruption could not have
taken place after the text of the scripture had been circulated in many
languages all over the globe;(196) it is impossible in his view, that even
secular texts could be changed after having been widely circulated.
The Torah and gospels, then, must have been distorted when they
were small in number and narrow in circulation. The actual texts current
in his day bore marks of an early, rather than a late corruption.(I97)
Following the Muslim belief ar-Razi stated that the Jewish and
Christian books have been corrupted as it has been mentioned in the
context of our answer to Hava Lazarus.
The author of Al-Faisal considered the problem of the existence of
several Qur'anic readings but it is necessary to outline the Christian
position taken up against Ibn Hazm on this matter in order to indicate
the character of this attack which is ultimately directed at the Qur'an
itself. The Christian apologists argued that differences in the form of
the Qur'anic words discoverable in the gospels were not distortion, but
alternative readings, thus implying that there was no distinction 111
authoritativeness between the Qur'an itself and the gospels.
Ibn Hazm's Christian critics sought flaws in the Islamic ascription
or lsnad. They said that there were variant readings of the Qur'an, in
particular they cited 'Abdullah ibn Mas' ud's (d. 33 A.H. = 653 A.C.)
copy of the Qur'an as different from the current one. Secondly, they
argued that some of the learned scholars in Islam stated that 'Uthman
cut out many correct readings, and gathered Muslims around one of
the seven readings through which the Qur'an was revealed. Thirdly,
Christians argued that the Rawafid alleged that differences were
perpetrated by Muhammad's Companions, as has been discussed in
detail in the second chapter. The author of AI-Faisal answers his
critics as follows. Firstly, he argues that the addition or omission of
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letters does not constitute variant readings of the Qur'an; the
significant factor is that the readings were passed down through an
uninterrupted chain of authorities. Thus all seven readings of the
Qur'an are correct, because they are each the word as revealed to
Muhammad. Limited in number to seven, omission and addition
cannot alter the accuracy and exactness of the seven readings. Ibn
Hazm is at pains to defend Islam from the charge that some of
Muhammad's Companions and followers read the Qur'an in an
idiosyncratic way which is not followed by other Muslims who
nevertheless reverence these figures, and that this constitutes a
weakness in lsnad. He comments that while Muslims respect and
revere these figures, they do not regard them as beyond illusion and
error, or as guides to be followed blindly. What they transmitted of
Muhammad's words as witnesses who saw and heard him is
acceptable, but it is not claimed that they were infallible; when they
made pronouncements on the basis of personal opinion or speculation
they offer readings which derive from the narrator's own views. The
implication here is that these readings are not validated by ljma' or
consensus of opinions; and elsewhere Ibn Hazm mentions that the text
could not be accepted unless all of Muhammad's Companions agreed
upon it.(l98) He complains here that Christians fail to sift their
authorities in this fashion.
Moving to the specific question of Ibn Mas'ud's script being
different, the author of Al-Faisal totally rejects this, arguing that it is
one of the attested seven readings of the word as revealed to
Muhammad.
The argument that 'Uthman suppressed correct readings for the
sake of unity is also dismissed. Ibn Hazm argues that in practical
terms it would not have been possible for 'Uthman to have done this,
considering the number of extant readings in his day, and the wide
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circulation of texts throughout the Islamic world . Furthermore, the
choice of one reading was simply to identify a touchstone copy for
reference purposes if anyone attempted to make changes to the text.
On the subject of Rawafid, he unambiguously rejects their
authority, since in his view they are not Muslims, but a sect which, as
has already been menti oned in the context of the Qur'an, arose 25
years after Muhammad's death, and which conspired against Islam. He
compares thi s sect to Jews and Christians who corrupted their texts,
and he describes the Rawafid as telling untruths about 'AIi.(199)
Sweetman comments on one particular aspect of Ibn Hazm's
defen se, that is his point that the Companions were not free from
error.
Sweetman describes this as : "a serious admission because it is by
the Companions that Islam has the Qur'an.,,(200) On this point
Sweetman fails to grasp the essential thrust of Ibn Hazm's argument,
which is that the Companions are not infallible as individuals, but
their consensus of opinion is infallible. Thi s is made perfectly clear in
the text of Al-Faisal, in a section which is not quoted by Sweetman.
"Those readings to which the Christians refer are dependent only on
(Mawquj) the Companion or follower.,,(201) This statement shows that
Ibn Hazm's attack was quite specifically directed at the individuality
of the figure s; this does not exclude the possibility of infallibility
when the individual Companion played a role in consensus.
Sweetman's commentary on Ibn Hazm's attitude to the
Companions makes precisely the same points made against the author
by his contemporary Maliki opponents. He was accused of having
represented Muhammad's Companions as inventing new aspects of the
faith after the Prophet's death. Ibn Hazm defended himself stoutly,
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arguing that he had never attacked the Companions, from whom
Muslims received their faith and in whose footsteps he followed, He
complained that the Malikiyya blindly followed the leader of their
own school of thought. while Muslims should properly recognize that
their faith was transmitted by the Sahaba, given the fulfillment of the
uninterrupted chain of authorities traceable to the Prophet himself.
The Sahaba, the genuine narrators, their trustworthy followers, and the
traditionalists must be seen as the agents who perpetuate Islam.(202)

The whereabouts of the original Gospel
Collecting the points made by Ibn Hazm in this context, his view
can be stated as follows. The Gospel was partly destroyed, a destruction
that took place with God's permission. The author of AI-Faisal differs
from Ibn Taymiyah in that he does not argue for the existence of a
sound version during Muhammad's lifetime, but traces the partial
destruction of the Injil to the dispersal of the Apostles after Jesus' death.
Ibn Hazm's text implies that he refers to a particular written book,
The author of Ai-Faisai does not exclude the possibility that fragments
of the original might have survived, either in written form or in the
memories of Jesus' followers.
Abu al-Fadl al-Maliki carried the above statement further when he
used the following chapter heading in Ai-Muntakhab, Section One
"On What Part of the Gospel was Protected from Corruption", Ibn
Taymiyah is in agreement with the above statement, but added the
following points: Christians did not distort all the versions of the
Gospe\. They only did so with some of them, but not with every copy.
If he is correct he remarks that the Qur'an acknowledges the correct
version, and attacks the corrupted one; but Ibn Taymiyah is unable to
present the sound Gospe\.
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The same author is here indirectly attempting to resolve the
problem which Christians have raised, namely that in places the
Qur'an calls Christians to observe their Gospel, while elsewhere it
describes their Gospel as corrupted. Ibn Taymiyah, by positing the
existence of an uncorrupted version of the Gospel as well as corrupted
versions, suggests that the Qur'an asks Christians to observe the
former and reject the latter. Such a solution is attractive at first sight,
but cannot withstand close examination. If a sound version of the
Gospel existed during the lifetime of Muhammad why is there no trace
of it in early Islamic writing, and why was it not preserved by
Muslims? Muhammad would have safeguarded such a heavenly Book
if it had existed, since it contained the prophecy of his own coming;
furthermore, he would not have permitted the four corrupt gospels to
have superseded the uncorrupted original.(203)
If Ibn Taymiyah cannot resolve the problem, a palatable
explanation is offered by Ibn Hazm and several other Muslim
scholars. The Injil was indeed partly destroyed, but also partly
preserved in the four current gospels. Muhammad was able to
distinguish between the false and the genuine by Revelation, not by
human means. Thus it can be said that whenever the Qur'an praises the
Gospel it refers to those parts of the genuine Injil incorporated into the
present gospels. The Qur'an charges the People of the Book with
'intentional distortion of the scriptures',(204) and this would indicate
that Christians and Jews are fully aware of which parts of their
writings are genuine and which are human additions and distortions.
Consequently when the Qur'an calls them to observe their scripture~ it
refers to the observation of the genuine parts of their scriptures, parts
which they are able to ideLdTY. Muslims would say in general that the
true sayings of Jesus can be distinguished from the rest of the four
gospels in t~ 0 ways: firstly, as the famous contemporary Musl im
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scholar, S. Abul A'Ia Maududi suggests, when certain formulas are
used to introduce the words of Jesus: "Thus it is obvious that the first
four gospels are not the Illjii, the discourses and sayings of Jesus, but
they contain it. We have no means of recognizing them from the
works of the authors except this: whenever the authors say, "Jesus said
so, or taught so and so", there the Injil begins and when they resume
the narration, there it ends. ,,(205)
According to the same author, if such portions are compiled and
compared with the Qur'an, no serious differences between the two will
be discovered; trivial differences can easily be overcome by unbiased
thinking. (206)
The second possible way of identifying the true Injii is, as M . H.
' Abd al-' Aziz suggests, a question of comparing the accounts of the
evangelists. If and when they agree, this could be said to constitute the
actual sayings and teachings of Jesus. When disagreement occurs, the
text is their own writing.(207)
These two methods of approaching the gospels exclude a good
deal of material, but both diverge from Ibn Hazm's view and constitute
a serious problem. The first method is not pursued by the author of
Al-Faisal, who discounts several passages introduced with the
suggested formulae. The most obvious difficulty with the second
method is that it necessitates a partial acceptance at least, of the
Crucifixion which would debilitate not only Ibn Hazm's argument, but
also the overall Muslim position.
Now we are in a position to say that differences between the
Muslim and Christian understanding of the revealed word of God - the
former locating Revelation in their sacred text, the latter in the person
of Jesus - have determined the character of the Christian-Muslim
debate concerning the gospels. The Muslim scholars and Ibn Hazm in
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particular employed the methods used to determine the authenticity of
Islamic sacred texts, Ibn Hazm describes the process of the corruption
of the four gospels in the light of the history of the early church,
demonstrating the possibility of weak links in the chain of transmission.
The methodology he uses to find evidence of corruption ranges
from the presence of Christian sectarianism, which he ascribes to the
loss of the full Injil to a nice comparison of the textual details of the
four gospels. Our arguments are firmly based on detailed study of the
Christian texts both evangelical and ecclesiastical, the Christian
answer to the Muslim view often taking the form of counter-attack, as
has been demonstrated through out.

Conclusion

In this book we have studied the gospels in the Qur'an and also as
understood by Christians in a comparative and analytical approach.
The gospels in the New Testament collection are presented on the
basis of Christian doctrines and tradition.
The QUr'an declares Jesus to be a great prophet of God who was
aided and enabled to guide His people on earth and was given a single
'Gospel' by God to teach to the people. This Gospel was lost and does
not survive except in part in the four gospels. While Muslims believe
in Jesus as a prophet with a Divine book, Christians believe that Jesus
is the Divine Son of God and was himself the Revelation of God on
earth, not only the bearer of Revelation. This is utterly rejected by
Islam. Many places in the New Testament refer to Jesus as a prophet,
as do the Nag Hammadi documents. He was also called a "Son of
Man", "Savior" and so on . The Gospel in which Muslims believe is
also referred to in the New Testament and in the sayings of Jesus.
Jesus himself declared that what he delivered to people was God's
message in God's words. He did not declare himself to be God or
invite anyone to worship him . Rather, he prostrated himself before
God, the Creator. In times of weakness and despair he did not tum to
himself but to God. He never claimed to have created anybody or
anything. Muslims believe in the virgin birth as part of their religion,
but virgin birth does not involve any input from God. Virgin birth is a
sign of God's might and ability to do anything He wishes. The Qur'an
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always brings to notice, when referring to the immaculate birth, to the
creation of Adam from nothin g out of dust, and to Zachari ah and John.
Zachariah was an old man, his wife was al so old and barren, yet God
gave th e m a child when they despaired and thought it impossible.
Muslims believe that Jesus suffered to save people from the danger of
eternal punishment and damnation , and that he was persecuted by the
religious authority of his time, and was even taken to be crucified, but
that God saved him and took him up to Hi s presence. Thus Muslims
do not believe in the crucifixion and the subsequent events such as
atonement and resurrection of Jesus. Muslims believe in the many
miracles worked by Jesus, such as giving life to the dead, curing the
leper, giving sight to the blind but they regard them as signs and
Divine support of his prophethood.
In the history of Christianity and Judaism many prophets of God
have worked miracles of this kind. This does not undermine the real
message of Jesus. To forgive people and give them salvation does not
need God to come to earth or He becomes one of the creatures. God
managed the whole world both before Jesus and after him, and it
should be clear that God is above time, space and material.
The sayings of Jesus are scattered in the four gospels and of
course in the many other gospels which the church rejected, and Jesus'
sayings can benefit humanity, and provide a means of bringing
Christianity and Islam closer to each other so that Christians and
Muslims may understand each other.
As a Muslim scholar I commit myself to my scholarship and true
sense of academic responsibility. I hope that in placing this book before
the readers it will serve as a means to bring peace to our following words.
We all live in one big house each should look after the room in
which he lives - be a good neighbor not an enemy next door.
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